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Reports from
insist

FOB BILIOUS AND NEBVOUS DISOEDEBS
Buch as Wind and Pain in the Stomach,
Giddiness, Fulness after meals. Headache. Dlftiness. Drowsiness. Flushings
of Heat. Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.
Blotches on the Skin. Cold Chills, Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Trembling Sensations.
Nervous and
THE FIBST DOSE WILL GIVE BELIEF
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
Every sufferer
will acknowledge them to be
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SPRING FOOTWEAR.
Toa will want
and we have
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some
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latest

a

footwear

large lot

styles in Russet

and Black which it will pay you
to examine before
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making your
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TWO SHIPS SUNK.
Vizcaya and Alphonso XIII
Lost Says London Report.

has

of

being

been

Report That Madrid Has Had News of
a Battle Again Confirmed.

ar-

done at Cardenas

great

as

reported.

Cables

Blanco

MAY CIRCLE ISLAM.

are
Schley South and Sampson North of

On Board the Associated Press Despatch
Boat Dandy, Montego Bay, Jam., May 24
—The waters south of Cuba have sudden1
ly become the scene of great naval activiCommodore Schley,
who left Key
West last Thursday, with the battleships
armored
Massachusetts and Texas, the
cruiser
and armed
yacht
Brooklyn
Scorpion, is believed to be cruising off
Cienfuegos and Santiago de Cuba.
When the Dandy left Key West last Friday morning Admiral Sampson was still
there. It was the opinion of naval offioors
that he would sail for Cienfuegos soon by
the eastern route, the two fleets thus com-

ty.

pleting the circle of Cnba.
The battleship Iowa followed Commodore Sohley on Friday but was overtaken
off Cape San Antonio on Saturday by the
torpedo boat Dupont, with secret instrucThe battleship immediately intions.
creased her speed to the limit and when
last seen, was guarding the entranoe to
the passage between the Isle of Pines and
The Dnpont rushed on toward
Caba.

Warships

Strong Confirmatory Moves
Been Bottled Up

That Admiral Cerera Has
in Some Port.

London, SVIay 24.—A despatch to the Financial News from Porte de Paix, Hayti, says:
“Admiral Gervera is believed to have div'dei his fleet and it is reported that the Vizcaya and Alfonso XIII have been
destroyed.
Madrid, May 24, II p. m.—-The same mysterious silence reigns in official circles tonight as that which characterized last night. The government discloses nothing from the seat of war.
La Correspondencia Espania observes :
“An unexplained feeling of despondency is noticeable. As no bad news has been received, we can only suggest that
this feeling is caused by fears of a prolongation of the war.”

Cienfuegos.
Five

British

warships

are now

in

the

vicinity of Jamaica.
The Spanish 1200 ton passenger 6teamer
She is
Purlslma Concepcion Is here.
The numerous
afraid to venture out.
rumors as to the sighting of the phantom
Spanish fleet in this vicinity are quite
unsubstantiated.
WOULD SEARCH THE ADULA-

London, May
spatch has been

25.—The
received

following de- muoh
from

Wednesday:
“Nothing positive Is revealed

dated 1

a.

situation.

Madrid

Lieut. General

ister of war, has received
from General Blanco

a

Wants to

Bead Mail From

ago.

as

to the

miral

saying

that

Gibraltar.

He

The

about

England and
important thing, he de-

rumors

Captain Aunon, minister of marine

lengthy despatch from AdCervera, replying in full to instruc-

DON’T DRAG

auitin-

IS CERVERA BOTTLED UP?
Increasing Belief That His Fleet Is In San-

tiago,
Eoston, May 24.—A Washington special
to the Journal says:
From a source which cannot be questioned I learn that word was
received
from Admiral Sampson last night
that
he had the Spanish fleet bottled up in the
harbor of Santiago de Cuba and intended

the to bombard the town today in the hope of
de Cuba, showing the defenses and
any other persons who may have
The bombardment is
forcing a fight
taken advantage of her to leave that city. security of Admiral Cervera’s squadron.
therefore probably now on.
He
1b in search of despatches from the
has gone back to
“Admiral Camara
It will be a difficult thing to force the
fleet to the navy
does the work cleaner and without the American blockading
It is said that
Cadiz with sealed orders.
fleet out of the harbor if Cervera
Spanish
communications
of
from
and
wear aud tear of out of date methods. department
for does not wish to light, for the
on his arrival there he will arrange
land looked
No extra charge for steaming.
spies. He avers that on her previous trip
Adola brought manoeuvres of his ships at sea, for trials condition of the harbor and tho precipithe
from Clenfuegos,
tious character of the defences of
the
City Dye House and mail from the United States cruiser Mar- of speed, gunnery and everything in order
Cfl^TEQ’Q Forest
town make successful bombardment to
rUulCel u steara Carpet Cleansing blehead ; and he cites the British neutrali- to
is
the
in
that
himself
squadron
satisfy
Works,
some degree a matter of chaDco.
From
clause declaring that official despacthes
He will then de- this information it
No. 18 Preble St., opp. Preble House. ty
an efficient condition.
appears that the reare contraband.
CjtJotbs Cleansed Every pay,
port of tho annihilation of the Spanish
Tfce colonial authorities after inquiry, part for a destination undivulged.
that cp proof existed of the exisfleet already, which has been ourrent this
of
the
inminister
“Senor
Capdepon,
tence of official despatches from the MarstTTouis cut cable.
piojjjrtture, aicnuugu
blehead, but only of the personal letters terior says a telegram receivj^ by the war tomorrow
may bring an authentic
acof officers and men which were accepted
City of I’eliln Will Bo Convoyed Bj as an act of courtesy for mailing here. nfflen froir, Manila rnnnrts that the count of a battle.
Chsr:e3ton from Honolulu.
consul
in
his
The
to
persisting
remnin
to
Spanish
loyal
56jJ
natives are disposed
to searoh all
demand for the privilege
the territory
will defend
sealed or unsealed and the per- Spain and
pnoknges
Washington May 24.—The Navy De- sons of
passengers, the colonial governinvasion.
partment at 8.15 this evening posted th« ment replied that such a thing could not against foreign
ox reasonable
“The latest rumor is that a Spanish
be allowed without proof
following bulletin:
authorities are
“The department has no reason to be probability. The colonial
an American war
London warship has captured
understood to have inquired of
lieve that a battle has occurred in
thi 1 for advice.
to
do
reluotant
are
any- ship in Cuban waters.”
They
to the United States
Windward Passage.
thing displeasing
The Madrid correspondent of the Daily
and yet are determined to enforce neu“The auxiliary cruiser St. Louis ha
Senor Domingo Mendez Capot, News
trality.
de
at
cable
Cuba
an<
Santiago
1
says:
out the
vice-president of the Cuban republic,
San Juan de Porto RlcO.
will sail from
“Rumors as to the negotiations of tin
Port Afitonio for Boston
!
; powers in favor of peace are premature
B Late this afternoon it was ascertains: tomorrow by the Belivedore.
that the cable from
Santiago ithat wa
a
art
cut by the American warship St. Louis
but responsible Spanish statesmen
May 24.— There was
Washington,
BELIEVE CABLE HAS BEEN CUT.
was not the line controlled by the Frencl [
rumors in
the first opportunity tc lapse
into sensational war
seize
to
prepared
from
Santiago t )
company running
Washington, May £4.—The authorities
after a week of comHayti through Guantanamo, but was on s here are satisfied from reliable private ln- end the war provided it can be done or Washington today
rumors ranged ail
The
of
French
the two English oabJes
the
formation
received that
Cable
runnini ;
parative quietude.
from Santiago south to Jamaica.
line running from Cuba to Hayti has been terms honorable to Spain.
the way from the capture of the little
B This information was communicated t ) cut, probably at Santiago by American
of IS men, to the
“Should a neutral nation come forward
Mangrove with a crew
Mr
the officials of the government by
warships with a view to tho Isolation of
of the ontire Spanits
arrangement,
destruction
the
of
Frenot
with
General
With
an.honorable
proBlanoo.
this,
reported
Luerinne,the general agent
however, is
and Schley’s comStates
the less satisfactory information that the
cable
company in the United
would be exumined here in no im- ish fleet by Sampson’s
Gen. Dlanoo,
therefore, is not isolate l two British cables from Cuba to Jamaica posals
They were circulated
forces.
bined
falso
of
can
stll
were
from the rest of rho world, but
not out.
pride.
This i9 looked upon
If, howby practical spirit
notwithstanding
with
persistence,
cominunioate with the home gorernmen t officials most Interested in the subject as
does not insist upon imdenials, ns soon as they could be
by either the
Frenoh oable going b ) unfortunate from a strategic standpoint, ever, America
their
Hayti or the English one running t x Officials here have no definite informa- possible humiliation, there is still a brought to the attention of any oflicial
tion as to the exact routes used by General
Jamaica.
accapable of passing judgment on their
“The transport City of Pekin wi-h 120 ) Blanco In sending
and
receiving dls- possibility of peace.
As the day rolled along the offictroops on board and the transport Sydne; r patches to and from Madrid.
curacy.
Martinez
“Marshal
Campos in the
as
and Australia, also loaded wPh roops
ials themselves became apprehensive,
are expeoted to sail from San Francis: >
course of an interview has said that the
the frequency with which
NEW YORK REGIMENT MOVES.
was shown by
today for Honolulu, from which
poin
bulof the Philippines is in the
they calltd for the latest newsjjaper
New York, May 24.—The 69th regiment salvation
they will be convoyed to the Pnilippine 3
left Camp Black today for Chickamauga. bands of the natives
by the oruiser Charleston.
and that letins. At the close of the day, however,
cans or

Our Beating and Steaming Machine

replied

D1Y OF

Washington

MU'S.

Was Full

Yssterday.

themselves,

was

of Them

again announced in the most posi- Cuba, while the value of that port

as t

that the navy department placo of refuge for the Spanish flying
is materially diminished.
It if
had no information to warrant the report squadron
safe to say that the remaining cable tc
of any sort of engagement in the Windwill
be
soon
cut
like the others;
Santiago
This did not specially so that if Cervera is misguided er.ougt
ward Passage.
cover the waters of the West Indies, but to have entered Santiago harbor he wli
be completely out of touch with his hotn<
in view of the fact that the department
government on the one handjand aquallj
has almost pledged itself to lot the pub- unable to communloated
with Blancc
lio know of anything in the nature of a at the other end of the island.
The Philippines expedition is now of
general engagement, posFibly the bulle- In dead
earnest. The sending of thesi
tin announcement is sufficient to cover
ships will affect the Hawaiian qnestiot
the case.
vitally. Like the Charleston, the tran3
When Secretary Long started for home ports must stop at Hawaii to replenlsl
their coal
bunkers from the
today after an exceptionally busy day, of coal that Consnl General great heapi
Hay ware
he stated to a group of newspaper men has been
piling up for months past. 1
that the department had received no in- the
lot us take this ooal with
Hawailans
formation of importance. In response to out the
pretext that we are using It t< 1
fleet make
an inqury as to where the Spanish
our way to the nearest home
port
Mr. Long roplied that his as
was looated,
Is required by international law ii
belief was that it was still at Santiago such
will stand convicted o
they
case?,
do (Juba. Concerning the reported capt- a
gross breach of neutrality that in thi
ure of the Mangrove and the loss of other
law of nntlons allies
eyes of the
ships,the secretary dismissed these stories with the United States In hostility then
wltl
as purely conjectural and not supported
Spain. The taking of coal by the Amerl
by facts. Word had come from the com- can
at
to
make
Hawaii
an extensiv
ships
mander of the Mangrove since the time
against the Spanish posses
of the alleged capture, showing that the campaign
it is bolieved here, will result ii
slons,
ship could not have been in the bands of enmnfillincf t.ho TTnitfid Static nit 1._.
the Spanish.
assume a protectorate over the islands o
Mr.
Long paid a handsomo tributo to to annex them.
the war board, and stated that there was
no purpose whatever of changing the present system, whereby this board oo-operated with him in giving every possible assistance and advice mainly in the way

pooh-poohed the tive

the

Kingston, Ja., May 24—7 p. m.—The
Spanish consul here, acting under the tions. The minister of marine reoelves
neutrality proclamation, asks of the nobody. He is working day and night.
colonial authorities the right to search
Yesterday he presented to the Queen Rethe steamer Adula when she arrives from
gent every detail of the plans at Santiago
GREEN GRASS
VJlelllUogUB bilJlluuun
muu

ought to be exorcised to win it

Correa, min- clared, is that Admiral Cervera should be
cablegram able to divide the American squadron.”
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care

them to our side.

alarming
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Am erioan warships are in front of SantiCienfuegos.

your Carpets around on
AND DUSTY GROUND to have them
half beaten by band.

Madrid That Five American
in Front of Santiago Harbor.
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Three transports sail from
San Francisco for Manila to-

BEECHAM’S PILLS, taken as directed. will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly remove
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maud. The office of the war hoard, the
secretary pointed out, was not to light
battles; that was exclusively the province
of the squadron commanders. The board
acted merely in an advisory way and at
assumed
executive funcno time had
tions.
The Spaniards
appear to be making
ready for something more than a defenat
sive campaign
home, ox- at least they
are tryiDg to create that impression by
other means than news bulletins that issue almost daily from Madrid.
The navy department now has, through
its own reliable souroes reports of the
in the Spanish navy
greatest activity
yards and on the preparation for sea and
for a long
voyage of two of the torpedo
boat destxovers. It is given out that they
aro to join'Cervera,
immediately, when
his squadron enters Cadiz harbor.
Possibly this statement is made with a
deliberate purpose of misleading American vessels into the belief that Cervera
has taken his way homeward.
Inquiries as to the whereabouts of the
Oregon brought a reply this afternoon
to the effect that the
battleship was safe.
Nothing could be learned of her location.
It is. probable that the
telegrams said to
have emanated from the vessels really
were hied at
Key West, but were brought
to that port
by some despatch boat from
wk‘°h is operating with our

fleets6*011’

of
Vleatcutting
Juan

the cables at Santiago
de Porto Kico as reiwrted today, was a military move of the
brstvoharaotor. Blanco has yet one link
left of oommuoicuth.i-. with the outei
commander at
ban Juan now finds himself
in the
dark to the conditions in totally
Spain or in
and

..an

San^’uan noJ UnHSllanish

OREClpCIl

Atlanta, Ga.,May 24.— A special to th )
Constitution reports the safe arrival a [
the U. S. S. Oregon at

Jupiter, Fla.

GOOD THICK BUT NO GO.
Alicante Proves T )
Be Collier.

“Hospital Ship”

St. Pierre, May 24—6 p. m.
The Spar
ish torpedo boat destroyer Terror is bein
coaled by the Spanish steamer Alicante
The Alicante lies at the mouth
ofjth 3
Fort de France harbor. It was all alon
f
supposed that she was a hospital ship ;
but there is no doubt that she carries v
cargo of coal for the Spanish
warships
Her pretensions
to be a hospital
shi 3

UNLUCKY MANILA
Rioting Going

on

the

in

Philippines.

obviously put forward

as a

blind.

U. S. consul has cautioned th s
French officials of the port not to allo\ r
to take coal In excess of th s
the Terror
neoessary to carry the Terror t 3
the nearest Spanish port.
-It is reported that the Terror will leav a

quantity

Martini quo
to be in

tomorrow.

godij °°n<lition.

She is underscoo i

who was among those oaptured
the
steamer Panama and who has
since been held aboard ship as a prisoner
of war. Jiminez Is supposed to have oh*
tained information concerning New fork
on

harbor and its detenses, with oharts of
the harbor, which be is attempting to gel
to the Spanish authorities. He is about
10 years of age, a Spaniard and a civil
engineer.
Rate this afternoon Marshal Hoar with
several deputies and U. S. Cominisslonef
Otto, received information from the ijorth
in consequence of whioh they slipped
quietly out to the Panama, arrested Jim*
enez and brought him ashore and pup
him through
a vigorous examination,
Jimenez stoutly denied the accusation
that he was a spy, but his story was os

suoh a contradictory nature that it con*
Armed the suspicions of the federal au#
thorities.
A
thorough search Of, tho
Panama was made in the attempt
do*
cate
the charts, but no trace of the hi
could be found.
The examination wlil
be resumed and Jimenez will be held tin*
der arrest meanwhile.
The Panama case was before the Unity
ed
States District
Court
today and
Judge Rooke reserved decision. Itphas
been decided that such ships as are held
to be legitimate prizes of war shall bd
sent north for sale so as to bring better*
prices. This will probably not Re dona*
however, until all the cases have been
Anally determined.
A new aspect was given today to th^
engagement at Cardenas, where Ensigrt
Bagley and four of the U. S. torpedo
boat Winslow were killed, by a statement
been

serving

under Uen. Maximo

Uuiusz,

Col. Jova has been in Cardenas since tis»
engagement and be gays the mortality OB
the
Spanish side was by no means so
great as was reported at the time in the

United States.
According to his Information which
seems to be corroborated
by the testimony of the other Cubans
taken aboard from Cardenas by the yes',
sels of thejblockading fleet, only nine persons were killed on the Spanish side.
A shell from one of the American ship§
fell in one of the streets of the town killing two women and three children, while
three sailors and one medical officer on
fell under the fire of
a Spanish gunboat
the United States ships. The bring from
the shore was’not from a masked batthe three Spanish guntery, but from
boats, to attack which the Winslow was
Two
of them were disabled,
sent in.
out not permanently damaged, and the
bird ran away.
According to Jova’s
information the shells from the gunboat
did
little
execution because
! Wilmington
.■she lay too far off shore.
No fewer than three Spanish flags were
brought down by stray shots from the
Wilmington’s guns. One shell struck the
flag pole on the Casino in the heart of the
town, crushed
through the roof and exploded in a shop below. The plaoe was
The secno
but
one was hurt.
wrecked,
ond flag to come down was flying from
the Spanish barracks, and the third from
a building formerly used by the American oonsuJ, flying defiantly on the very
the Stars and Stripes had
pole where
once waved.
not one of these
Curiously enough,
aimed at the flags, but
shots' had been
the Spaniards were so alarmed at what
they considered the marvellous skill of
the American gunners that every Spanish
flag in town was hauled down.
The presence of the Spanish squadron
in south Cuban waters Is confirmed by
all in-coming bulletins, although no information has been reoeived from our
ships. The feeling that a great naval
battle is imminent amounts to conviotlon. Seven hundred marines came ashore
today and are camped near the barracks
pending the return of their Bhips os
some other vessels.
Two sailors were attacked by a negro
named Kitchen, tonight, and one of then!
will probably die of his injuries.
One of the sailors Is William
Carne,
from the United States gunboat Morrill.
He was sitting in front of a saloon, when
the negro came up and fired at him with

Winchester rifle inflicting

a severe

wound.

scalp

Carne’s co._<fpanion, who belongs on the
Hudson, came np and the negro struck
him over tho head with the cun.

inflict-

Kong, May 24.—The Japanese ing a serious wound.
The negroe s atcruiser Akitsushima, which arrived to- tack was wholly unprovoked. The sheriff
and posse are after him.
day from Manila, reports that when she
The U. S. auxiliary tug Wampatuok
left there rioting had broken out and a
brought today a story of a sharp skirmish
n amber of bouses had been burned.
off Santiago do Cuba last Wednesday,
Pood
was daily becoming scarcer and The tug with the XT. S. auxiliary cruiser
St Louis went into Santiago channel to
was sold at a dollar and a
horse flesh
cut the cable.
While they were engaged
halt a pound.
they were fired upon by the share batThe St. Louis returned the tiro
The Spanish volunteers were makiDg teries.
and a
fusllade ensued
for
about
angry demands for pay and food which half anlively
hour. The Wampatuok eventualthe
Spaniards were utterly unable to ly succeeded in cutting the oaDle. None
of the Spanish shots reached either boat,
satisfy.
The cruiser
reports that Admiral while neither of them in tura, boasts of
having inflicted any damage upon the
Montolo Is awaiting trial by court mar- enemy.
Hong

tial for alleged Incompetency during the
engagement with the United States
squadron under Commodhtd Dewey;
while the captain of the Spouts# revenue
cutter CallOo, captured by the’American
warships, li%> be shot for not making revae:

sistancs.

Aguinaldo toe insurgent lender, had a
great reception on his arrival at the Philippines from Hong Kong. Rear Admi
with
ral Dewey supplied the insurgents
two guns and 80 rifles, and at the time
the Japanese cruiser left, Aguinaldo expected
The

make an

to

immediate

attack.

archbishop of Manila announced ir

pastoral that four Spanish warships
were coming,and premised victory for the
Spaniards.
a

;

The

Jimenez,

a

—

were

Key West, May £4—8.30 p. in.—An Important arrest of a supposed Spanish 3py
was made this evening by U. S. Marshal
Hoar. The prisoner is Romingo Sapetero

SUSPICIOUS NEWS.

Washington, May 24.—The navy depart
ment

advices

has

from Cadiz that the

torpedo boat destroyers Destructor
Proserpina have been put in order
are

to

ready

as soon

as

it

Cervera’s fleel

start with
reaches

am

am

Cadiz en route t<

the Philippines.
The Alphonso III. and
pected to remain at Cadiz

Pelayo

are

ex

with the home

squadron.
The navy department is
the news 60 far as it relates
movements.

suspicious
to

o

Cervera’i

From Santiago'the two ships proceeded
to Guantanamo the Wampatuok going in
the
about 400 yards from shore to cut
oable there, the St. Louis lying out of
The shore batteries again opened
range.
flro and the St. Louis signalled the tug
she
to come out, which
without)
did,
This
having cut the cable at that point.
adventu e was equally harmless.
Accounts of it reached here today in a

grossly exaggerated form, including

a

re-

port that the cruiser ana the little tug
batteries on
had silenced the Spanish
shore

like Royal is The highest grade baking pou der'l
l

|

known. Actual tests show it goes onethird further than any other brand.

HE

WORD FROM DEWEY.
hitkrak of

recommended to

*

Secretary Alger

that

First Lieutenant A. S. Rowan of the 19th

nfantry be promoted to the rank of lieu-

fc

THE FIGHT AT CARDENAS.

May 24.—The Navy De»artment
today received a cablegram
'rora Admiial Dewey as follows:
Manila, Mny 20, via Hong Kong, May 24.
Secretary Navy, Washington:
Situation unchanged. Striot blockade
continued
Great scarcity provision in
Manila..
Foreign subjects fear outbreak
>f the Spanish soldiers and they will be
transferred to Cavite by the foreign men
sf

Boston, May

24.—A letter came to Mr.
H. H. Newcomb of Dorchester
district,
from his brother Captain Frank H. Newof
the
Hudson
lomb,
today and It contained the following interesting
paragraph under date of May 19.
We had a hot old fight at
Cardenas,
md it is a wonder that
the
Hudson
We were in the thickest
escaped at all.
part of it many times, between tho Winslow and the shore and the shells went all
wound us, without doing any material
iamage.
They knooked a few holes in
lur smoke stack and tore up
the deok,
but not a man was hurt.
Tho Wilmingwas
jon
practically not in it, being muon
farther away.
I have no doubt our six
pounders did as much damage as her four
inch shell.; In proportion to the size
of
the vessels engaged, it was so far the hottest fight of the war.
Have been over
the blockade at Cardenas and Matdnzas
the past week.”

in the harbor.

war

Agulnaldo, the rebel commander-ln;hief, who was brought here from Hong
Kong on the MoCullooh, is organizing a
lOrce of native cavalry and may render
xsalatance that will be valuable.
(Signed)
Dewey.

filotsTrIereb onToard,
Francisco, May 24.—Pilots were
Didered on board the transports at 2 p.
m., tomorrow. The supplies are not yet
>11 on board but the vessels are expected
to sail late tomorrow or early Thursday
morning.

FIVE CRUISERS IN

San

__

FROM CHARLESTON.

Francisoo, May 24.—The following
brought to the Examiner office'"‘by

San
was

oarrier pigeon:
Charleston, 10 a.

>

“On

board

The Spanish officers are
reported to
lave said that they would
not accept a
tattle unless with an equal
number of
ihlps, and that they would avoid enoounering superior numbers.
Admiral Osborne did not consider the
Spanish squadron to be in any way
ormidable.
The last news received here from Havana was that the Cuban government had
1 leoided to admit ooal and provisions free
if duty.

U. S. S.

night there will
Saturday
The Third Tennessee

All well.
“HENRY GLASS.”

(Signed)
MORE

m.,

EMBARK
TROOPS
MANILA.

FOR

comSan ifranotsco. May 24.—Four
panies of the 14th infantry (regulars) the
Full regiment of Oregon volunteers ana a
Californian
oioked battalion of fifty
Heavy artillery, left the Presido today and
aoarded the transports
City of Sydney
tnd Austria, preparatory for starting for
Manila.
Yesterday's scenes, whioh the
volunteers
Srst regiment of California
marched to the dock, were re-enacted to-

:irst Vermont nave

be

la.. May 24.—U. S. consul

that the Spanish cruiser
it Matanzas, A. G. Brice of Bedford, la
the auxiliary cruiser Alfonso was at
Camp McKinley today. In an
XIII. had
been sunk by United States (: nterview,
he said: “I wish to assure
he
volunteers
in the different states that
warships.
here is little danger of the United States
oldiers falling
victims to disease in
SHIP YARDS CONSOLIDATE.
Juba.”
New York, May 24.—Reports received
here today
from London announce the 1 JHIEF JUSTICE OF NEW
HAMPsousolidation of the Cramp ship building
SHIRE.
of
and
Vickers
Dompany
Philadelphia
Concord, .N H., May 24.—Judge Lewis
Son» & Maxim,
of Barrow-in-Furness,
V. Clark of Manchester was appointed
into one great shipbuilding conEng.,
1 ihief
cern.
justice of the New Hampshire SuThe pian of consolidation provides for ireme Court by the Governor and Coun:il this atfernoon.
sn increase in the capacity of the
Through the constiCramps
shipyards by the introduction of British utional age limit, his term will expire
18th
next.
August
M«4ta!.
Charles H. Cramp, head of the William
THE HAWAIIAN RESOLUTION.
Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine Building company, tonight denied absolutely
Washington,
May 24.—Assurance that
of
the
Associated Press that t
to a reporter
speoial rule for the consideration of the
W is any truth in the reported eonsoliElawaiian annexation resolutions would
ion of the
and ce reported to the House late this weok
Cramps company,
ickers Sons & Maxim of Barrow-inwere given today.
Mr. Hitt, chairman
urnoss, England, into one shipbuilding if the committee on
foreign affairs said
concern, and that such a move as menhis evening he was confident considerationed has never been contemplated.
;ions would be had early next week and
Mr. Cramp also denied the report that
crobably three days later would be given
ti e company will build a shipyard at Port
’or debate.
Arthur tor Russia,

j

24.—The consular
reports today gave notice of the declaration of neutrality by five countries, Rns'ii

hi**,

-vr.

>

ufiii,

and Canada.

xi:ij

ivecnerianas

THE GLOUCESTER SAILS.
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Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to be a medeoino o£ great worth and
merit and especially valuable for
coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we
will

hereafter

warrant every bottle
bought of us, and will refund the money
to anyone who is not satisfied after
using
two-thirds of a 25 or 60 cent bottle. D.
W. Heseltine. 387 Congress St., Edward

W. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King S.
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
Congress Square Hotel.

We guarantee every bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea

The German ship Rhaetia was
ferred to the government today.

Remedy and will refund the

money to
any one who is not satisfied after using
it
It is the most successful medicine in
the world for bowel
complaints, both for
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
Heseltine & Co., 387 Congress St, Ed-

ward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St, King
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 021 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
Congress Square Hotel.

if

Easy

Easy

Jiasy

to
to
to

Cook,
Eat,
Oats

At all grocers
*in 2-lb. pkgs. only

SB.—The

Madrid corre-

spondent of the Times says:
“Senor
r*°n y Castillo, the Spanish ambassador
J ranee, has returned to Paris to con:lnue his mysterious
negotiations which
ire now believed to
be financial rather
jhan political.
;o

SMALL POX ON
N.

S., May

THE PISA.
24.-Tbe

Hain-

aurg-American steamer Pisa is still lying
it quarantine here.
Another ohila developed small pox since yesterday and
jvas removed to Lawler’s
island
today.
\11 the passengers will

landed tomor’ow
morning on Lawler’s island and be
solated. The ship will then be fumigated
and allowed to proceed.

Digest.

Quaker

trans-

CASTILLO AFTER MONEY.

London, May

Halifax,

Easy Food
Easy to Buy,

IT IS AND IT ISN’T.

Madrid, May 24.—Noon—It

is officially
innouncea mat me squuuron oi a ami's 1 Cervera was still at Santiago de Cuba

resterday.

Prince, Hayti, May 24.—Acto ourrent rumor here the Span3h Cape Verde squadron, commanded by
Admiral Cervera, whioh arrived recently
it Santiago de Cuba, subsequently sailed
:rom that port, destination unknown.
Port

1

1

au

lording

ONE THING TO PLAN.

May 24.—A special despatch
Madrid today says: Evidently the
jrogramme in regard to the Philippine
slands has been changed. It is believed
lere that there will be no immediate enj gagement in Cuban waters, but that Adniral Cervera will draw off the enemy
while the Cadiz fleet relieves Havana.
CA BLE IN WORKING ORDER.

Cape

Hayti, May 24—Inquiry made
shows that the cable from this place
•o Guantanamo
and Santiago de Cuba
s in working order.
iere

BRITISH

EMBASSY
ING.

HEARS NOTH-

Washington, May

24.—Tho British embassy has received no reports from British
in
the
West
Indies
roUTces
concerning the
'sported engagement of the American and
Spanish squadrons in the Windward Pas;ago. It is believed that when an engagenent occurs, word of it is quite likeiy to
jome from London or some other
foreign
joint, owing to the difficulties the Ameria
commanders have in cabling the navy

lepartment.

SAMP ALGER TROOPS ORGANIZED.

Washington, May 24.—General Graham
today issued an order organizing the
troops at Camp Alger into a division,
jonsisting of three brigades. The second
brigade is commanded
by Col. D. J.
Poster, sixth Illinois and oonsists of the
sixth Illinois,
sixth Massachusetts and
jighth Ohio regiments.
THE WEATHER.

be

TRYING TO FLOAT A LOAN.
London, May 25.—The Paris correspon-

of the Daily Mail says ho hears
.hat Senor Leon y Castillo is
charged to
mdeayor to float
a
of 10,000,000
loan
iounds on the
of
the
tobacco
security
ient

nohopoly.
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your
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A

man

at

cause

near

to

lieves its sorenms will soaro its fellows
away. A magistrate will fan himself gently
on the execution ground on which a yelling malefactor is being gradually cut to
pieces, not bocause be enjoys the speotaolo,
but because it is all part of bis day’s work.
A crowd of spectators will watoh a child
drown because it is no one’s special business to save it and because to interfere in
what does not ooncern you may give rise
to trouble.
From what has been already said as to
the keen interest taken by the Chinese in
money matters it may be surmisod that
they should be par excellence a “nation
of shopkeepers.” And so they are.
To
their credit be it said that they have thoroughly realized that bargains are binding.
The tea merchant may endeavor in every
way to get the better of his European confrere, but once the mystic words'“puttee
book”—i. o., enter it in writing—bavo
been uttered the lattor may rely on the
transaction
being
faithfully oarried
through. This comparatively high standaid of commercial morality naturally results in an elaborate system of credit,
greatly to the advantage of both contracting parties, and, though the “squeeze;” or
perquisite, entors into every arrangement,
it is not sufficient to stop the wheels of
commerce, though undoubtedly it frequently ologs them.
To go abek on yonr word in a business
transaction or to fail to meet your liabilities oauses a Chinaman to“lose face,” and
this is to him unbearable. The sacrifices
which be will make on theapproaoh of bis
new year to enable him to avoid being
posted as insolvent are as extraordinary
as they aro admirable.
Nor would it be
right to omit all referenoe to the fact that
to their justioe they frequently add generosity. I well remember a caso in wbioh
an American who bad failed
years
of labor was supported duri;
the remainder of bis life by his “con.
lore,”
as the native employed by European firms

In many palatable ways, and the
foods mado from maize have retained to
this day the names given by the aborigines, suoh as hominy, pone, suppawn.samp,
succotash. Samp and samp porridge'wore
soon favorite dishes. Samp is Indian corn
pounded to a coarsely ground powder in a
mortar.
The laborious Indian method of preparing maize for consumption was to 6teep it
in hot water for 18 hours, then to pound
the grain in a mortar till it was a coarse
meal. It was then sifted in a small basket,
and the large grains which did not pass
through the primitive sieve were again
pounded and sifted.
Samp was often pounded in a primitive
and picturesque Indian mortar made of a
hollowed blook of wood or a stump of a
tree. The pestle was a heavy blook of wood
shaped like the interior of the mortar and
fitted with a handle attached to one side.
This block was fastened to the top of a
growing sapling, which was bent over,
and thus acquired the required spring back
after the blook, or pestle, was pounded
down on the corn. Pounding samp was
slow work, often done in later years by
unskilled negroes, and beDoe disparagingly termed “nlggerlng” oorn. After those
simple spring mortals were abandoned
elsewhere they w&e used on Long Island,
and it was jestingly told that skippers In
a fog oould always get their
bearings off
the Long Island coast beoause they oould
hear the pounding of the samp mortars._

corn

Ma/ 24.—Forecast
for
for New England and Eastern

Vew York:

Partly cloudy weather, poslibiy light 6howors, southerly shifting to

50; maximim velocity wind,

precipitation.

14 S;

total

.43.

Weatker Observation.

The agricultural department weather
lureau for yesterday, May 24, taken at
* P- m., meridian time, the observation for each seotlon being given in this
irder: Temperature, direction of wind,
state of weather:
Boston, 66 degrees, S, oloudy; New
xork, 68 degrees, E, cloudy;
Philadelphia, 66 degrees, S, cloudy: Washington,
50 degrees, NE,
cloudy; Albany, 64 decrees, SE, cloudy; Buffalo, 62 degress, N,
partly oloudy; Detroit, 68 degrees, NE,
Moody; Chicago, 64 degrees, NE, olear;
et. Paul, 74
degrees, NE, clear; Huron,

(6 degrees, E, clear; Bismarck, 80degrees,
?“*, clear; Jacksonville, 76 degrees, S,
E clear.

Chautauquan.

Origin of the Word Velooipede.
Frank H. Vlffctolly tells “The Story of
the Wheel” In St. Nioholag. After describing the Introduction of the celerifere
and the dandy hone Mr. Vizebelly saysBy this time the principle of balancing
the wheel was understood, and the task of
developing the orudo vehlolo of M. de Slvrao was begun. It was not
long, however,
before this maobine was replaoed
by anor
was
other,
perhaps only renamed Durthe
French
revolution a new form was
ing

introduced under the name of
velooifere,
and its riders beoame known as veloolIn
the
pedes.
year 1808 one of these vehicles, shown at the
ber to use even the most
gardens
perfect remedies in Paris, was much used.
Eight years
inly when needed. The best and most later another
wheeljjf similar form oame
simple and gentle remedy is the Syqm .Into I' KO'-B erJ gained
popular favor at
if Figs, manufactured
the
of
the
the Tivoli. This was the
gardens
by
^^xornie
draisine.
named
from its inventor.
Fig
Co,
WHEN NATURE

Seeds assistance it may be best to render it promptly, but one should remem-
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of America which has

never been broken.
Out of the
which
she
has
to
draw
experience
from, it is more
that she has gained the very knowledge that will
help
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her advice has relieved thousands.
Surely any woman, rich or
poor, is very foolish if she does not take advantage of this generous
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Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
A Woman’s Remedy for Woman’s Ills,

S

g
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A

MISTAKE.

Secretary Long Warm In 11

“Strategy

8

Defense of

Board.”

Washington, May 34.—Notwithstanding

the persistent rumors in circulation to
the effect that a great naval
engagement
had been fought in the Windward
passage
in
the destruction of the Spanresulting
ish fleet, it can be stated
positively that
the navy department has no information
that tends in the
slightest to confirm
these rumors.
Unless the improbable
there is
no

immediate prospect of

happens

naval engagein the opinion

a

ment of any
magnitude,
of the navy department officials.
Indeed, there is no certainty that Admiral Cervera is not
already bound homeward providing he
has succeeded in
scouring a supply of coal.
There
are
in
Madrid that have been noted here
Bigns
seeming to point to a relaxation, if not a
total abandonment of efforts to conduct a
campaign in Cuba and the West Indian
The natural
waters.
conclusion, if this
premise is well founded would be that
the Spaniards are going to
concentrate
e«w to the defence of the
Philippines with the view to retaining
them in the event of peace
being® forced
upon them.
The war board, lately known
as
the
strategic board, had a short session this
There appears to be a
morning.
great
misconception on the publio and K tho
newspapers as to the nature of this board
According to the popular mind this
board sits in the navy department
and
with autocratic orders directs the move
ments of fleets and the execution of nlans
of oampaign down to the very smallest
details. This conception has ied to a good
deal of comment, some humorous and
some serious, at the expense of the board
and the idea had even spread to Eurone
where so conservative a paper as
the
London Times has delivered itself of this
Briticism:
,,
|“It would be wise in the future to leave
the direction of operations to naval commanders, Counoils have never proved
Their proper
jopable directors of war.
functions is to obtain information and to
forward it to the admirals, who must be
free, ns Nelson claimed the right to be
free to act when the fitting opportunity
irrived.
Now Secretary Long is a member of the
war board, at least be is frequently with
It during its sessions and he says that the
the
views of the Times as
to
proper
functions of a war counoil express exactly
exerthe functions conferred upon and
ilsed by the naval war board.
“The board lias not made a single mistake since the beginning of the war,” was
he tribute that Secretary Long paid to it.

Secretary Long returned to Washingto
ind resumed his duties at the department
this morning
Before ww Cabinet meeting this morn-
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any form of female weakness are invited
to promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham at
Lynn, Mass. All
letters are received, opened, read and answered
by women only. A
woman can freely talk of her
private illness to a woman ; thus has
been established the eternal confidence between Mrs. Pinkham and

than

Richmond, deceased.
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STANDING INVITATION.
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Women

T',£‘ SOUTHARD,
account
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spirit:
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Snppawn, Samp, Succotash.
The oolonlsta quickly learned from the
Indians to harvest, grind and oook the

IVashington,

but

cept it in the

tde

__

Wednesday

a man.

freely offered;

ia

—Contemporary Review.

simnlv hp-

—

cian.
It is unnecessary.
Without money or price you
can
consult a woman
whose knowledge from
actual experience is
greater than any local
physician. The following invitation is

the neutral

wH.lv flMnoon

relate your

to

|0
fg

modesty impels
shrink from exposing
themselves to the questions
and probably examinations
of even their family physi-

Suffering and
Honesty.
The Chinaman is not wantonly cruel,
but he is marvelously indifferent to the
Bufferings of others. Tho cook will cover
a rat wicn Kerosene ana set it
alight, not
to onjoy its sufferings, but because he be-

rlnnlInna

At a Court of Probate held at Portland w thin and for the County of Cumberland on the
First Tuesday of May In the year of our
Lord, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight: the
following matters having been presented for
th action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, it is
heieby ORDERED:
That notice (hereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In ihe
MAINE STATE PRESS and WEEKLY KASTI'-U.Y AKOUS, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probata
Court to be held at said Portland, on the First
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and be heard thereon and object
if they see cause.

A?J.£A,1L

women

ance,

TRAITS OF THE CHINESE.
Indiflference

diseases is

Kj

suffer in
silence and drift along from
bad to worse, knowing full
well that they ought to
have immediate assist-

grounds.

Their Utter

he is

Many

GIBRALTAR.

Gibraltar

revolting

dnps nnt understand

Madrid, May 24.—In the chamber today
a
motion s’gied by Senores Romero y
Hobelo, Cassot, Salgron and Ojeda a Las
Florence, was presented In favor of constructing barracks at Algicras and San
Roque and preparing for an encampment

a woman

confiding
whose experi-

are

womans

republics

BARRACKS AT

—

^

when it is

THREAT TROUBLES NO ONE.

In

Portland, Mo.,
May 24.—The local
Atlanta, May 24.—A speoiai to the Constitution from Montgomery, says: “J. A. weather bureau office records as to the
Ronntre, secretary of the Alabama Press weather are as follows:
Association who has just returned from
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29,966; thermomeWashington, brings tbe private tip that
Major General Wheeler of Alabama is be- ter, 53; dew point, 49; humidity 67;
seeobing the President to appoint William wind, S; velocity, 7J; weather, cloudy.
Jennings Byran of Nebraska to a high
8 p. in.—Barometer, 29.962; thermomeposition on his staff.
tcr, 51; dew point, 49; humidity, 95;
wind, Sjvelooity, 8; weather, oluody.
“"PROJECTILES FOR KEY WEST.
Mean daily thermometer, 52; maximum
Norfolk, Va., May 24.—The Armenia,
oaded with projectiles for 18-inch guns, thermometer, 54; minimum thermometer,
MoKee.

A CARD.

That in

Their Business

Uocal Weather Report.

;eft the navy yard today for
Key West.
She was accompanied by the torpedo boat

new has
tell when
ordered to
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K
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All-Important Fact

Sany

A

WANTS JOB FOR BRYAN.
TO THE PDBL1C.

And Consider the

♦Sji

New York,
24.—Tho reported
May
Shis afternoon, says: No news is allowed threat of Spain that if any more Cuban
will
she
are
cut
cables
retaliate by nutting
lut of Cadiz,
and although it Is anis not regarded as
nounced today that
Camara the Galveston cables,
Admiral
.tarts hence tomorrow, to rejoin the fleet, serious by the Mexican
Telegaph comt would not bo surprising to learn that pany. The Galveston cables, the
comare
offloials
consider,
ihe squadron had already left and
too
far
that
to
invite
istant
hs presence of Admiral
and,
attack,
moreover,
Camara, as well if disturbed It would cause
is the official announcement that
serious interfleet
the
! ihortly sails
between Spain
westward, have been a blind national complications
and all the Central and South American
:o cover its departure,

New York, May 24.—The Gloucester, aortherly winds.
'ormerly the Corsair, left the navy yard
Boston, May 24—Local forecast [for Boston and
Fair
vioinlty for Wednesday:
ttlohard Wainwright and will
probably weather;
westerly to northerly winds,
50 to Key West.
‘Atl

be

Named

_

■

_

Chiokamauga. This !>•>been a quiet day
at Post Powers, will to rills 011 account
of the rain.

London, May 24.—A despatoh to tho
Evening News from Madrid, published

London,

NO DANGER FROM DISEASE.
Des Moines,

there

May

OF
SECRET.

rom

Vizcaya and

RUSSIA ON THE LIST.

CADIZ FLEET A

loors and occasioned keen interest

SCHOONER RICH ASHORE.

telegraphs that a dispatch from Port do
Paix, on Sunday, says the rumor was

Washington,

MOVEMENTS

44,000.

Blook Island,
R. X, May
24.—The
About noon the steamers left the docks
Wm. W. RiOb,
bound
from
snd anohored oat In the stream near the * chooner
1
for
Jortland,
New
of
There
the
Pekin.
Maine,
York, with a
City
finishing
Souohes will be given to the cargoes of the < argo of lime, ran ashore on Sandy Point
The two life saving
transports and tomorrow morning the < arly this morning
three big steamships will satrt for Manila. < rews of the island put off to the assistThe first Manila expedition comprises t nce of the vessel and the cargo is being
>f £000 men under the immediate "com- 1 hrown overboard in an attempt to float
ler.
tuand of Major General Anderson whose
Headquarters are on the Australia. When
FRANCE WOULD BE FRIENDLY.
:ho last soldier had embarked and
the
vessels drew away from the dock all the
London,
May 25.—The Paris correwhistles and beds in the city announced
ipondent of the Standard says: “The
fie farewell and God speed of San Franthat
sport
negotiations have been oponod
Hisco to the boys in blue.
or the
transfer of the Philippines to
France by
sale or lease, is absolutely
TWO SHIPS SUNK.
aLe. The policy at present pursued by
he Frenech government is to cultivate
Vi e livening World Bears That Spanish
he most
friendly relations with the
United States. I have reason to know
'.-is Have Gone To the Bottom.
hat
the American government has revived
assurances to this effect, which
New York, May
£4.—The
Evening ; eaves no room for doubt as to the intenWorld’s corrjspondent at Port au Prince iions of France.

rurrent

Spain powerful European backing.”

the

Interestednil Either of the

•
*

lloatin"

powers preclude for the present any definite or prompt diplomatic aotion giving

notices.

Estates Hereinafter

uepoti,!l\„vlt7T
war1 °fJalsin«

aountry.”
Augusta, May 24.—Nothing
The Liberal, Premier Sagaeta’s organ,
developed that will in any way
says that “the diverging interests of the
Maine volunteers will

j Irst brigade of the first division of the
iorps. The day at the park was unmarked
j >y any incident except the battle drill of

day.

condition,” assuring

To All Persons

Version

regiment and the
been assigned to the

< he first division of the first corps.
General Breokinridge found the hospital
acilities still inadequate but fort unately
:
here are very few sick and they are being
* ared for at St. Vincent’s hospital on the
Sisters of Charity.
He statt s that very
! oon the hospital department will
be in
ood
condition.
General Breokinridge toi
c ay gave orders for a sham battle for
in6 pection tomorrow
morning.

De Viiiavurte
with reBpeot to the financial
I,o
govern ment, repudiated Iv,
want of foresight,
and
Spain’s finances were in

PROBATE

J

,minist9!

°rUloiB“8. of
S°^ferva/1r,0’
,0y ot th®
A
*1
a”^ted that
the'nn^Tfatl^a?or?!
paj IIltm of ulI

Marquis

pronjsTd

BRYAN’S MILITARY COMPANY.
Lincoln, Neb., May 24.—The election
< >f
company officers of the new military
jompany recruited by William J. Bryan
was held last night.
Mr. Bryan’s friends had made a canvas
n
behalf of the captaincy and he was
)laced in nomination,but withdrew when
VOLUNTEERS AT CHICKAMAUGA. t was seen that others desired the place.
H. G. Whitmore was elected. Members
Chickamauga National Park, May 24.— >f the company say Mr. Bryan oould have
rhere are now 85,000 men in the volun- wen eleoted, but anything short of unaneer army under tents at this
point and mous vote would have been distasteful
he offioers of the army expect that by
,o him.
The election was behind closed

Sunday, May 22.—
Srlffln, naval pay offioer, San Francisco:
Pl'wsa report’us now passing lightship.
9ood weather.

destroyers.

>oat

MISCELLANEOUS.

Chamber of

1^1

SQUADRON.

Port au Prince,
Hayti, May 24.—A
ocal newspaper the Main, says that Rear
idmlral Osborne of the British
navy,
vho left for New York on Sunday
on
board a Dutch steamed was at Curacao a
Spanish squadron coihpoBed of five
imipejre and five torpedo boats or torpedo

as

..

the expenses of tho wur
Senor Puigcerver said that i„
of
the impossibility
of
?°?ns
abroad there was no means
funds to continue the
extension of the bank of
issue, which, however, diet not
Havle.
forced paper currency. He
he
A FOKEIGNMINI8TER
ND.
said, to convert the treasury's
debt, now nearly 500,000,000 pesetas into
Madrid, May £4.—Duke Amlodovur do small denomination treasury hona .' 11
Rio has accepted the portfolio of minister
explained the proposed co,
of the
for foreign affairs, offered to Senor Leon external debt but
avoided any allusion
Castillo the Spanish ambassador at Paris. to the
tax on the
proposed
national
debt
The Duke informed tho correspondent Senor
Puigcerver affirmed the necessity
of tho Associated Press, that he does not
of a 20 per cent increase in all taxation
desire the office, but lie
accepts it on including that on agriculture.
The new minister
patriotio grounds.
adds; "Every Spaniard is bound to deQUIET AT AUGUSTA.
vote all his powers to the defense of his

tenant colonel.

Washington,

finances satisfactory

despatch

to what course to pursue in
the event of the Americans attempting to
Cuba and
out communication between
American warships continue to
Spain.
occupy stations outside of Havana, Cienfuegos, Cardenas and Santiago de Cuba.
There are now nineteen American warships before Havana.
It. is reported that the Spanish government has purchased another vessel to be
used as an armed cruiser. The vessel referred to may be the German steamer

Uervera,

Washington, May 24.—General Miles has

Spanish Soldiers Feared

SPAIN'S

Madrid, Mar £4 _T_
becret Deputies today Senor p,ii
received here from Havana says:
of
finance, replying to the
Admiral
to
orders have
been given
May 24.—Noon.—A

Madrid,

at Manila.
r*

CERVERA GETS SECRET ORDERS.

DESERVES IT.

JT^trfflMse0ft^«
Kfs%o?fe9entedby
Albert

convey
“

THOMAS J, DAWES, late of New Gloucester

petitIon for probate
thereot, and that Letters of Administration
tEe
an»exect be issued to Misha M
Morgan, presented by Sophia H. D. Whitman, grand-daughter of said deceased.
WHITNEY, e al., minor children
*?eirs of Howard Whitney, late of Standish, deceased. Petition for License to sell
Eeal Estate, presented bv Add;e
5nanMNv*y
K Whitney, Guardian.
CHARLES R. POOR, late of Standlsh, deoeased. Second and Final Account
presented for
al.owance by Edwin L. Poor, Administrator.
LIUB\ SKILLIN. 1 ite of Standish, deceased.
presented or allowance by
I rank account
M. Skillin, administrator.
W. LIBBY, Ia'e of Gorham, deceased,
rirst account presented for allowance
by
Lewis R. Johnson, Administrator.
WALTER J. LEAVITT, late of Gorham, deceased. Petition that William H. Leavitt, or
some other suitable person, be
appointed a dnnnistrator. presented by said William H.
Leavitt, father of said
WILBUR A. ANDERSON et als minor chiidren and heirs of Wilbur A.
Anderson, late of
Falmouth, deceased. Petition for License to
sell and convey Real Estate,
presented by
Clara E. Anderson. Guardian.
JOHN R. DELLOW, late of Falmouth, deceased. First and Final Account presented tor
allowance by Helen S. JJellow. Administratrix; also Petition for order ot distribution,
presented by said Administratrix.
CYRUS KING, late of Westbrook, deceased.
Petition that Sarah C. Gorham be appointed
Administratrix with the will annexed, presented by said Sarah C. Gorham, sister of
said deceased.
ALBERT II. SWETT. late of Deering, deceased.
Petition that Helen B. Swett, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Administratrix,
presented by Helen B. mtett, widow of said
deceased.
CHARLES PRINCE. late of Deering,deceased.
First Account presented for allowance bv
Merritt B. Cociidge, Administrator; also
Petition for valua tiou of property belonging
to said estate lor purpose oi determining the
Collateral Inheritance Tax to oe paid thereon,
presented by sr J Administrator.
WILLIAM E. MORTON, etai., minor chi'dren
and heirs of Sarah P. Morion, late of South
Pot tland, deceased.
Petition for license to
exchange certain real estate, presented by
John F. Morton, Guardian.
CHARLES J. WALKER, late of Portland, deceased. Resignation of Esther E. Walktr as
Executrix p eseuted for acceptance; also Petition that George L. Swett, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admistrator. d.
b. n. c. t. a., presented by Esther E. Walker.
ELIZABETH KNIGHT, late of Portland, deceased. Final Account presented lor allowanee
by Seth L. Larrabee. ICxecu'or; also Petition lor valuation of property belonging to
said estate, for purpose of determining the
Collateral Inheritance Tax to be paid thereon,
and Petitiou for Order of Distribution, presented by said Executor.
WILLIAM C. LORD, late of Deering. deceased.
First Account presented for allowance by
Seth L. Larrabee, Trustee.
THEODORE STONE, late of Portland, deceased. Petition that Charles S. Swett. or
some other suitable person, be appointed administrator, presented by said Charles S.
Swett.
WILLIAM F. HARDY, late o£ Portland, deceased. Will and petition lor probate thereof, presented by Emma B. Hardy, Executrix
therein named.
MARY J. GAY, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof, presenled by Eben P. J rue, Executor therein
named.
NANCY M. MOULTON, late of Portland, deceased. Petition that William H. Moulton, or
some other suitable person, be appointed admlnistrator, presented by William H. Moulton and Ella M. Ingraham, heirs of said deceased.
THOMAS RAFFERTY, late of Portland, deceased. Account presented for allowance by
William H. Looney, Executor; also Petitiou
for Order ot Distribution, presented by said
Executor.
HELEN A. FOSS ET ALS., minor children and
heirs of V. Richard Foss, late of Portland,
deceased.
Second Accounts presented for
allowance by Winfield S. Lane, Guardian,
HARRIET N. SMALL, late of Portland, deceased. First Account presented for allow-

FL0?is,M-

ing Secretary Alger was asked the direct .] jORD
WOLSIjEY
SYMPATHIZES
JS
question as to whether the government
WITH AMERICA.
was about to issue another call for troops.
k„
He replied promptly that so far as he was
London, May 24.—Lord Wolsley, the
concerned he bad not heard of the matter.
iQUimander-ln-ohief of the British army
I
“With regard to the invasion of Cuba,” : n.-conversation
with an American to°"
said Major General Allies at the war de- lay. said:
“The United States would make a mispartment today, "I hare nothing to say
except that the United States will in due 1 take in attempting to invade Cuba with
tn
time bring Cuba under Its control, by
volunteers who are not fully drilled and
id
judioious methods and without a useless 1 liscipliued. If that was done, the United
"1
i
States
states
United
is
too
waste of life.
The
in
might expect heavy reverses when
too
ihose
and
to
too
the
encountered
powerful
trained
id
great,
strong,
troops
commit any foolish act in conneotlon with Spanish troops on land.
As for myself I
“It
the proposed invasion.
would be a grave error to under
sr
have only to say that no officer is fit to jstimate the strength of the adversaries
ss
anee by George E. Thompson, Executor.
command troops who, from any motive 1 >f the American troops. I would regret
ELIZABETH A. CARTER, late of Portland,
V
whatever, would needlessly risk the life vo see the Americans even temporarily
utxcasfu.
of

a

single

soldier.

SITUATION IN MANILA DESPERATE.
New York, May 24.—A copyright despatch to the World from Hong Kong,
dated May 24, says!

The
situation at Manila Is desperate.
Food is soarce and meat is exhausted,
while all the canned stuff is nearly gone,
Two
weeks will exhaust the available

icaten,
hem.

all

my

sympathies

are

with{

Continuing,

Lord Wolsely remarked:
“It is fortunate for the United States
hat
this war is not with a first-class

■

It is evident that in such an
lower, for
incounter they
would he badly beaten
1 it the
beginning, though I believe the
Americans are able to defeat any nation
; n the
long run.”

3IVING

supply.

The volunteers demanded food, but the
Spanish government authorities refused
to give it and riots are threatened.
A delegation is said to be preparing to
wait on United States Consul Wildman
as the citizens fear an outbreak.
The insurgents oontrol the surroundlug country and Chief, A qulnaldo, sent
by Consul Wilman from here, has arrived
and is organizing the rebels.
Foreign reports says that 5C0 were killed
and 700 wounded in the bombardment
Admiral Dewey.
All classes are waiting anxiously the
There is no siokarrival of our troops.

as

PORTLAND

SOMETHING

TO THINK ABOUT.

Boston, May 24.—A special to the Globe1
'rom Quebec says:
Senor Polo Bernabe.late Spanish njlnis;er to
the United States, before leavingI
Montreal on Saturday, talked coilildanTally with a .friend who has eentL his
1 itory
for jivtbllcation, telling him
here
hat the Spanfgh: fleet received ihstruo
dons to cause all the damage possible to
he United States. It thereupon decided
:o bombard Portland and to blow up a
;
lowder magazine near it. This plan of
rampaign was resolved upon beoause it;
was felt that the Spanish fleet would be)
unable successfully to meet of the United States.

second ana rinai accouui
prefor allowance ?»y Augustus F. Moulton
Administrator.
ELIZABETH P. SENTER, late of Portland.
deceased. First and Final Account presented
for allowance by George H. Pearson and Henrleita Pearson, Executors.
late
Fsrtland, deceased,
Sixth and I Inal Account presented for allowance by Frederick Fox, Jr., Administrator of
the estate of Frederick Fox, deceased Trustee.
C PEABODY, Judge.
A true copy H.E.?KX
of the original order.
ATTEST:
JOSEPH B. REED, Register:

sented

Republican County Convention.

rrHE Republicans of Cumberland county are
A
hereby requested to send delegates to a
county cottYeuuba to be held at Reception Hall
City Building. Portland. Maine, on Thursday,
the sixteenth day of June, A. D. 1898, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, to nominate candidates
for the following ofllees: Four senators, county
attorney, sheriff. clerk or court, register of
deeds, county treasurer and one county comnrissloner, also to choose a county committee
for two years and to transact any otter busF
ness that may properly oome before the copteoThe basis of representation will be as
tlon.
ness on our ships.
follows: Each city and town will be entitled
Another despatch asserts that Admiral
to one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor
Montejo, commander of the Spanish
In 1896, an additional delegate, and for a frao
squadron destroyed by Admiral Dewey,
Qoo of forty votes In excess of seventy-five, an
STILL AT SANTIAGO.
is to be court martialed on the charge of
additional delegate.
cowardice.
24.—A Key West■
May
The delegates have been apportioned upon
Fla.,
Key
West,
also alleges that
the
This despatch
to
the
the
telegraphs
foregoing basis as follows:
sorrespondent
Evening
3 New Gloucester,
oaptain] of the Spanish revenue cutter World that he has information from an, Baldwin,
3
a United
by
6 North Yarmouth,
captured
Brldgton,
2
recently
Callao,
mimpeaobable authority that the Span- Brunswick.
9 Otlsfleld,
3
States fleet as she was entering Manila
sh fleet is still at Santiago.
2
Portland,
Cape
Elizabeth,
not
64
returning the
bay, is to be shot for
2 Pownal.
Casco,
2
Are of the American.
3 Raymond,
Cumberland,
2
KEY WEST DENIES IT ALL.
GERMAN BLUFF DIDN’T WORK.
11 Scarboro,
Deering,
3
South
3
Falmouth,
8
Portland,
Key West, May 24.—The movements of
New York, May 24.—A special dispatch
7 Sehago,
Freeport,
fleet
which
he
German
States
are
United
from Manila says that the
con
known
6 Staudish,
Gorham,
4
snl there
tried to land provisions, but lero make it absolutely certain no bat- Gray,
4 Westbrook,
10
Admiral Dewey refused to permit it. 1 tle has yet occurred; but an engagement Harpswell,
3 Windham,
5
The consul then declared,according to the s expeoted to take place this week. The Harrison,
3 Yarmouth,
5
3
dispatch, he would foroe the landing un- I Spanish fleet has been deflnlteily ocated. Naples,
der the protection of two German cruisTotal,
168
The county committee will be in session at
ore, but Admiral Dewey threatened to fire
ROOSEVELT’S REGIMENT.
the hall at 9 o’clock in the forenoon, on the
upon the cruisers and the attempt to land
day of the convention, to receive the
the supplies was abandoned.
San
Antonio, Tex., May
24.—It is1 tlals of the delegates and to attend creden
to such
that Roosevelt’s regiment of other business as may be necessary.
bought
Per order.
ON HER WAY TO KEY WEST.
ough riders will begin its movement:
REPUBLICAN COUNTY COMMITTEF
owurd Cuba within the next two days.
J. S. Fickett, Chairman,
Philadelphia, May 24.—The despatch -'oL Leonard Wood, commanding the reglboat Oneida,
Cahkoi.l W. Mohrill.
the
Delawhloh oame into
nent, received a telegram from the adSecretary.
ware
Breakwater yesterday afternoon inant general asking him when he would1
for coni, sailed
VOLUNTEERS
this morning after havie ready to move and Col. Wood
OHOWlNaanswered
ing her bunkers Ailed.
It is said the
hat he could start immediately. The1
Washington, May 24.—Reports to AdOneida is on her
The
way to Key West.
leoessar.v supplies are now being secured1 jutant
General
Corbin from rbe stare
auxiliary cruiser Yankee is still at the l or the regiment and further orders are
camps show that 112,000 men
Breakwater,
,
u
spec ted.
mu stored into the volnnt»aa
■

>

■

■
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MISCELLANEOUS.

TAX m CORPORATIONS.

^aAd>

Feature of War Revenue
er sscd

Bill Dis-

in Senate.

always uniform
TAX ON DEPOSITS INCIDENTALLY

jjjp' jf3j
fSMf

wear

yiKr

any

other

make. No shrink-

ADVERTED TO.

\

running!

No

age.

£

Platt of Connecticut and Lindsay of Kentucky Attack the Corporation Tax—
Mr.

Bros. & Bancroft

Eastman

who are also headquarters fot
“IT|» (o Date” styles in fashionable neck wear.

® NU-BROOM

Lindsay

Also

Attacked the Pro-

posed Issue of Legal Tender Notes.

Washington,

May

24.—That feature of

the war rorenue measure placing a tax
of one quarter of one per cent upon the
gross receipts of corporations was under
discussion in the Senate throughout today’s session. Incidentally, the proposed
tax on bank deposits was adverted to.

; The.principal speeches

were delivered
by Mr. Platt of Connecticut and Mr.
Lindsay of Kentuoky, both of whom vigorously attacked the corporation tax.
75,000 women in New Thejyelght of the former’s argument was
England know that it t irown against the tax on the ground
that it was unconstitutional because the
tax was not levied alike
upon all persons
.engaged in a partioular line business. He
ijralntained that an occupation tax could
levied, provided that the conditions
and Sweeps Clean.
Were fair and equitable,but that the busiCosts no more than ness of
a corporation
could not be taxed
the old-fashThe
simply because it was conducted by a corHandle
ioned broom.
Does It.
To be equitable the tax must
poration.
Order one of your
be laid on the business whether it was
andfind ref'rocer
ieffor your arms conducted by a corporation, partnership,
and back.
firm or an individual.
.«%, Our best crrade
has XXX ou
Mr. Lindsay vigorously antagonized

9

Makes

Sweeping Easy.”

Saves Women,
Saves Gap's,

the

label...

NU-BROOM CO., 3«N%kAlss.‘"
jUMmiiiiiniiiiimiMumiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiuiiiiiidg
| Standard of Purity..
£

(Eewareof Imitations.)

#

Z

! Minute
I

| Tapioca gsf“4,y.

Requires No Boating. Cooks in a Few Minutes. £
£ Minute Tapioca is free from every impurity 2
Z a®4 ia thd ideal article for dainty desserts. £
Our little Booklet, over 80 Dainty Desserts
£
2
by mail, will tell you of a number of
2

=

—

healthful and dainty desserts that
made with Minute Tapioca

2

can

be

Grocers Sell It.
£
The genuine bears the Trade-Mark of the 2
WHITMAN GROCERY CO.,
|

2

£
£
£

i

Orange, Maes.
of celebrated Minute Gelatine.

Also manfrs.
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiinHiiBnuiiim,

Wm

2

..

j Ws frequently
com#

|

“

|

:

to
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.

hare customer*

with eopy aad aay

;

3
3

|
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the work 1# alwayi g

satisfactory and brings azoellent X
£
result*.
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PRINT,

PORTLAND, ME.
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GASGO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.
Special Notice.
On and after May lltlt the
fare will be FIVE CENTS tc
and from Forest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House
Wharf.
See time
table
in
anotbei
column.
C. W. T. CODING,
Gen. Manager
mylldtf

CITY

OF

PORTLAND,

ME.

Collection of Offal, Peaks Island.
CEALED proposals will be received at the
office of the City Clerk, Portlaud, Me.,
until 12 o'clock, noon, May 25, 1898, for collecting oflal and other refuse matter at Peaks isuuvv

a

UQJ

111

caul

ncch,

CAUCpilUg

OUU'

days, from private houses, and once a day
in each week, including Sundavs, from hotels
and public houses for the period from June 1.
1898, to September 15, 1898.
Said offal and
refuse matter to be carried outside White Head
or Pumpkin Knob, or such other
place as may
be determined, into
deep water, and there
dumped on the outgoing tide.
The successful bidder will be required to give
bond for the faithful discharge of the above
duties.
The Senitary Committee reserve the
right to reject any and all bids.
Bids will be
addressed to the Sanitary Committee.
WM. H. DOW,
.Chairman Sanitary Committee.
Portland, Me.
mayl9deod3t

DR. MOTT’S

Tlie only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Esperecommended to
cially
married Ladies. Ask for
OXl.

was

May 84.—The
Washington,
chaplain’s invocation at the opening of
the session today was a hymn of thanksfor the 79th birthday of “the
giving
beloved Victoria,Queen of Great Britain.”
The
closing sentence of the prayer was

strongly together.that

we

may work

out the

miehty problem of thejjhighest
civilization for the whole earth.”
After

;

pries reasonable."

cases

and

Senate

more

|

aufih

besides the dearest
He held that such
devised.
money ever
an issue would be a blow to the nation's
financial credit.
He also presented an
argument against the proposed corporation
tax, maintaining that if enacted
into law, it would breed a batch of lawsuits
instead of providing the government with
ready money with which to
cooduot the war operations.
Tomorrow the Senate will resume the
discussion of the
pending measure an
honr earlier than usual, the session beginning at 11 o’clock.

treasury

follows: “Knit the hearts of two peoples who speak the English'tongue even

Put it in attractive fora sad
the

issue of legal tender notes
and declared that it accentuated the existing menace to the gold reserve of the

as

EVERY...

MAN
pflff
fT?«l TO HIS TRADE

the proposed

MOTT'B

mumm pills
and take no other. Send for circular.
Price SI.00 per box, 0 boxes for S5.00.

the transaction of some routine
tne war revenue measure was
laid before the Senate.* By agreement
paragraphs relating to corporation taxes
were under
consideration, the pending
question being the amendment of Mr.
McEnery of Louisiana, exempting from
the corporation tax of “limited liability
commercial partnerships or corporations
and companies or corporations of limited

business,

liability conducting planting or farming
business, or preparing for market pro-

ducts of the soil.
Mr. Allen of Nebraska thought if the
amendment included the big sugar corporations it ought not to be adopted.
Mr. Daniel of Virginia expressed his
opposition to the amendment saying that
be thought
the genuine farming and
planting interests were sufficiently protected in the pending bill.
of Maine
Mr. Frye
declared that the
proposed tax on corporations was a good
scheme to encourage the enlistment in
States Briny. “I fully and
the United
firmly
believe,” said he, “that if this
of
the
bill be enacted into law one
feature
million of men will be out of work.
Mr. Frye maintained that the burden
of the tax would fall upon the men and
women who work in the mills, for it was
perfectly evident that, in the event the
tax is levied, the mills mu
either close
entirely or reduce wages. In either
event strikes and misery woula result in
industrial centres.
Mr. Frye objected,
too, to the tax on bank deposits beoause
of the burden placed upon deposits in
savings banks. He did not believe, he
said, that senators from the South had
any proper
conception of the savings
bank as it was known in New England.
It
was
really a philanthropic institution.
He instanced the Audroscoglgn savings
his home city. The salaries of
bank in
the
bank officers were less than 18000 a
and
the
institution was a boon to
year
the working people of the town. In conhe again instanced the direct
clusion,
conseonence that
would follow thn
of
the
corporation tax.
log
Mr. Platt of Connecticut, a member of
the finance oommittee, declared that the
corporation tax was unnecessary and be
believed it unconstitutional. A fair estimate of the amount of revenue that would
be raised by the bill as it came from the
House
was, ho
thought, 1115,000,000.
That, with a proper issue of bonds, would
supply ample funds for the conduct of
the
war.
Mr. Platt thought the bond
feature proposed by the minority of the
finance committee was eminently fair.
The tax on corporations was unjust for
many reasons and be was satisfied it was
illegal and unconstitutional.
The
pending feature of the bill was a
special excise tax on corporatloue, purely as suoh, and It is the first time it has
ever been tried In this country.
In conclusion, Mr. PJatt said that the
bill raised enough revenue without the
corpoiation tax, that that tax was unjust
and unequal in its burdens upon business; that the measure realizes more revenue than the people can afford to pay In
one year; and that It surely would make
the government defendant In a series of
law suits.
Mr. Lindsay of Kentucky, In the course
of an extended legal argument upon the
corporation tax feature of the bill said
it was lmpossiblejfor the government to
levy taxes of this kind except on consumption and on industry.

DP MOTTS CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland. Ghla SAVES HOURS OF \VORK
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co.

WiTM. MARKS,

Book, Card
JOB PRINTER,
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EXCHANGE,

1*2 Exchange §».,
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FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders
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equitable,
C^„t1°?6,l0V,l8iwa8
that ic was the part of
lnr®d
to enaot only such
Con8ress
,TT*for
e®i.C0n aa would be
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oonolusion of Mr. Lindsay’s
the
the revenue bill was laid aside.
On motion of Mr. Allison tho Senate
tomorrow.
agreed to meet at 11 a. m.
After the transaction of routine business
the Senate then at 4.83 p. in., went into
executive session after wnich the Senate
At

speech

adjourned.
HOUSE SESSION BRIEF. 03
of Minor

A Few War Measures
ance

Washington,

Import-

Passed.

May 24.—The session of

the House today was brief. Several bills
rewere passed, notably those for the
of the naval hospital corps;
trials for small
to facilitate military
offenses and to authorize the appointment
of a committee to allot oertaln lands to
of others from
and seoure the cession
the Utah Indians, in the reservation in

organization

Utah.

Washington,May 24.—Mr. King of Utah,
called up in the House today, the Senate
the appointment of a
bill authoriz ing
commission to allot to the Utah Indians
certain lands in their reservation and seoure from them a cession of their remaining lands. The bill with amendments
was

They

Will

of Ked

Camp

on

Fair

Hood—Merriman’e Band
Tonight—Another Bicycle

oer

Biding

Opens

^ears

Items* etc*
of the
shore the two companies
First regiment of infantry, Conneotiout

Cape

disembarking they
and
of fours
swung into oolumn
and took up the march to thoir designated
camping
ground. Passing up
Preble street
Front street and on
volunteers,
formed line,

hastily

through
bluff familiarly

Prospect

vs

shall be ordered.

OPERETTA OF RED RIDING

she New York steamer from Portland
and advised of the fact. He put into
port at once and reached home before in-

HOOD.

Red
Tomorrow night the operetta of
Riding Hood will bo presented at oha
Onion Opera House by the young ladies
ff the Universalist
parish. Rehearsals
lave been very successfully carried on for
■ometime past, and a great deal of hard
work has been bestowed;upon tthe child-

torment.
Otto H. Armbruster, the soenic artist
:rom New
York, was at Cape Cottage
yesterday. He will have charge of the

ihe

likely that on one of the evenings
Ur. Chas. Tilton, Jr., will personate the
‘Wolf.” Miss Estelle Spear will preside
it the piano on both nights.
It is

It is notable that in the scene which
ntroduces the “Grandmother” there will
3e seen an old clock, and heirloom of |the
Goddard family, a spinning wheel and

srato

the fair to be

ANOTHER BICYCLE ACCIDENT.

•eaohing the [comer of “B” and Main
in
itreets
Knightville, one of them
.nocked over

a seven year old boy, Eddie
who attempted at the time to
The seoond wheel pissed
irons the street.
iver the boy.
He was carried tc hi3

laskell,
1 iome

near by.
Dr. Rogers was
sumnoned but discovered no serious injury
Ithough yesterday the boy was suffering
omewhat from the shock which he
reeived.

1, las

1

.111/

NINTH

been

M

a

manager of the Colum bia,
recent guest at the home of R.

VU4U,

UUITJUl

DLXUCl.

Dr. Lowell, who
lamilton, reports

is

attending little Miss

her

condition

quite

favorable for recovery.
K. E. Chase and his attendant, William
] teegan, returned Monday from
Davis
* ’trait, Port
Clyde, Me., whore they have
1 leen engaged in blowing up and renjovj ng the old wreck, schooner Nevada. The
, fork was
done under direction of the
!

;eneral government.

The

sloop

M. M.

lamilton was used for hoisting
purposes.
Rev. H. B. Long is visiting m the
* astern part
of the
state. Sunday he
1 ’reached at Woolwioh and next
Sunday
fill supply a pulpit in Dexter.
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Gordon have re> urned from New York.
Mr. Gordon has
c n exhibition at his store two
large snaping turtles which he brought home with

!
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New York, May 24.—The following was
mnounced from the Army building here
,oday, regarding details of troops in the
department of the east:
The Ninth Massachusetts volunteer inEantry is distributed as follows: Col.
Fred Bogan has been ordered with one
battalion to Quonset, R. I. A lieutenant
iolonel and a major of the same regiment
with six companies are ordered to Fort
\dams, R. I.. for duty under the command of the officer in charge.
The remaining two companies go to Dutch
island, B. I.
The first regiment, Massachusetts heavy
irtillery. Col. Pfaff, commanding, is dis:ributed as follows: Col. Pfaff with two
aattalions to go to Salem, Mass., to take
iharge of the fortifications on the North
ihore. A lieutenant colonel and two battalions go to Clarke’s Point, Mass. Major
Frye, of the same regiment, with four
jattalions, will remain on duty at Fort
ft'arren where the regiment is quartered.
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Too many hare
learned by experience how
stubborn this disease is and
how quickly it is apt to
spread to other parts of the
body. Pe-ru-na cures catarrh, whether of the head,
throat, lungs, or in fact in
whatever part of the human system it may exist.
For
catarrh is an inflammation of the
mucous

or
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has commenced the
carpen-
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the army so far reoeivod for this meas-
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Delicate Ginghams
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“Wash delicate

tepid

v^er,

and

ginghams in tepid Fairy Soap suds, rinse well in KJ
HI
dry in the shade.”—Mrs. Sarah Tyson Rorer.

I FAIRY SOAP I
Pure—White—Floating.

The leap of the Century.

®old everywhere in three convenient sizes for the toilet, bath and
laundry.
gB
Send 08 your name, address and one Fairy Soap wrapper to nearBn BPIMll B® BP est
free a copy of our
office below, and wo will mail
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booklet,
ybu
fSB
fej KL bC. “Fairy Tales,” second series, larger and handsomer than the first,

Chicago.

and containing

new

membranes,

which are the inner linings of all the internal
organs of the body.
Frances Gresl, of Lanham.
Nebraska, not only suffered
herself with catarrh of the head,
but her entire family was similarly affected. She writes: “ We
got six bottles of Pe-ru-na and it did us a great deal of good.
are now perfectly free from catarrh and thank
'We
A
your medicine for what It has done.
Another case that is interesting on account of its
severity
and the woijxJerfulness of the cure which was accomplished
by
Pe-ru-na is that of H. Walter Brady, of Cascade, Arkansas, who
suffered with a catarrhal trouble that had spread to the mucous membrane
of the middle ear and other parts of the head were severely affeoted. Mr.
Brady tells us that he had a running at the ears for fourteen years, which
was so offensive that he was obliged to avoid all
He says:
society.
“
The doctors thought I had an abcess in my head, and I tried several kinds of
medicines, but they did me no good. I happened to hear of Dr. Hartman and
his wonderful Pe-ru-na. I wrote him and followed the valuable advice which
he sent me free. A few dollars spent for his medicine entirely cured me. There
Is not enough money in the world to buy my great
good fortune. I recommend
Pe-ru-na to all as the best medicine sold.”
Cold makes a person particularly liable to take catarrh, which often
become so permanent that the most disastrous results follow. An instance
of such a case is that of Mrs. J. W. Reynolds, of
Elkton, Ohio, who
writes us that she had suffered with catarrh in the head and was troubled with
a bad cough, which finally became so bad that she had
congestion of the lungs.
She took Pe-ru-na and immediately a marked change took place. Her
cough
ceased quickly and in a short time her other troubles disappeared. She is now
health
and
restored to
gives all the credit of her recovery to Pe-ru-na.
Do not let catarrhal troubles get such a hold on you that they will become
chronic [and [lead to dangerous and fatal results. Pe-ru-na positively cures
catarrh, no matter where it may be located. Buy Pe-ru-na of any druggist,
and if you wish special advice in regard to your case, write to Dr. 8. B.
Hartman, of Columbus, :ohio. He is the originator of Pe-ru-na, and will
recommend the best course of treatment for you to pursue, without any
charge.
The cost of the medicine is within the reach of all. The valuable advice
which the doctor will give you free may be the means of saving you not
only
years of suffering, but even your life. Remember Pe-ru-na though but recently
introduced in New England, is well known in the West and South where
enormous sales bespeak its popularity.
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THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
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der to Jan.
For

two

of

horses
weighing
from 1120 to 1600
pounds; also one carload
of
State
of
IVIainc drivers. These
horses are all young,
sound and kind and

thoroughly broken,
and

warranted

as

represented.
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Reliable: Wheels!
We have sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
WHY? Because they are reliable.
Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
Re Ellington,
Forest €ity,

$50 and $75
#50

Falmouth,
|40
Portland,
$35
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)
$30
Jobbers of Bicvcies, Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.
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go.

193 HUDDLE STREET.
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PRICES, 1898.

1,1899

10 lbs. daily,
15 lbs.
20 lbs.

dollars.

1 HARPER’S WEEKLY
is beginning another era in its existence.
The Congress of the United States has declared
that Spain must at once relinquish its auHARPER’S WEEKLY,
thority in Cuba.
whose pictorial history of the last war marked
an epoch in American illustrated journalism,
will, with enormously increased facilities, be
each week an accurate, concise, and authentic
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PICTORIAL HISTORY
OF THIS WAR

w

from now until nc.irp is assured. A brillstaff of artists and correspondents
iant
will represent the WEEKLY at the front.
Rufus F. Zogbaum, Frederic Remington,
Carl ton T. Chapman, W. A. Rogers, T.deThulstrap, and others will accurately portray the engagements in which our Army and Navy may
participate, as well as happenings at Washington.
Among the WEEKLY’S special correspondents will be Caspar Whitney, John R.
Spears, John Fox, Jr., O. K. Davis, and Harold
Martin, following our Squadrons and Armies.
In order to bring this matter home to every
good American, the publishers will send, prepaid, HARPER’S WEEKLY from
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$1.50

per month
2.00 per month
2.50 per month

daily,
daily,

Receipt of Order to Jan. 1,1899
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15
25

10O lbs.,
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Customers can commence taking Ice at any
:ime, and delivery will he continued till notice
:o stop is received at the OFFICE.
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THE I). W. CLARK ICE CO.
C. S BATES & CO.
BURNHAM ICE CO.
LIBBI & CO.
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ROCHESTER $50. YALE $50.
3RAWF0RD $50 & 35. PENNANT $40.
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30
WE CARET ALL PARTS
of our leading wheels in stock.
Our
line of Sundries and repair Goods is
the largest East of Boston.
If you
need new Tires,Saddle, iiaudle liar,

Pedals, Bell

or

Cyclometer give

us

call.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT.
We have a large Repair Department with experienced machinists. If
you puncture’ a tire, break a rim,
a

*2.00

5

HARPER & BROTHERS

m

Franklin Sq., N. Y. City
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or

meet with any accident to your
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THE JAMES BAILEY GO.
J64 Middle St.,

For sale

cents
cents
rents
cents

.
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ICE.

10 lbs.,
25 lbs.,
50 lbs.,
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this

catarrh of the head.
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in

climate are not more
or less afflicted with

Washington, May 24.—The Secretary of
!far sent to the House today an estimate
members of Commodore Preble , if
85,000,000 deficiency in the current apm
< Council, O. U. A. M., have deoided to jropriation for subsistence of the army.
;
;t will be included in the
general deiold another dance at the Union
Opera iciency hill, making a total of
891,000,000 U
1 louse.
1

In Oor Midst.

TRIBUTED.

Frost,

Mrs.

the

Col. A. A. Wiley of the staff of Governor
Johnston of Alabama acted
as
toastmaster. The following toasts were given:
“Her Majesty, Victoria, Queen of England and Empress of India.”
“The President of the United
States,
the Chief Magistrate of the Proudest and
Grandest Republic on Earth.”
“The Army and Navy.”
“Our Noble Hearted Country Women.”
Telegrams were read from W. R. Day,
the Admiral of the
Secretary of State,
British fleet in the West Indiss;
Gov.
Bloxham, of Florida and others. At noon
oday a battery of field artillery at Port
Tampa and the big guns on the gunboat
Helena boomed out a salute in honor of

A bout 7 o’olock Monday evening two
imployes of the Lovell bicycle were reluming on their wheels to the city, and

(

between

ner.

ance.

f

friendship

States nayy was represented bv Commander William T. Swin borne of the U.
3. S. Helena.
The musical programme
jommer.ced with “God Save the Queen,”
and ended with “The Star Spangled Ban-

given by Merriman’s band will open. It
will continue for three nights on each of
which a delightful concert will be given.
Ihe fair is deserving of a large attend-

,

the tie of

United States and Great Britain, a dinner was
given at the Tampa Bay hotel toisy at which were present nearly all the
irfhcers of the United States troops at
Tampa and all the representatives of
The United
foreign governments here.

FAIR OF MERRIMAN’S BAND.

:

and its scenery.

Tampa, Fia., May 24.—In honor of
3ueon Victoria’s birthday and to cele-

g since past.

hall

stage

CELEBRATED QUEEN’S BIRTHDA V.

leveral old fashioned chairs, all of which
will call to mind the days of our fathers

Ousis

fhontrn

The Village Improvement sooiety of
South Portland did not have their entertainment last evening on account of the
inpleasant weather. It was postponed
to this evening, when the enjoyable projramme will be carried out in full.
£

vnoe.

at

nanr

today with a force of three men, who
vcoompanied him, will begin work on
ind

numbering nearly 40, who have been
assigned a prominent part in the perforin

Tonight

of f.Tio

manL

•en,

on

MISCELLANEOUS.

Unfailing Cure for Catarrh Is Pe-ru-na.

proving the condition of things In this
violnity.
along prescribed lines was aotively Capt Link Jewett of the four-masted
Six
in
the
entire
command.
angaged
by
schooner Chas. P. Nortman, has arrived
wall and 28 common tents wore
pitched home.
of
and they will be the temporary camp
Capt. Joseph Littlejohn heard of the
the incoming troops until by direction of
ieath of his mother while sailing in his
superior authority some other disposition vessel on the sound. He was hailed by

passed.

l.c6 p. m,, on

He

Particularly Prevalent

tents

tiding

at

Catarrh

for several weeks.
•The board of selectmen were yesterday
inspecting the double traok of the Cape
slectrios in Willard with a view of im-

passed.

The Senate amendments of the bill profor tho organization of an auxiliary naval force were concurred in.
Mr. Boutelle of Maine then call ed up
the bill for the organization of a naval
Underwood of
hospital force, but Mr.
Alabama objected to its consideration
until tho provisions for inoreased pay of
the employes should be limited to the continuance of the war.
Mr. Boutelle accepted this suggestion,
and the House passed the bills as thus
amonded.
The House passed the Senate resolution
validating certain naval appointments
by the President prior to the passage of
recent legislation providing for them!
A bill providing an American register
for the. steamshipZealandia, which passed
the Senate yesterday, was passed.
The
vessel is to act as a transport to the Phil-

i

summoned.

Mr. Griffin of Wisconsin, from tho committee on military affairs, reported a bill
to amend
the law governing milit .i,
trials with a view to hasten the ditpo ai
of the charges of minor offense. The oill
was

siisckixanjsotjs.

Pred H. Harford was able to move
about the house
yesterday, the first time

known
Hill and there the halt was
Killed, for this was the spot seleoted for
the temporary camp. No time was lost
in unloading wagons, and camp equipage
was soon distributed all over the ground.
Fires were started and the pitching of

;hey reached the

°^t

^

The 9.30 o’clock ferry boat conveyed to

the

UonShty- the youngest son of
^oughty, the plasterer, about ten

who lives on Mariner street,
yesterday afternoon about 8
J c ook
on
one of the
Wm. Spear coal
-ompany’s ooal wugons, fell from the
wagon on Ferry
Hill, between the wheels
and was run
over.
His leg was broken
jo tween
the ankle and knee, and the
s ’in so
cut that the bone protruded.
George Crone’s daughter was taken
Quite seriously ill
yesterday and a doctor

Personal

Notes,

I
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HAROLD DOUGHTY’S LEG BROKEN

Await Further Orders—Operetta

Accident-Society
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it out, and then that of another syndicate
presenting another hundred millions of
greenbacks, the next day.
“Where,” he inquired, “is the gold to
come from to meet the second demand?”
This question preoipitatod a oolloquay
npon the whole financial question, which
was participated in by Mr, Lindsay, Mr.
Cockrell or Missouri, Mr. Teller of Colorado and Mr. Stewart of Nevada.
Mr. Lindsay maintained that the syndicate would raid the gold reserve of the
government and that if the legal tender
notes were
issued they would certainly
be redeemed
in gold and if re-issued
would again be redeemed in gold.
“We shall have an opportunity then,”
said
Mr. Cockrell, “to test the patriotism of holders of greenbacks and to see
whether they
will raid the treasury to
, obtain its gold. I’d like to know whether
they are such unadulterated patriots."
“The difference between me and the
senator from Missouri, replied Mr. Lindsay, “is that he still believes the gold
raiding syndicates are patriots and I do
not.
They will take every advantage
offered them, even in time of war.
In conclusion and partly in answer to
questions put to him by Mr. Tillman of
South Carolina, Mr.Lindsay said:
“The war will not go on for two or
three
years unless we break down our
credit at the ‘foutstart.
The issue of
legal tenders proposed here would have
that efleot.”
“Well,” interrupted Mr. Tillman, “in
what kind of money
will the bonds
yon propose to.issue be paid for?”
“The bonds issued,” replied Sir. Lindbe sold for money as good as
say, “will
gold,and the funds so raised will be used
who are to be sent to
to pay the boys
Cuba to face Spanish bullets and yellow
fever.
Our credit will be as good as gold and
at the end of the war we will have conducted it on the very cheapest possible
basis.
We
may become,Involved with
continental j powers and the time may
we cannot go father on a
come when
coin basis,neither gold or silver and when
he will be compelled to come to the issue
When that time comes,
of greenbacks.
whatever necessity demands, will be done.
It will be done without complaint. Those
who are alive at the end of the war will
be charged up with the debt. But we
cannot promote that state of affairs. We
ourselves at the very
cannot discredit
outsetiby resorting to a currency which is
In the nature of a forced loan ny issuing
demand and putting
notes payable on
no money in the treasury tc pay them on

That’s why everyone
uses it.
Used right, makes
clothes white; and
does it while you rest. ippines.
The House then,
FELS&CO., PHILADELPHIA*
Of grocers.

reserve nuu

on his new
house and the contract has
been awarded A.
J. Robinson of the villa go.
*
”ew °Pen cars have
been* ordered
^
aP® electrics from the manufactory of J. m. Jones &
Son, Troy, N. Y.

Prospect Hill.

beyond

wi

into

Connecticut Troops Go

versy in the courts. In this time of great
emergency in the country’s history Congress
ought to give to the government
dcilars and not lawsuits with which
to
conduct the war. Mr.Lindsay held that if
the corporation tax provision of the bill
should beoome a law it would seriously
cripple the State of Kentuoky as well as
other states of the country. It would be
and offloious interference
unnecessary
with state taxation in the federal government.
In the course of the discussion of a
question of issuing bonds and legal tender notes, Mr.Lindsay noted the fact that
when the proposition to issue greenbacks
during the civil war was made to Congress by Secretary Chase, every Democrat
in the House had voted against it as well
He
as every Demoorat in the Senate.
intimated
that
it was
strange there
should
have been so great a change in
the opinions
in the Democrats in the
House and
Senate in view of the fact
that Democrats are now urging the issue
of legal tender notes.
In an argument in favor of the issue of
bonds as provided for by the amendment
offered by
the minority of the finance
committee, Mr. Lindsay said the payment
of the bonds oonld not be demanded until
after 20 years,their payment being optional with
the government after
years.
Within that time, the people of the United States might, if it were so decided, go
to a silver basis.
He maintained that the
paper money issued during the oivil war
was
the dearest kind of money.
The
largest part Jof it bore interest at 6 or
7.80 per cent, while the bonds proposed
in the pending bill called for only 3 per
cent interest.
If this bill should become
a law as it stood, Mr.
Lindsay urged, the
Republican administration would redeem
the
greenbacks issued under it in gold
and would, if n3cessary, sell bonds under
tha act of 1875 in order to get gold. He
further maintained that by the proposed
issne of legal tender notes the Democrats
in favor of such issue were simply plaoing
more
power in the hands of speculators
to raid
the gold reserve of the government.
“This bill,” said Mr. Lindsay, “contemplates that we will use all the money
in the. treasury except the hundred million of gold held as a redemption fund
and that we will issue greenbacks so that
at the end of,the year, all the money in
the treasury will be the hundred millions
of gold.
Mr. Lindsay then presented the supposition
oase of a syndicate
presenting
greenbacks Rt the treasury to the full
wu,vuu«
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SOUTH PORTLAND.

pretended to insist that corpo-
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No man

ought nofc to be taxed.if tax»?w.pr°,Eerty
were
necessary, but the question
the tax pronncfa ?reK8Dited. Tras wbether
fair and
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Williams Iudlan Pile
Ointment la a eurc curs
for I*I3LB®. It absorbs
tumor?. Stops itchlnc.
GIVES RELIEF. fiiOe.
and *1. At
Druggists.

TO WHOM IT MfiY CONCERN.
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SWATCHES ON
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near

Monument Sty

Walter V. Knight. Westbrook,
J. H. Edwards, So. Portland,
Hancock Clark Co., Gray.

ipr22,M.W,F,

by J. E. GooldA Co,

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watehes will be sold on easy payAll Styles.
ments at reasonable prices.
All
Erices. MclvENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
marisdtf
Square.
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After May 20th, 1893, no more permits to
>ring cows or other cattle into tills State from
dassachusetts. or other New England States,
aider the pretense that they are for beef or to
will be issued by our
>e turned to pasture,
loard until further notice.
Animals for breeding purposes that have
Consult us about beautiful and inexpensive
leen properly tested and approved, will be advail papers, draperies and interior furnishing.
nitted as heretofore. l!y order of the Cattle
Commissioners.
President,
JOHN M. DEEEING,
OSCAR F. HUNT,
ELAVIOUS O. BEAL, Treasurer.
Veterinarian.
i 163 CONGRESS ST.,
GEO. H. BAXLEY,
Portland, Medlwteodiru
may23,25,88,30.
may24
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MAINE STATE

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 {or sb

months; $1.60

a

quarter;

50 cents

a

month.

Tlie Daily is delivered every morning bj
carrier anywhere within tho city limits and al
Woodford? without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate cf $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents for l
months; 25 cent3 for 3 mouths.
Persons wishing to leave town for long os
short periods may have the addresses of theii
papers changed as oiten as desired.

Advertising Kates,
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for

3ns

week; $4.00 for one men'll. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for on.
Week or $2.50 for one month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements aDd Auction Sales, $2.00 pel
Three insertions or loss,
square each week.
$1.50 per square.
Heading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line eact
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
15 cents per lino each insertion.
Wants, To Let, Nor Sale and similar advertisements, 26 cents per week in advance, foi
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertise nents not Daid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and 50 cents por square foi
ea;l; subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, he.
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commanding the town and able to destroy it, he cannot occupy it. If disorder

VERMONT'S GOOD

breaks out he cannot repress it. The people there are in constant dangor of attack
and massacre by the rebels, and he is

Clark and

humane
prevent
powerless
reasons it is our duty to change this condition as soon as possible by sending a
force adequate to keep the peace and put
down any outbreaks that may occur.

both in this country and Europe probablj
were only a revival of the story of Saturday night, and the only basis of that sc
far as appears was the fact that heavy
cannonading was heard in the neighborhood of Mole St. ISicholas last Thursday
and Friday. It is clear, however, that ii
battle had really taken place as long
ago as that We should have had definite
a

trustworthy reports of it by this

and

practically certain therefore that
battle has occurred, and it is greatly to
be feared that the Spanish fleet will be
able to dodge about the Carribean sea for
time. It is
no

sometime to come, if not
indefinitely,
without our fleet intercepting it.

not move.
To throw an army in a state
of unprepareduess into Cuba would be
the worst way in the world to make the
war short.
The postponement of the invasion of Cuba until the army is thoroughly prepared for the uusiness that
does not mean that
may be before it
operations against the enemy are to stop,
The fleet can ho active meanwhile, anc
i£ it is successful in destroying the
Spanish squadrons it is among the
probabilities
that an invasion by troops will not
tx
necessary. With her fleets swept from th<
sea it would bo foolhardiness for
Spair
to attempt to hold on to Cuba.
It is not at all liksly that
Spain wil
us with aDy accurate
informatior
about the movements or intended move
ments of her fleets if she can
help it.
When therefore a despatch is sent
out

supply

Caribbean,

or

one

vessel;
to the

announcing officially

that Admiral Cervera’s fleet is at Santiago the chances are that it is stating
what is not Miq fact nor the intention.
We shall never get any information in

regard

Spanish war vessels that we
upon by way of Madrid. It is a
pity that the converse can
not be said
with equal truth.
But the eagerness 01
our newspapers to publish all the new;
can

to

rely

they

can get.
without much regard tc
consequences, precludes the possibility oi

that.

; We observe that according to the Cubar
junta the insurgent army is about tc

demonstrate that it exists and that it is
capable of doing soino effective lighting.
Wo hope these announcements
will be
justified by events. We confess however,
that we have little faith in them.
The
Cuban army had it been half as
strong a;
the junta has told us in the
past could
ji*vu renuereu us

already

material

assis

tunce, by cutting eft Spanish communionand

harassing in various ways the
Spanish troops. Not only has it done
nothing of that kind but even
in
the
parts of the Island where it has been
claimed that it was practicaliy supreme it
has been unatlo to muster force
non

enough

to get to the coast to receive the
arms
and ammunition that we have tried to
send it.

g

The

theory that Spain is about ;to
its programme by
abandoning
Cuba and concentrating its forces to re-

change
cover

the

getting

Philippines,

some

does not

which is said to be
credence at Washington,

appear very probable.
The
Spanish government is not so lirmly intrenched in power that it can determine
policies without consulting the wishes
of the people, and it may bo
safely assumed that the latter are not ready to
abandon the thing which they went to

about, until they are compelled to
by superior force. It would look to them
like an exceedingly pusillanimous policy
to abandon Blanco and the Spanish
army
war

to their fate, and the governin Cuba
ment that should undertake such a policy
exist a great while. An atwould not
tempt may be made to recover the Philippines, but relief will he sent to the ever
faithful islo If it is possible to get it
there. But while it is unlikely that Spain
will concentrate her forces at the Philippines, and doubtful if she sends a single

ship

or

a

Incumbent

single regiment there
for

other

reasons

Men.

thing wards Senator Platt of New York had
thing conference with the President and benot spec- tween that time and the assemblage of

(some other thing that they are
ially interested in) might have been se- the cabinet at the regular Tuesday seslected more equitably to bear the burdens sion a number of
other Senators and
of the war. Everyone will be able to show Representatives were in consultation, al-

poor and lowly, and letting the rich and
intluential escape.
The brewer will point
out that by taxing his produot the government
Is
unfairly discriminating

against the beverage of the poor

man

in

favor of wine and champagne, the favorite
tipple of the millionaires and bankers. It
will be easy to prove that most laboring
either smoke or chew, and that a tax
tobacco will constitute a severe blow
at that class.
And so it will go. Nothing will be found that can be taxed withburden
out Imposing an unfair
upon
men

on

somebody.
The proposition to lay a tax upon the
premiums and assessments collected by
insurance
companies is coming in just
now for a good deal of criticism,especially as regards life insurance companies.
It is
life

said its effect will

insurance and reduce

made

discourage
the provision

be to

in this

way for widows and children. That may be true, and it may be
that the tax is not altogether a judicious
one.
It must be borne in mind, howthat

a

good many life

have

not

insurance
hesitated to make

insurance more costly than was necessary
by paying extraordinary salaries to their
officers and making the business in other

needlessly

ways

economies which

Some
expensive.
might be readily made

all of them in relation

M.M.

to

war

an

.......

■■■
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tired,
s

G. Herbert Peck.
Jas. D. Flynn.

r ]:SHPL‘!,ymC3eyr

hiixQmf.

Officer^

ap-

All Druggists,

BONDS

^
Wm.
Bartham O'Neil.
chas- LI°ycl
J. E. O’Brien.

n

Tobln',

a

n

I^11_E.'f:O'Brien.1'

..

Edward Beecher.
John F. McDermott.

free.

perhaps

largely

take care of the
that little or none of it

it Is

upon our
government to
huriy troops tliore as
Admiral Dewey Is
quickly as possible.
in an anomalous position there. While

j lind Me^Flfc

—
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A GRAND CONCERT
auspices
Congress
over 400

-FOR SALE BY—

H. M. PAYSON&CO.,
Bankers.
32 Exchange St.,

Monday, May 23d,

(ltl

at 9 a.

By F. 0. BAILEY &

BLUE SERGE

Wednesday, May 25,1898.
A.T 3 O’CLOCK P. M.

WAREROOMS

may20dlw

m.

CO.,’Auctioneers!

IMPORTANT

Portland Trust Co. Real

517

SALE

-OF-

T. C.

Congress St., Portland,

HAS REMOVED TO

season

No. 89

for $12.00
that would prove superior to any ever
put out by us and we feel confident that
we have succeeded.
We have Manufactured them in Regular Stout and extra long coats, so that
we are able to fit all
shapes.
If yon have never
tried) one of these
Blue Serge Suits, do so this season, and
you will find it the most profitable one
that you ever bought for the money.
You can buy extra Trousers with the
Suit if you want them.

it.

NOMINATIONS CONFIRMED.

Washington, May

general,

GOOD TIMES HIVE COME

Savings

Bank

Building.)

Capital.$100,000
Surplus.

Tailors, Manufacturing Clothers
Men’s

Exchange St.,

(Portland

HASKELL & JONES,

And

AT

Furnishings.

100,000

Stockholders’

Liability.... 100,000

Capital

Surplus

and

wholly

invested

in Government Bonds.

Securities

Investment

Estate

:

Specialty.

_

_

_

F, O.

Fair

BAILEY & CO.

Band at Oasis Hall, Knlghtville,
lietiooeen aid Comntissioi Herekants Merriman’s
MAY 25 to 28.
Fine

DEPOSIT-AULTS.

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for

:

Overture—Jolly Bobbers. Sn„M
Ppe
Pollan Grand.
Potpourri-Popular Airs.Parker

oil Friday,
We shall sell
May 27, at 2
o’clock p. m, on the premises the valuable
ASriol Plano.
property known as the Frederick W. Clark
No. 1—Andante Cautabile
place, adjoining Union Station property in Symphony
the real o£ 1008
Congress street, Portland,
jBoiian Orcnestrelie. BeetIl0'eu
consisting of a valuable lot of land of 37,466
sq. ft., with 2 tenement houses thereon and Overture—Stradeila. Flotow
^Td<«n Grand.
2 stables.
These houses rent for 844 per „
month.
Also at the same time a lot of land C. G. V. March..........
.Votteler
-Lriol Plano.
on the northwesterly side of Portland street,
store, and containing about Fackeltanz No. l. Meyerbeer
opposite Ricewith
-ffiolian Orchestrelle.
9000 sq.ft-.,
buildings thereon aud Polish
Dance............ .Bcharwenka
numbered 505 Portland street.
^olian Grand.
This is a valuable property and should attract the attention of buyers for a profitable Morgenblatter Waltz.Straus3
/Eriol Piano.
Investment.
TI
For full particulars and plan of property Huldigungsmareh.Grie"
Pollan
of
the
Orchestrelle.
49
it
auctioneers,
inquire
Exchange
street, Poitland, Me., or of Frederick A.
1008
Terms at sale.
Clark,
Congress street.
d6t
inay23

Salesroom 48

SAFE

PROGKAMME

AUCTION.

Grand

a

Me.

McGOULDRIC, Mgr.

NEAR UNION STATION

We have made every effort this
to produce a Blue
Serge to sell

OF THE

M. STEINERT & SONS GO,,

AUCTION SALKS.

,

____

AEOLIAN RECITAL,

Assisted by MISS S. MARCIA CRAFT
Soprano of Boston.
TEN' LOCAL VOCALISTS.
MISS MARY JORDAN, Flantst.
.MR. FRANK 1.. RANKIN, Organist
Under the direction ol O. STEWART TAYLOR
Tickets lor sale by members ol Annex and
Chorus and mav be exchanged at Cressey,
Jones & Allen’s lor reserved seats on and after

Portland, Me.

Ieb28

ot the
Square
a Select Chorus ot
voices.

by

East Lynn

Pe,arl of savoy

Kathleen Mavourneen
Grand Electrical Effects.
EVENING 1-biues, loo, *0®, aoc
Good for any performance during en-

PUHTLAND,

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

under the
Annex, given

?

----

Thursday, May 26, 1898.

COMFORT POWDER CO.. Hartford. Ct.

.

Cabinet Photo of Corso Payton will be

siveiwn

_'

■

DUE 1928.

GUARANTEED

m»

Eri- Eve.
**
haL tve-

Eve.
A Yankfl6 hi Cuba. I
Beautif&i
rreUy Costumes.
MATINEE PKiotfj loe .,n,.
Commutation Tickets V>
1
of •th„
ot
116 h»o.
be3t 3?ats for $3.00.
gagement.

by Portland Water Co.

SUITS.

I

f Two Friends.

Mat.

CONSTRUCTION CO., uni hall,

24.—In the executive
the Senate today there was
session of
tax proposed so
some disoussion of the character of men
need be imposed upon the insured.
chosen to command the
who should be
Senator Money eximmune regiments.
pressed doubt as to whether it would be
IMMENSE SIGNAL SERVICE.
possible to raise regiments of men who
had yellow fever in oase officers of such
Observers Are Stationed Along Entire Atregiments were taken from the Northern
States and were men who had not been
lantic Coast.
subjected to this disease.
Many nominations were confirmed, inWashington, May 34.—After sovernl cluding the following:
the volunteer arm—CapColonels in
weeks of work along the entire stretch of
tains Patrlok H. Ray, James S. Pettit;
the Atlantic and Gulf coasts,
the Navy
First Lieutenants Herbert H. Sergeant,
Department has completed the most com- Charles S. Riche; Messrs. Laurence D.
Monument
prehensive and effioient system for observ- Tyson of Tennessee, Duncan H. Hood of
may23dMon,Wed,Frl
Louisiana.
of
a
hostile
the
fleet
that has "
ing
approach
Adjutant Generals Department—Lieut.
ever been put in operation.
A new Col. Theodore
Sohwan, assistant adjutant
bureau has been created for this purpose
with rank of oolonel; Major Wm.
[.Carter, assistant adjutant general with
known as the Coast Signal Service,
in
rank of lieutenant colonel.
charge of Captain Bartlett, wno attends
To be engineer officer with rank of
to this as well as the work of the naval
major—Charles L. Woodbury, Vermont.
board of information.
The system has | First volunteer engineer, to be colmel—
the services of 2200 men stretched along Eugene Griffin of New York.
FINANCIAL
the coast from Bar Harbor, 'Maine,
To be
chief surgeons with rank of
to
You can afford to indulge yourself or your
Galveston, Texas. These are divided into major—George O. Cook,New Hampshire;
34 central stations
about sixty to one James N. Jenne, Vermont; L. B. Amy, family in the luxury of a
good weekly news*
hundred miles apart along the coast. The Connecticut.
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
stations are in turn connected directly by
Collector of Customs—Charlss T. Stan- You
can get both of these publications with
telegraph with the coast signal office of ton, District of Stonington, Conn.
the navy department and operators are on
Postmasters for Maine—Edward Brown, almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
duty night and day keeping tho navy Thomaston; Thomas G. Herbert, Richdepartment in constant telegraphio touoli mond; Frank B. Purinton, Fairfield.
with the entire stretch of Atlantic
and
Gnif coasts.
WAR MAIL REGULATIONS.
Secretary Long projected this plan a
month ago and §75,0011 was set aside
Washington, May 24.—Two orders in
to
establish the points of observation along regard to mail for and from soldiers have
been issued by Postmaster General Smith.
the coast.
Thus far the reports have been at times One order takes the Philippine islands
alarming. The observers, at the start be- out of the category of places where mail
FIRST NAT’L BANK BUIJLB’O
ing alert and new to their work, reported communication with the United States is world-famed for its brightness and the
most
every suspicious light seen oil shore and suspended and tne other revives a regu
General Weekly—covering a wider
MAINE,
frequently attaohed serious signillcanoe lation permitting soldiers, sailors and complete
to send letters, postage upon range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
to it.
The observers have become more marines
and women cf culture and refinement than any
cautious, and the reports now show evi- which is to be collected on delivery.
dences of careful observation.
With the
journal—ever published. Subscription price,
SCOUTS NOT DOING GOOD WORK.
system in its present perfected condition
Capital Stock,
|4 per annum.
*100,000.01
the navy department feels assured that it
Washington, May 24.—After the Cabinet TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a *56 page Stockholders’ Liability, *100,000.01
knows exactly the condition of
affairs
meeting today it was stated that no news Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
along the entire stretch of Atlantic and of any importance had been received from first day of
March, June, September and De- Transacts a Gen.
ane Trust Co, Business
Gulf coasts. The system is simply a preruijjui uuireuu iu ijuucember, and publishing original novels by the
Receives deposits subject to check, al
cautionary one us the department has had don that the American and
fleets
Spanish
best writers of the day and a mass of short
no reason
to believe that Spanish ships had come
lowing interest on daily balances, an<
togethei and that the Spaniards stories,
were mtnacing points along the coast.
poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc. issues demand and time certificates
had been destroyed is not
credited by
o[
numbers of the Cabinet, who apparently Subscription price, $2 per annum.
deposit bearing interest.
BRICE OF ARMOR HIGH.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
have no reason to expect an early engageThis Company is authorized to act a
You can have both of these if you subscribe Executor,
Washington, May 24.—Bids were opened ment. The fact, however, that the govTrustee, Receiver and as Reg
today for supplying the armor for the ernment has no knowledge of the present NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from istrar and Transfer Agent of stocks auc
whereabouts
of
three battleships Illinois, Alabama
Admiral
Cervera’s
and
fleet the list below. Regular price for each, SO bonds for
Corporations. Ts a legal depos
Wisconsin now in course of construction. leaves the question of the time when the Cents. All sent
itary for Court and Trust Funds.
postpaid.
Spaniard may be overhauled a matter of
ouv/Dtiu UI1JJU
bilUV
(jjuiciu
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
Letters of Credit furnished Travelers
ment has endeavored to secure bids for doubt. News is eagerly awaited and some
and Bills of Exchange drawn on the
or by registered letter,
prin
supplying the armor for these ships. For irritation is expressed that some of the postal money order,
with a list of the 10 novels selected, cipal cities of Europe.
the Illinois the two armor
companies comparatively large number of swift together
Carefully selected investment seouri
Bethlehem and Carnegie divided
in the southern by numbers, to
their soonts which we have
TOWN TOPICS,
ties suitable for
bids, one taking the lighter armor and waters has not been able to locate the
Saving Banks and Trust
909
Filth
New
Avenue,
Funds
and
York,
so
the other the heavier.
enemy
a
about
bought and sold.
For the Alabama
collision bebring
tween
the
LIST.
the Bethlehem company bid
fleets.
Correspondence
and Interviews cor
¥1,022,504,
O-THH SALK OF A SOUL.. By C. M. S. McLCl'ah.
while the Carnegie company did not bid.
drally invited.
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
For the Wisconsin the Carnegie company
EXPRESS TRAIN HELII UP.
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clineham.
bid §1,028,504.
The rate in each case was
9— THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
By Captain Alfred
Albuquerque, N. M., May 24.—InformaThompson.
i'400 per ton flat for bolts anti armor, the tion
jo-ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes
was received
this morning
Wayne.
from
maximum amount allowed by Congross.
11
Bissell.
Champion
nuim
a small station on the Santa Fo sa— AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN.
iiua
Pres deni
The Bethlehem company undertakes to Balen,
By John Gilliat.
about thirty miles south of this city, that
WOMAN, fey Harold R. Vynne, EDWARD B’3_TH„A,T.!)li5Ar?.1;UL
)
begin deliveries of the armor within seven the Santa Fo train number
DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
u
t’Js
twenty-one, 1
V'gb DPreslden
s.
33i-ADVS. By David Christie Murray.
months after contract anti to supply three the
JAMES F. HAWKES,
south bound California express, had
VERY REMARKABLE GIRL.
By L. H. Bickford,
hundred ions monthly.
The Carnegie been held
P0R HATE- By Harold R. Vynne..
bandits who boarded tbe
up
by
I«TnrrrAi?£lA?#
OF THE SULPHUR. Bv T. C De Leon.
Treasurercompany will begin December first next train at Balen and
compelled the engineer 18—SEI
AR■ Bv Champion Bissell.
and supply the same amount monthly.
33,Rf.-'^i''.M
to bring it to a
F0R HAPP1N'ESS. By Anita Vlvantl
stop about live 'miles
SETH L.
south of that station.
They gained enxiT,R^£?.EXPRRIMFN'T. By Harold R. Vynne,
WATER VILLE MAN HANGS
HIM- trance to the express car anil throw the
safe
out
into
a ditch, where, with the aid
SELF.
of dynamite, they blew
it
and
open
Waterville, May £4.—Mr.
George F. pocketed the contents.
The robbers
After you have bought your
Healey of this city committed suicide to- escaped. The sheriff at Las Lunas, with
W, H.
a. S- HINDS
a large
started
in
posse
pursuit.
Front
day by hanging at his home on
would
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Peck

Sample box

OF THE

hosford
i*ay hugs. *Manacers
iTtf
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his merry company headed by MISS ETTA REED,
presenting
comedies and dramas. New
specialty. NICHoLs SISTERS.

Thurs.

STANDISH WATER &
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Ed. Hayes.
J. Burns,

AMUSEMENTS.

THEATRE
/i «
CORSE

WEEK OF THE

SUCCESSFUL COMEDIAN,and

THIRTY M 4 PER GENT

and aching sensation.

p' 'e„mze1Wmf>UvanUuri,YMenc?j
Lvm
s* ®,"1,

ss and 50c.

l-.v-.4-

concerning

T w

-AMUSEMENTS._j__

JEFFERSON
THIRD

$90,000

weighs 360 pounds. He
says: (onifort^owtf er is a daily necessity for my feet, for chafing, and to give a
firm feeling to the skin after
bathing.”

Both Seuat r Platt and Representative
Grout presented names for lieutenants in
General Grout is particularly
the army.
gratified at the showing Vermont has
made so far In the war, his friends pointing with pride to the fact that both Admiral Dewey and Captain Clark, the comoame not only
mander of the Oregon,
from General Gront’s district, but also
from the same town, Montpelier.
Senator Burrows of Miohigan, was with
the President for some time, but on leaving disclaimed any knowledge of any inwar
formation throwing light on the
situation.
Senator Burrows, however, made no
concealment of his personal
conviction
that there should be 100,000 men promptly sent to Manila to hold the Philippines.
was the first of the
Secretary Wilson
Cabinet to appear at the White
House.
Secretary Gage and Postmaster General
Smith followed on the stroke of eleven.
Secretary Long, who had just returned
from his home in Massachusetts, entered
the Cabinet room a little late with Secretary of State Day.
Secretary Long, before joining the President and Cabinet,
said that the Press despatch from London
about the reported destruction of Admiral
Cervera’s fleet was all the news he had on
the subjeot, and there had been nothing
official to confirm it. The report attracted
considerable attention among the Senators
and Representatives, who have been eager
for news of a conflict between
the two
navies. Several of them called the atten-U

burning,

J. E. Palmer.

-r

1^1^. |

Powder for tender feet
*s sure relief from that

'.£•

Lieut. Wm. F. Gunn.
Sergeant Walter Smith,

r

^

HARTFORD POLICE FORCE
OFFICERS' TESTIMONY,

^e,U£? Comfort
^
j

pointments.

in getting no news

—

__

l-H £±£±'Ym

| ! rCll
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McWashington, May 24.-President
Kinley had an opportunity to devote

a

that in taxing his particular pet the government is striking a severe blow at the

MISCELLANEOUS.

1

Square.

If, as Gen. Miles asserts, the army is
not ready to move to Cuba that is
the
best reason in the world why it should

from Madrid saying that certain
are going
to the Philippines or

Montpelier

most

—

■-

Admiral Dewey lloth

Chiokering

People specially interested in the
taxed will cry ont that some other

companies
The rumors of a battle In the Windward
Passage tbnt gained currenoy yesterdaj

For

I

--—--

newsmore time to the reading of the
early
papers today for there were few
callers. Up to ten o'clook the Congressional contingent intent on personal inIf Congress is hunting for sources of terviews
included only Senator Burrows
revenue which will command general
ap- of Michigan and Representatives Butler
proval it might as well abandon the of Pennsylvania, Grout of Vermont and
quest. To tax and to please is impossible.
Soon afterof Now York.

ever,

ox

it.

to

Captain

___^g£gGLAyEOCJ s,

SHOWING-

r.

Exokaage Street.

O. BAILS!

1).

marhA

VT. ALLEN

Decorations.

Booths in charge of the ladles. Concerts every
evening. A good time. Don't miss it
Take Cane Electric*.

tf

TrtG

vr'J’JH

1 TXT

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY.

storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and silver ware.
The security offered is the best in
Maine, and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded by separate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consolidated company is such that all financial
business can be transacted under the
same root

c f carpets]
j
A
MERCANTILE
TRUST COMPANY. Casco National Bank R
P
ONE MILLION E
DOLLARS.
;
RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.
T
|
S
mar31
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Our assortment of NEW PATTERNS is replete with the latest
the
acceptable productions from
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

--THB =

-OF-

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Incorporated 1824.

PORTLAND,

CAPITAL

AFD

SURPLUS

:

Banking

Oiiv.
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■

OFFICERS.
WINSLOW,

J

nuJf?cDBuSSrNBER’'
!on>5E'
LARRABEE,

TClKirtreVNT

^U,^YARL?SRL^f?A|Sy1^n^^Ula‘-

The body was fouml by his wife
hanging by a rope to a small beam in the
shed.
She immediately called a doctor
and the coroner, but life was found to be
extinct.
No cause has been assigned for
the deed. Mr. Healey was about 48 years
of age and leaves a wife and two daughters,

DIRECTORS.

A CASE OF SUICIDE.

Fairfield, May 24.—The body

of

Joseph

Pellett

was
found this morniDg In the
Kennebeo River near the cornshops by
two small boys.
It is supposed to be a
case of suicide.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured.
by local applications as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure deafness and that ia by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining oi tne
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing and when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but an Inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will eive One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused
by catarrh) that can
not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for

circulars-,

free.

E. J. CHENNEYCO.
by Druggists. 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Sold

HANNA’S YACHT AT PORTSMOUTH

RAMBLER BICYCLE

Portsmouth, N. H., May 24.—The Commanche, Senator Mark A. Hanna’s steam
yacht, arrived at the navy yard just before noon today, and was formally turned
to the government.
The yacht Is of
steel, ISti feet long and sho Is to be converted Into an auxilary cruiser.
When
mounted her battery will consist of four
(5-pound guns. An order has been issued
here to prepare
for shipment sixteen Clinch guns, which
have
already been
loaded on the
cars for
distribution at
several points along the
New England
over

coast.

You will

w

ant a

CAMERA
We have them ut prices from

$4.50 to
See the

new

TOURIST HAWK-

the latest

at

N. M. PERKINS &

CO.,

HARDWARE DEALERS, 8Freest.
__

maysdtf

RESOLUTE STARTS SOUTH.
York, May 24.-The United States
transport Resolute left the navy yard
bound
New

for Southern waters this afternoon
in command of Captain Eaton,
It’s

folly to suffer from that horrible
of
the night, itching piles.
SToIed.,0. plague
Doan’s ointment cures quickly and perAt any drug store, 50 cents.
manently.

8TEPHEN

fflook, Job

and

OR. E- E- HOLT
ADAM P- LEIGHTON
HENRY F. MERRILL
ELISHA W CONLEY
GEO- W- YORK
JOHN F- LISCOMB.

may13_

Members New York and

Stock Exchange,

Boston

BUILDING, BOSTON

COPPER-STOCKS

$aid ¥uwUf

Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and others
Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking bustness
of any
this
description through
uals,

bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL President
MARSHALL R. GODINS.
...
feb7dtf

Ko. 37 Plum street

Cashier.

&

WOODBURY

MOULTON,

Cor. Middle &

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACTS
JUST

Exchange Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
LETTERS OF CREDIT,

AS

THEY

ARE.

In order to take advantage of tlie “Woolen Market” to save the
advance In
prices, we placed unusually large orders on pleoe goods for this Spring, thinking
the demand for Clothing would bo tar in advance of
ordinary seasons; but owing
to the
Present state of affairs” we find ourselves
over-stocked, and in order to
reduce the same, have decided to hold "A Grand Clearance Sale” for the next SO
days, and have marked our entire stock without regard to cost for this sale.
It will cost you very little beside your time, to clothe
Yourself and
r
y°u wlU cal1 at our Wholesale rooms while this sale is in progress.
?,?£*’
lf,
We will
be glad to show you our immense stock, and
quote you prices to satisfy
you that we mean business, and are honest in our statement of facts.

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtl

BONDS.
R.,
Portland Water Co.,

Maine Central R.

4s.
4s.

Saco,

4s.

Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sole
in all Markets.

Biddeford,

4s.

on

NO

WHOLESALE CLOTHIERS,
157

TO

161

MIDDLE

_OPEN

FBOM

ST-,
7

2ND.

a. m.

DOOR

TO

0

DUnlDAnUffltN I

p.

BELOW

THE

m.

75c

0FFKE

may20eodf.t

INSUKANIit.

We offer protection against all loss
age resulting from Bombardment.
RATE

POST

on

or

dam-

$100.

application.

(ORRESPONDEJtCE SOLICITED.

SWAN & BARRETT,
186
Me.
Jy2:

m^nu.

__

BANKERS,

COTTON FUTURES.

dWed&Sat tf

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
24 Free St.

4s.

may21

in selections
artistic
effects not
procure new,
found elsewhere in Portland.
same care

to

Drafts drawn on National
Provincial
of England, London, Jn large or
email amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.

Merrimack County,
N. H.,

AND

will show the

DEPOSITS.

MWFtf

EDW. E. LELANO & GO,

on

Bank

Prices

BERRY,

s

feb9

2 EXCHANGE

London, May

24.—The pall bearers at
the funeral of Mr. Gladstone will be the
Prln ce of Wales, the Duke of York, the
Marquis of Salisbury, the Karl of Kimberley, the Earl of Roseberry, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Mr. A. J. Balfour
and Sir William Vernon Hareourt.

EDWARD MDORE
HUTSON B SAUNDERS

$15.

folding camera
$8.00 each
PALLBEARERS AT GLADSTONE’S
We also have the plates and
FUNERAL.
films.

EYE,

FREDERICK N- DOW
JAMES F- HAWKES,
THOMAS P-SHAW,
DR- S- C- GORDON,
JOHN E- BURNHAM,
AMMI WHITNEY,
A- R- WRIGHT,
EDWARD B- WINSLOW,

TIME

Secretary-Attorney.

wThHmilLlSBEE’
Fryp'coxMILLIKEN,

street.

Interest Paid

Middle St., Portland.

„ti

NORTO N
17

&

EXCHANGE

HALL,
ST.
may2Meodtw

MUSIC AND DRAMAi

printed this morning in

MONUMENT FUND CONCERT.
The concert for the benelit of the Maine
monument fund at City hall last evening,
was much better attended than was that
given Monday night.about twice os many
being present, but they did uot make an
The programme was an entirely new one
and the different numbers were rendered
work of the chorus
splendidly. 1'he
showed a great improvement over that of

right

time.
Those
who hav6 not heard it
should do so at once. Anybody can
play
it.

DIOCESAN
SevfU(y-3ilolh

the members have been

First

was

rehearsing
as

it was

follows:

Movement—Jupiter Symphony,
by Julius E.

(Orchestrated
Full Orchestra.
Chorus—Hail Columbia,

Mozart

Ward.)

Full Chorus and Orchestra.
Travers’s First Hunt,
Richard Harding Davis

Reading—Mr.

Miss Scott.

Quartette—Morning Wanderings,

Duerner
Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Higgins, Messrs. Ward
and Jackson.
Chorus—Star
Spangled Banner and
Anvil Chorus.
of
Ward
Trio—Song
Spring,
Female Chorus.

Song—Nazareth,

Mr. Ashenden.
from Stabat Mater,

CONVENTION.

Annual

Cathedral

Monday evening and was extremely creditable Indeed, considering the time that
remarkably good.
The programme

advertising

proportions.

stupendous

of

audience

our

columns.
The iEolian is a wonder, so
beautiful and
even
is its tone and so
clean cut its execution. It plays from the
roll the most difficult
music and every
note is distinctly
sounded in the

Gathering

at

the

Today.

The seventy-ninth annual convention

--

*“v

—

—-0-1

ly appreciative and the especially good
things of the programme were heartily
encored.
The readings by Miss Scott especially
pleased and she was obliged to respond
both her numbers.
cantata ‘‘Fair Ellen,” was the
'lhe
“piece de resistance” of the programme,
and the work of the chorus and orchestra showed up especially well here.
The closing number was the familiar
to

set to
mosio composed by Mr.
Ward In which the audience joined
with
a will.
After the conclusion of the programme
the principals and chorus and orchestra

America,

were invited by Alderman Rounds to partake of a lunch of ice cream and
cake.
Mayor Randall and the members of the
oity council were present by invitation,
and all
united in thanking the singers

and

for

the interest they had
taken in the mutter.
Alderman Hounds
outlined his
idea of what the Maine
monument should be and Mayor Randall
in expressing regret that the public had
not responded more generously, said that
the public mind was so occupied with

players

CON-

CERT.

is

Mrs. A. Blackstone, of Pleasant street,
spending a few weeks in Unity.
Joshua Johnson, well known as
the

A. Merrill.

Hear the combined choruses from Port-

fcecre
Washington, May 24.—Assistant
tary of War Meibeljohn received tonigh:
Sewall o
a
despatch from Mr. Arthur
Bath, Me., candidate for Vice-Presiden
on the Democratic ticket in 1890, offering
tin
on behalf of Arthur Sewall & Co.,
t,
ship Roanoke, now at San Francisco
houso
the power
basement,
Leering the government for transport purposes
Point.
Part of the finish and fittings The Roanoke is of 3539 tons register an<
Austrian has a capacity of 6000 tons. Mr. Sewal
have been stained to give the
The gentlemen’s smoking says the ship can
bo fitted for abou
green finish.

room

is to be finished in that color.

POSTPONED.

fight

oompany this
gjhoiian

of M.

Sieinert & Sors
afternoon at 3 o’clocK, the

recital

will attract many mu-ianti others, who will be de
to listen to the line programme

cal people

lighted

1 RY AGAIN

YORK COUNTY DOINGS.

games for the Westbrook Seminary ball team is as follows;
May 35, Clerks of Westbrook on home

grounds; May 28, Tufts College,

on

Carelessness Keep You from
Comfort.

Have you ever been disappointed in the
flavor of your eup of
Postum Food
Coffee? If so, you are the person we
want to talk to. Flavor and food value
cannot be extracted from a food drink of
this kind if it is dripped or simmered.
A de'icious taste and a cup full of nourishment can be had quiokly and easily if
the Postum be allowed to keep up a clever boiling for fifteen minutes after boil-

ing begins. Remember to simply leave
the pot on the stove fifteen min u tes, will
not answer. Keep up the boil fifteen
minutes after aotive boiling commences.
This is simple, and if your health is
after at all, it is worth
having your Postum made good instead
of sloppy, for when it is well boiled you
get the strength and body building elements as well as the charming flavor. In
slst on having your beverage well madeand that cream or boiled milk be served
worth looking

with it.
It is just as easy to have Postum well made as to have it made in a

•lovenly

manner.

This talk on the preparation of Postum,
is oalied for from the faot that we have
heard lately of several people who oannot
drink ooffee and tried Postum, but were
discouraged, from the fact that it was
badly made. When it is served properly,
it makes and holds friends for life.

score:

home

grounds; June i, Hebron at Saco; June Boston,
St. Louis,
7, Kent’s Hill at Kent’s Hill; June 11,

good quality muslin and cambric, full sizes pretty trimmings, the workmanship being first class and the styles of the best, while our infant’s wear department is well stocked witn everything new for the babies’
wardrobe.
The
the

Clerks being

a

very strong aggregation.
first team
one of the

■'Saturday the nine plays the
of Tufts college.
This will be

The boys
greatest games of the season.
determined if they cannot win, and a
large majority believe they can, to hold

are

Band Concert

12.

7008.0000 8—18
1 434 2 010 x—15

we name on the articles

goods—that

you

can see

by

This
on

Postponed Until

terday.

The contest for delegates to the Republican county convention promises to be a
lively one. Both the Dresser and Despeaux

men

the

on

sheriff

claiming

contest
are
The prevail-

the delgeations.
ing idea is that Dresser will oarry a majority of the wards, and be able to elect
the delegates at large, but the Despeaux
people do not by any means admit this.

action on a promissory note
to be the most interesting case marked for trial this term is
that of Rankin, against the Maine State
Fair association, a suit for damages on
What

an

promises

account of injuries

received

negligence being alleged

race,

owners

of the track.

next and last rehearsal will be held at the
M. E. church, Tuesday evening. May 31.
Under the direction of Chief Engineer
John Byrne small glasB boxes have been

Augusta, May 24th, 1898.
I think that thero should be a protest
made in regards to the rations, or rather
lack of rations issued the troops at Camp
Powers.
It seems to me that while the
be

in the state of Maine they should
well fed.
We do not expect pie or
are

cake,

but

we

supplies, it would
here at home, there is

be
no

in the
our base
or

different,
excuse

but

whatever

for our treatment. It has cost us money
from our own pookets to buy enough food
to make a square meal.
State rations
above criticism and we were amply
supplied. We are not drawing prinoely
salaries down here, and it is a shame that
we should have to
pay two and three dollars per week for food.
If they expect us
to perform military duty there should be
a better
supply of food.
If some of our citizens could see what
we have to put up with
there would be
no doubt, a
change for the better.
One of the Starving Soldiers.
were

bers

are

urged

to

be

present

both

on

York,

01023000
00010000

Louisville,

0—6
0—1

Hits, New York, 15; Louisville, 6. Errors, New York, 1; Louisville, 0. BatterMeekin and Warner; Cunningham
ies,
mil Wilson,
Cincinnati, May 24.—The Reds played
stu pid ball today and Brooklyn
won.

Innings:

Attendance 1295.

Cincinnati,

00200010
01100110

0—f

2—t
Brooklyn,
Hits, Cincinnati, 8; Brooklyn, 13. Er
rors, Cincinnati, 3; Brooklyn, 3. Batteries,
Dwyer and Peitz; R. Miller and

DISCUSS

CHAMBERLAIN’S
SPEECH.

London, May 24.—In the House ol
Commons today the Irish local
government bill passed the committee stage.
Sir Charles Dilke, radical, with others,
vainly tried to get the government to flx
a day for the discussion
of
the
recent
Birmingham speech of Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, secretary of state for the colonies,
on the subject of an Anglo-Saxon alliance
and the foreign policy ot the government.
Sir Michael Hloks-Beach, the chancellor of the exchequer, and Mr. Chamberlain, both expressed their readiness for
suoh a discussion,but only by a proper resolution representing a large section of the
House.
The House adjourned for Whitsuntide.
SAN FRANCISCO IN HARBOR.

Mass., May 24.—The
San Francisco
did not finish
coaling until dark so she did not go out
Provineetown,

flagship

patrol during tonight.

on

MARRIAGES,
In South Gorham. May 21, by Rev, E. C. Harmon, George W. Maddox of Newfleld and Miss
Lena May Huff of Lyman.
In Dexter. May 16, Otis J. Roberts and Miss
Mvrtle E. Farrar.
In Bar Harbor, May 14, James Adair and
Miss Evelyn Bryant.
In East Milton, May 14, Asa H. Sessions oi
Milton Plantation and Stella E Russ of North

Woodstock.
In Bethel, May 14, Charles R. Payne and Miss
Myrtle Maxim.
DEATHS.

city. May 24, Ho ace Preston Ladd,
[Notice of funeral hereafter
In Rockland, May 18, Mrs. Eliza k. Eeedi
aged 62 years.
In Raymond, May 12, Charles Brown.
In Kenuebunk, May 13, John S. Topping,
aged 67 years.
In Alfred. May 16, Rufus
Yeaton, aged 79yrs.
in Jonesboro. May 12, Mrs. Sarah Foss, ageu
In this

89 years.

[The funeral of Ellen M. J. Mulkern will

take

place from her parent,’residence. 67 F’rankllu
street. Wednesday morning at 8.30 o’clock.
[Requiem high mass at the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception at 9 o’clock.

of

these occasions.

Mizpah chapter,

O. E. S.,

held

its

regular meeting on Monday evening. At
do expect good wholesome the closeffif the meeting a pleasing social

food.
If we were on the march
enemy’s country or away from
of

Mrs. Laura J.Valentine;
past president, Mrs. Laura J. Valentine.
The ladies of the Relief corps will meet
Friday and Saturday afternoons at G. A.
R. hall to prepare wreaths and do other
floral work for Memorial day. All mem-

Cousens; guard,

To the Editor of the Press:

boys

laid in its place.
At the last regular meeting of
man Relief Corps the following

Cloudofficers
Presiwere eleoted for the ensuing year:
vice president. Mrs. Nellie F. Swett:
chaplain,
in a bicycle dent, Mrs. Lizzie D. Swan;
against the Mrs. Elfreda JL Lovell; secretary, Mrs.
Emma L. V. Stiles; treasurer, Mrs. Ellen
L. Mayhew; conductor, Mrs. Abbie H.

SOLDIERS NOT FED WELL

Kew

TO
The Westbrook chorus is making excellent progress under the direction of their
director, O. Stewart Taylor, who is rehearsing them for the concert to be given
The
June 1, at the Methodist church,

was

enjoyed.

Ice cream was served

during

the evening.
Tho funeral services over the remains of
the late William Trickoy were held at his
late residence on Main street yesterday
afternoon. Rev. E. E. Baoon of Norfolk,
Conn., formerly pastor of the Westbrook

Congregational church, officiated.
pall bearers

George

H.
John Van.

cemetery.

were

Messrs. John

Raymond, Joseph Ricker and
The burial was at Evergreen
_

Monarch over pain.
Burns, cuts,
Instant relief.
Dr.
sprains, stings.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,
At any drug
store.
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Knight, V
The

very low for

at

Evening

O’clock

7

Account of the Bad Weather.

Children’s Dresses.
Several
Umbrella style, extra full different
in
styles
Ginghams and in
with dust ruffle—band of insertion and
white,
75c
deep edge of Torchon lace,
$1.00

Skirt,

LET

THESE

PRICES

SPEAK

FOR

THEMSELVES.

FOHTLANG HAS

for

$1,00 to 4,00

summer wear,

A
Children’s Cloaks.
large
variety of children's cloaks both long
and short at
$5,00

Children’s Gninips.
2 to 12 years at
every

one

new

Ages from

87c, $1.12 and 1.25

style,

&

BROS,

EASTMAN

EVER SEEN.

Children’s Hats. Several entirely new styles in children’s fancy hats

BANCROFT.

lould

Grim.

WESTBROOK.

are

Of fiue muslin with
Drawers.
Children’s Dresses.
At same
cluster of fine tucks—ruffle of cambric
price a Bishop dress of white Nainwith fine tucks and narrow embroider- sook extra
50c
value,
ed edge,
50c

Baso

not
hit Meekin today and the
Slants won
easily. Grady was ordered
>£f the field in the second for disputing
i decision.
Attendance 1100. Innings:

mentioned below

examination.

Of extra fine muslin
Children’s dresses 1, 2 and 3
cluster of three tucks and deep years in.
Gingham, blue and white
ruffle of fine cambric.
Regular 38c stripes with yoke and bretelles over
25c shoulders,
quality,
50c

MEATS! MEATS! MEATS!

nine hits for seven runs in the first then
went all to pieces.
Both teams batted
savagely. Attendance 8100. The score:

Chicago,
Baltimore,

quality

of

Drawers.

00222211 0—10
21008051 x—12

Base hits—St.

prices

with

Louis, 17; Boston,
Waterville; June 18, Hebron Errors—Boston, 2;
St. Louis, 5. Batteries
on home grounds; Juno 35,
Sanford at —Sudhoff, Taylor and Clements; Lewis,
Willis and Bergen.
Sanford.
The game today will be a fine one. The
Chioago, May 24.—The Orphans bunohed
Coburn at

Alfred, May 24.—In the suit of Addle N. Twombly, Central street, Westbrook,
Burial at Woodan Saturday afternoon.
K. Veazie against Freedom Berry,
action for assault, a verdict for the de- lawn.
The old wooden sidewalk leading to the
in
the Supreme
fendant was rendered
A verdict of $81.08 was re- cemetery on Cross street has been taken
court today.
of
turned in the suit
Berry against up and a walk of Granite chips and ashes
Veazie,

Don’t Let

prostrated by heat as he went to the
bat in the first Inning
and
retired in
The
favor of Sugden. Attendance 4000.

We are pushing hard for more business in our Muslin Underand Infant’s department and we want you to get a linn hold
of the idea that we are selling reliable goods at low
prices.
The Underwear we sell are practical, ready-made garments, made of
wear

was

The schedule of

of nine years, the immediate canso being
heart trouble. Funeral services were held
at the residence of her sister, Mrs. Harry

on.

ASOLIAN RECITAL.
rooms

She i

freight.

3500 men and 1500 tons of

On account of the bad weather the Bos- placed on all of the Are alarm boxes for
The keys are
ton Cash Market company have decided the reception ot the keys.
to postptone their band concert until this now kept In these boxes, having been reevening. Their beautiful new store at 267 moved from the stores and houses where
All that is
Congress street, head of India will be they wero formerly kept.
many solos. Prominent among the latter open Wednesday, and a full brass band necessary now when an alarm is to be
are solos by Miss S. Marcia Craft, Mr, will give an artistio performance from rung in is to break the glass and unlock
This store bids the box.
and Mr
Stewart Taylor
O.
Arthur seven to nine o'clock.
fair to open up with a boom and the
Mackie.
Miss Lizzie Boyd, a daughter of Mrs.
will give Samuel xsoya, iormeriy 01
Those holding tickets for the concert can price list in another column
oemiuruua,
exchange them at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s some idea of the ground they intend to died in Clinton, Mass., May 19, at the ago

At the

Transport.

chief usher at the Riverton theatre, will
discontinue his duties at the power house
at an early date and return to his former
position at the park.
A portion of the quartered oak fittings
for Riverton casino have been finished at

The clergy are asked to be careful to see week at Oakdale ball, Oakdale.
that all offerings made for missions be
Mr. John Bowdoln, formerly employed
sent to the treasurer before his annual re- as a conductor on the Deoring line of the
and a electric oars has
port is made to the convention,
accepted a position on
general effort be made to supply him with the Portland and Cape Elizabeth Electric
the railway, where he commenced work
a sufficient balance in hand to meet
yesquarterly payments immediately after

John F.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Tenders the Knanoke to Government Fo.

THE GRANDEST OPENING

Brown, John M. Glidden, A. R. Wright,

NEW

]

FULL BRASS BAND THIS EVENING

land, Deering, Westbrook and South Port
land, four hundred in all, under the baton
of O. Stewart Taylor, on Thursday evening at City hall. In the grand concert to
be given there will be
many
startling
features, choruses, illustrated songs and

for reserved seats without extra charge.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW

hits—Chicago, 17; Baltimore, 19.
and suggestions and resolutions. Certain- the score down to Its lowest
possible limit Errors—Chicago, 6; Baltimore, 0. Bat- Best Sirloin Steak,
15c per 11
20c per lb Fresh killed Turkey,
Hnnahne
and Best
ly the convention will not lack interest and one of the most exciting games yet teries—Griffith. Gilrnv.
7 l-2c per 11
20o per lb Fresh Pork Ribs,
Rump Steak,
Skil't at same price, an extra full
Chance; Hughes, Nops and Bowerman.
when the proposed oanon for allowing ap- played is assured.
Best Round Steak.
7c per lo
10c per lb Smoked Shoulders,
with deep hem-stitched ruffle,
skirt
Short
11
for
disin
ecclesiastical
is
9c
11c per lb Sugar Cured Hams,
trials,
up
peals
leg of Lamb,
per
Cleveland, May 25.—Evans was wild in
Manager Wallace is trying to arrange a
8c per 11:
7c per lb Pork Sausage,
cussion, and when that other subject so game with the Bolster, Snow team for today’s game and the Indians had an easy Fores of Lamb,
$1,00
Lamb Chops,
8c per 11
2 lbs for 25c Frankfort Sausage,
time defeating the Senators. The score:
fruitful for debate is before the conven- Memorial day.
S
of Veal,
10c per It
12c per lb Breakfast Bacon,
Leg
tion. the c-rounincr of the dioceses of the
The Republican city oommittae held a Cleveland,
00000031 x—4 Fores of Veal,
17c per It
7c per lb Creamery Butter,
each
American church in
provinces,
Infant’s Slips of fine quality
8c per It
12c per lb Leaf Lard (10 lb tubs)
meeting last evening at the city council Washington, 00000000 0—0 Fresh killed Chicken,
province having power to eleot its own rooms at Woodfords. It was the intention
Base hits—Cleveland, 9; Washington,
Fresh Eggs, 12c doz
Nainsook with narrow lace edge.
primate.
of the committee to arrange for a night 10. Errors—Cleveland, 0; Washington, 2.
25c
ine aDove list is
uaii today as
1'KlCliS.
Bishop style,
The report of the treasurer at the last for holding the caucuses for electing dele- Batteries—Wilson and O’Connor; Evans
only a few of our SPOT
ind Barrel!,
our Canned Goods and Fresh
Vegetables will be sold at proportionally LOW
meeting of the Board of Missions in Feb- gates to attend the oounty convention,
Pittsburg, May 24.—Pittsburg won PBICES.
ruary, showed a deficit of over $500. This but the committee found themselves unInfant’s Slips With yoke of hemts seoond game from Philadelphia in a
amount was required to pay the stipends able to decide definitely on a night until
and fine tucks, trimmed with
jontest
full
of
brilliant
The
fifth
plays.
stitching
due on the first of Maroh.
Owing to the it could be ascertained if the ward rooms
was fateful for the Quakers.
Attendance
38c
narrow embroidered edge.
change in the date of meeting of the con- wero all available for the night which
vention the treasurer’s next report will be the committee have in mind. Their de- !000. Innings:
00004000 x—4
made just before June payments become cision will be rendered in a few days as PittBburg,
Philadelphia, 00000111 0—3
due. Supposing that only a small balance to the night of meeting.
From 7 to 9 O’clock Sure.
Hits, Pittsburg, 6; Philadelphia, 8. Erin the treasury should be reported at the
The beautiful cantata “Esther” whioh
annual meeting, it must be understood was so successfully presented last week ■ors, Pittsburg, 2; Philadelphia, 2. Bat:eries, Killen and Soriver; Orth and Mcthat in reality the treasurer is without by Doering talent at Quimby hall, is to Farland.
1.
funds to meet the stipends due June
[ be presented on Saturday evening of this
Louisville,
May 24.—The Colonels

the war that it was difficult to interest
it in anything else, but hoped by next convention.
fall it would bo possible to inoreaso the
The following are the officers cf the
monument fund largely.
Maine Episcopal diocese:
CORSE PAYTON COMPANY.
Secretary and Registrar of the DioceseThe public Interest in the Corse Payton Rev. Charles Morton Sills, D. D.
Treasurer of the Diocese—William G.
Co. continues and full audiences are the
Gardiner.
rule at the matinees and evening per Ellis,
Committee—Rev.
Charles
Standing
formances. The Nichols Sisters, who are Morton Sills, D. D.. president;
Rev.
no strangers to Portland,
delight with James W. Sparkes, Rev. i_. W. Winkley,
their negro songs and dances, and have to John Marshall Brown, secretary; William
G. Ellis, R. H. Gardiner.
be recalled again and again. Then the
The Maine Episcopal Missionary society,
acrobatio
the
acts
illustrated songs, and
1835:
incorporated
keep the public in good humor. YesterPresident—The Rt. Rev. the Bishop.
day afternoon “My Kentucky Home” and
Secretary—Rev. C. T. Ogden.
in the evening “The Plunger” were the
Treasurer—W. G. Ellis, Gardiner.
“Two
in
afternoon
bills. This
Nights
Trustees of the episcopate and other
Rome" and in the evening “Flirtation” funds, incorporated 1850:
Charles D.
will be presented.
Merrill, treasurer, Portland; John M.

CONGRESS SQUARE ANNEX

OFFER.

SEWALL’S

now
New York, bui
City Auditor Albert C. Bragg will be Mr. under charter for
of the Episcopal Diocese cf Maine will asSewall expresses the opinion that ht
lellows'
Odd
at
the
office,
blook,
Mayor’s
can
semble in the cathedral on State street toarrange to cancel the charter it th<
Woodfords, Wednesday afternoon from government is in need of the vessel.
day.
secretary Meiklejohn immediately tele
two to five o’clock, for the transaction of
Morning prayer will be said at nine
graphed to San Francisco to have an in
business.
will
o’clock, after whioh the convention
spection made of the ship and if tha:
team should
The Westbrook Seminary ball
prove satisfactory the Roanoke un
be organized.
Holy communion will be
of
Westbrook
on
nine
clerks
the
doubtedly will be chartered.
the will play
celebrated at eleven o’clock, when
the Seminary grounds at Morrill’s corner
bishop’s address will be delivered in the
OPPORTUNE BATTING STREAK.
this afternoon. As both teams are evenplace of the sermon.
matched a lively game is looked for.
The annual meeting of_tho Cathedral ly
The annual
meeting of the Leering Won Yesterday’s Ball Game For St. You!
chapter will be held this evening at nine
From Boston.
board of overseers of the poor will be held
this
cathedral.
Preceding
o’clock at the
this afternoon from one to five o’clock at
of
the
will occur the annual meeting
St. Louis, May 24.—The Browns de
their offioe. Odd Fellows’ block,
Wooddiocesan board of missions.
feated the Bostons today by a streak oi
fords.
It is expected that therejwill be a large
opportune batting which came in the ingathering of the leading representatives WESTBROOK SEMINARY BASEBALL
nings after the seventh.
George Deokei
all over the state.
NOTES.

of the church from
Rossini
Among other business expeoted to come
Mrs. Walker, Chorus and Orchestra.
before the convention for ratification is
Chorus—Romance from L’eclair, Halvey an amendment to the constitution of the
Female Voices and Orchestra.
diocese by which it is proposed to ohange
Reading:
the
the date of the annual meeting of
a. Selected.
b, A new version of Home, Sweet Home. convention to the third Wednesday in
Miss Scott.
Pinsuti May.
Chorus—Hood Night Beloved,
Another question likely to be discussed
Chorus and Orchestra.
The report of
is the law of the church.
Song—The Vacant Chair,
Dr. Nickerson.
the joint commission on the revision of
Barnby
Chorus—Sweet and Low,
the canons of the’ohuroh has lately been
Chorus and Orohestra.
or
issued.
Siege of
Cantata—Fair Ellen,
Any question of the revision of
Max Bruch the canons is sure to
Lucknow,
provoke much disMrs. Walker, Mr. Ashenden, Chorus and
cussion and the usual result of the introOrchestra.
Ward duction of such a proposition is an unendLiberty Hymn,
Chorus and Orchestra.
ing series of amendments to amendments
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original with its
manufacturers.
i
It Is Infinitely
superior to ,
ordinary canned
meat.
At all i
Grocers.
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“Luncheon Beef” booklet mailed
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a
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request.
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BOSTON CASHMARKET CO J. E. PALMER.
_807 Congress St.,
POPE ON THE

Head of India.
The Havel

KIOTS.

Is said to

be

the

fastes

single screw vessel afloat, making nine
May 24.—Tho Observatore teen knots an hour.
Romano publishes a letter from the Pope
to Cardinal Andrew Pcrrarri, archbishop
emotion
of Milan, expressing profound
SHIPS WANTED FOR TRANSPORTS
beoauso of the grave disorders in Italy.
Komo,

The Pope says:
“These disorders are the fruit of evil
Washington, May 24.—“We have no
seed, scattered with impunity in Italy, secu red any new ships, but are still nego
which leads td the corruption of minds, tiating for the Colon and China,” saic
Meiklejohn at the
detri- Assistant Secretary
the perversion of morals and the
It is bement of religion. We have seen that, in- close of business hours today.
will bi
wicked lieved that a recommendation
stead of exhorting and calming
granting an Americai
people, honest Christians have been guilty mado to Congress
the
Victoria
an<
to
Tacoma,
of disorders in a mistaken idea that they registry
are devoting themselves to the interests of
Argyll of the Northern Paolflc Steamshii
the church and the Holy See, affeoting to line, so that they may be fitted out foi
teuches use as transports as promptly as possible,
ignore the fact that the church
But it was not the The steamer Ohio, a vessel of 1200 tons
men to avoid rioting.
Transportatloi
Catholics who provoked the disorders, belonging to the Empire
the authors of which must be sought else- company, has been offered to the govern
of
her acceptanci
ment and the question
where.”
She is at Seattle
con- is under consideration.
The Pope could have wished, he
of
have
number
been offeree
A
Cardinal
Eerrarrl
had
been
ships
that
large
tinues.
1
at Milan at the time of the rioting in or- to the department at reasonable rates, bu
such
condition that
Ur >
declares they were in
der to pacify the people and he
that he has been greatly moved by the in- officials refused them on the ground tha
li
sults contained in the manifesto against it would not be safe to send troops
them. An earnest effort will be made ti
a member of the saored college.
but
American
it
is ver
boats,
‘It was not against the person of the secure
Cardinal who has always
exemplified plainly set forth by Mr. Melkeljohn tha'
not
lose
will
officials
further
the
time
that
the
attaoks
great pastoral charity,
will Instead ask that Americai
were directed, but against the principles but
to
certain
be
foreign vessel >
given
he represented. It is impossible to under- register
stand whither such a campaign oan lead i or else impress American steamers inti »
I service.
when the social authority is shaken.”
at the de
The advices received today
The Pope declarrs, however, that he has
derived great consolation from the evl-1 partment were that the Pekin, Sydne;
sail
from
would
and
Australia
San Fran
the
Arohdonees of devotion of which
con- cisco for Manila tonight.
bishop has been the subject, and,
cluding the letter, expresses his confidence
that the Catholic clergy at Milan will reSTILL SEEING GHOST SHIPS.
main under the Influence of their affection
for their pastor.
Halifax, N. S., May 84.—Steamer Hali
fax City,
Capt. Newton, which arrivei
IRISHMEN AGAINST ALLIANCE.
from London today, reports that on Ma;
of the Banks
Chicago, May 24.—The United Irish 21st, on the Eastern ridge
societies of Chicago at a big masB meet- in latitude 48 north, longitude 47 west
along at a 11-knot rate, the light ;
ing in Central Music hull presided over going
direct!
stranger were observed
M. Smyth a prominent merohant, of a
by John wnorvlnfirino
nonrlmv, n!
4-kn
astern.
This was about 10.30 o’clock.
was heading di
vessel
The
unknown
gested alliance between the United States
The resolutions de- rectly down on the Furness liner and t
and Great Britain.
Newton orderei
collision Capt.
nounce the alliance as uncalled for and avoid
over her stern.
Thi
nationally degrading—at variance with a light to bo placed
of
the other altei
the
effeot
had
making
American tradition and the sentiment
She
was then show
her
course
of
slightly.
the
Amorioan
of the majority
people
who are not of British birth or ancestry. ing the usual steamer lights and appeare
alliance to be going at a very rapid rate. Sud
It is declared that such an
with the Halifa:
would result in a European combination denly, when almost up
light on the other was ex
against us and would make us partners City, every She
disappeared in the dark
Qf the British Empire tinguished.
in the crimes
against weak states and defenseless ness.
here from Louisburg
reoeived
Reports
peoples.
state that seven steamer:
The resolutions call upon the Ameri- C. B., tonight
passed there at sun
can government, executive and
legisla- one behind the other,
direction
heading in a westerly
tive, to repudiate a policy so suicidal that set
off
to make out thei
far
too
were
with
disgust millions They
could not fail to fill
nationality, but they were undoubtedl 7
of loyal American citizens."
The principal speaker, John Finerty. a fleet of war ships.
said: "We will fight this alliance on the
platform and at the polls. We are willing
Many old soldiers now feel the effect s
but we
and eager to fight for A morica,
will never lire a shot or lose a single drop of the hard service they endured duriu X
the war.
Mr. Geo. S. Anderson, of Rose
of blood for England.

|

lucky purchases have been made by us lately whereby
prices on good saleable Millinery.
bud
and
15c spray
foliage, at
Imported Rose,
39c and 75c spray
All Silk Bluets, with foliage, at
$1.49 each
Double Brim Manila Sailors, black bands, at
1$I.I5 each
White Double Brim, Split-braid Sailors, at
A large assortment of Children’s Hats, worth 50c,02c,75c and 98c,
25 Cts. each
all at one price,
Some

we can

make very low

TRIMMED MILLINERY.
Our trimmed stock is larger than at any time this season,and
selling more than ever, lfou can positively get more for
in one of our Ready Trimmed Hats than you could get

we are

$3.00

elsewhere for $4.00 or $5.00,
We have lots of better ones at low prices, An “Old Glory”
Hat Pin given with every trimmed hat sold this week.

J. E. PALMER,
■"

J2SSSSSS.
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BAVF.L NOT TO GO TO SPAIN.
New York, May 24.—The agents lor the
North German Lloyd Steamship company
today, said regarding the report that the
steamship Havel had been bought for the
.Spanish government:
We have the
positive assurance of the
purchasers of the steamship, Grestao and
company, of Bremen, that the Havel is
not to go to the
Spanish government.
The firm is
acting direotly in the matter
as the agents of
Gompagnie Navagatio
Italiao.
This Italian
company has sold two of
its fast
steamships to the Spanish government and Spain is
,low fitting them out
us auxutliary
cruisers. It is probably to
fill the places of these
to
vessels sold
Spain that tho Italian company is now
the
purchasing
Havel.

ville, York county, Penn., who saw tli
hardest kind of service at the front, i
now frequently
troubled with rheuma
tism.
“1 had a severe attack lately,” h 3
says, “and proeurred a bottle of Cham
It did so muc ;
berlain’s Pain Balm.
good that I would like to know what yo 1
would charge mo for one dozen bottles.'
Mr. Anderson wanted it both for his ow 1
use and to supply it to his friends an
neighbors, as every family should have
bottle of it in their home, not only fo l'
rheumatism, but lame back, sprains
swellings, cuts, bruises and burns, fo
which it is unequalled. For sale by L
W. Ileseltine & Co., 387 Congress streel
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland street ;
King & Raymond, Cumberland Mills ;
Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress street; H. 1
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SOUSA’S MUSIC.
Stars and Stripes Forever March.
Stars aud Stripes Forever Song.
Bride Fleet March.
FI Papitan March.
King Cotton March.
Manhattan Beach March.

BANJO

♦

t

lieailquarters for

Arrangements.
■»

|
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♦
♦

}
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CRESSET, JONES & ALLEN'S,
BAXTER BLOCK.

\%
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When you
*

want school

best,

furniture,

and the

get the

“CHANDLER”

;

Hotel.

are

I

[

Goold, Congress Square

4

alt of JOHN PHILIP SOUSA’S
famous MARCHES. SONGS aud OPERA SCORES in PIANO.
ORCHESTRA, BAND, MANDOLIN, GUITAR ansi

it

S.

%

THE TROOPING OF THE COLORS,
We

{
^
♦

Also the Vocal Gems of

♦
J VOICE,
»

Directorate March.
Liberty Belt March.
Washington Post March.
High School Cadets March.
On Parade March.
Corcoran Cadets March.

ADJUSTABLE

165 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
apris

_

Tu.Fri tf

__

_____

FOlt SALE.

Augusta, Me., June 2C, 1897.
I have used the Eureka Headache Cure
with good success. One powder never falls to
give me Immediate relief.
E. H. Walker,
Ticket Agent, Maine Central K. B

For Sale

ft? all Portland Druggists,

MtET ONLY FOR BUSINESS.

Fortj
one

pOR SALE Oil

Explanation

About

llicycllsta Meeting

in

the

within five minutes walk of electric cars- sltis
terms.
Particulars real estate’ office
First National Bank Building, FREDERICKS

VAILL-_

H19CE1LANEOCT.

Maine

FOR

officers of the Maine division,
League of American Wheelmen, have just
i,sued lo the members of the division an

official notification concerning the spring
mcetii g to be held in Pc rtland May 30
It says that races, parade and banquet
will be abandoned, and the meeting held
only for the conduct of division business.
The place of meeting is the Portland
Wheel Club's rooms, and the time 8 p. m.

explaining
programme of
In

the
the

change from;the usual
spring meeting the

official circular says:
Memorial day is a day dedicated by this
to the memory of those brave
great nation
men who lost life and Jlmb in
their
country’s service. By intent it is a holy
day, by observance It is a holiday, and its
degeneraoy—for it is a degeneraoy when,
that

we
amuse ourselves
in order
may
with base ball and bioyole raoes, we lower
the simple but noble oustom of laying
laurel wreaths above the resting places of
those noble souls who gavo their ail for
their country from a holy day to a holiday
—is hut following in the footsteps of all our
national holidays. Fast day. a day of
“humiliation and prayer.” is'about as far
from either as it can get; Thanksgiving,
a day of “thanksgiving and prayer," has
become a day of foot ball and feed; and
Christmas, around which o'uster the
noblest and tenderest memories of man,
has degenerated into an expensive luxurv
which with most men should be preceded
with a day of humiliation and prayer,
and followed by a day of thanksgiving
that it is over.
*
In common with the large majority of
Americans the L. A. W. has made a
holiday of Memorial day and the faded
blue coat and tasseled hat of the veterans
has ever graced our races. A queer animal is man ! In his noblest moments he
is but little lower than the angels,
and
--”
"
his thoughtful moments are wont to be
--—-----——---J
uia iluumcv.
a war
waged
in memory of the Maine and in the inU. S. REGULARS AT PORT TAMPA. ARTILLERY CAMP DURING STABLE HOUR. From a Photograpii taken for HARPER’S WEEKLY.
terests of humanity we are brought face
to face with the true meaning
of our
from
Permission.
Reproduced
Harper’s Weekly. By
Copyright, 1898, by Harper & Brothers.
spring holiday. Many members of the
the
at
front.
The sober seodivision are
ond thought of a dozen cities has been
OUR ARTILLERY AT TAMPA.
I of the United States
artillery. Wo have bill try have alike distinguished them- I gladly exchanged for the stirring am 1 that this year no races should be held on
selves in the Indian campaigns, but the
dangerous experience of an active cam that day dedicated to the patriots of the
Very few people realize that today arti'. now at Tampa about seven hundred ar- thances of the
gunners have been few
past and those of the present who are now
lery is the most effective and important tillerymen, in charge of sixty field guns, »nd they are therefore impatient to be paign.
The skill of American gunners, botl 1 under marching ordeis
ready to fearlessly
branch of the military service, and that and a picture of their camp is printed transferred to Cuban soil for action.
on land and
sea, is traditional and un
face the enemy.
The value of the restraint and routine
|
it promises to develop more novel feat- this week, reproduced from an illustraThe
forwar
looks
questioned.
country
Df camp lite, so nocessary as discipline with confluence to the
proofs of the efH
ures in warfare and strategical sclBnoe tion in Harper’s Weekly.
STRUCK ON SEAL ISLAND.
ind training for the militia, is little apof our light artillery in the hold
ciency
than either cavalry or infantry.
It will
It is probable that the prospect of ac- preciated by the regular
and
then
troops.
They
men, in turn, are consuni't
accordingly he one of the most interest- tual warfnre was greeted with more satis- ire all anxiously waiting for “the big with anxiety to outdo, if possible, th A Waldboro Lobster Smack Goes to the
as the
move on Cuba is called,
Bottom WilU Her Cargo.
accuraoy of aim which their comrades o: 1
ing points of the coming straggle in faction by our artillery than by any other thing,’’
and the quiet scenes of camp life like the
shipboard have aleady displayed at Ma
Cuba to study the condition and strength branch of our army.
Cavalry and in- one depicted in the illustration, will be nila,
Matanzas and Porto Rico.
Capt. Stone, of.tho fishing boat Carrie
T. Rogers, which arrived in Portland
MODERN SURGERY IN WAR.
1 lundreds of organisms the proper name the outlook for
Uncle Sam’s soldiers i 1 harbor yesterday, brought the news of
pi which was or was to te “streptococcus the
present war, Dr. John H. Uirdnei the loss of a lobster
medical
smack, the Kate and
lyogenes.” Two
who has made a special study of gunsho j
discoveries,
It Redaces the Mortality from Wounds >ne in the honest sense of the word em- wounds, said:
Mabel.
pirical the other resulting fropn
“In the old days a surgeon would ver
pui'ely
While off Seal Island Sunday noon he
icientiflo investigation led to
60 Per Cent
the de- often amputate simply to save his ma: *
hailed a dory containing Capt. Sampson
tection and apprehension of this wholo- from the
of gangrene. Now tha
dangers
lale assassin.
gaDgrene has been provided against, , and another man from the lost boat,
Surgeons Can Now Perform Operation* on
Many a surgeon before the year 1S6E soldier who goes into hospital with tw ) making their way to the shore. In the
would have been glad to know how it legs, even if a bullet had smashed hot! 1 haze of
the Field That Used to lie Impossible—
Saturday afternoon they had lost
night be possible to amputate legs ami of them, may still hope to walk on tw
No Afore of the Deplorable Toleration
their bearings and ran onto the northirms without suppuiaton.
Many tried flesh and blood legs for years after th
or a solution
east point of Seal Island. They succeeded
of the problem although war.”
of Laudable Pus.
nost were no doubt
content to take
in getting the boat off, and headed her for
Are the only preparations that will reTHE SPANIARDS’ QUADRILLE.
(Boston Herald.)
ihings as they found them, welconpe the
Head harbor, Isle of Haut, but she was
store the hair to its original
In the civil war the proportion of Union ippearance of their “laudable pus” and
(With Apologies to Lewis Carroll.)
I
the to them inevitable “hospital
leaking so badly that their bailing was
healthy condition.
soldiers who died of wounds to those who 3ght
’ever.” It was Joseph Lister whose name “Will you sail a little slower?” said brav
of little avail, but they finally aban-AT ALL DRUGGISTSw ere killed outright in battle was 43 to
s now
known in every surgical ward
Sampson to Spain’s fleet,
doned her and took to their dory, saving
n
the
world who first as a veteran sur- “There’s that lighting Sohley behind me
67, or not far from 7 to 11. These figures
a few of their artioles of clothing.
only
geon
it
lately
“started
the
whom
must
never meet.
are taken from the
you
report of the Adjutant lounds on the expressed
right scent when they were See how eagerly the Herald and th , The boat sank in fifty fathoms, and
MEETINGS.
Generals office. The statistics
on the
ill at fault.”
with her compass, all her trappings and
Journal wait the sight!
Confederate side are less exact, but it
lobsters, consigned to
This shrewd Scotch surgeon coming They are watching on the sea-coast wii [ about 6800 live
Johnson
corao
and
be
the
Young. Fox Island. The bo at
assumed that the proportion there Irom Edinburgh to King’s College Hosyou
may
join
fight?
was built six years ago at a oost of $0800.
Will
won’t
will
won’t
,
you,
you,
fFHE special meeting of the Maine Charitable was about the same.
about
you,
yoi
twenty years ago inAs there would be pital, London,
A
Capt. Sampson was a half owner, and
produced there what has been called the
Mechanic Association, will be held at Lijoin tho fight?
brary Room, Mechanics’ Hall, THURSDAY little cnance of finding out whether a ‘aseptic” method of surgical treatment, Will you. won’t you, will you, won’t yoi ! every dollar he had invested in her. The
lobsters were valued at $600.
man found dead on the field before mediwon’t you join the fight?
EVENING, May 26, at 7.80.
in this method the whole vioinity of the
Ter Order,
cal assistance had reached him had or had part to be operated on, called in the lanGEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.
my24d3t
“You
can really have no notion how
PICKETT’S CHARGE AT GETTYSde
guage of the clinio,“the surgical field” is
lightfu! it will be
PORTLAND SAYINGS BANK. not been killed instantaneously, it may impregnated with a spray of carbolic acid
BURG
be also assumed that “died of wounds” by means of an
When we blow you up or sink yon in th
atomizer. As soon as the
Carribbean Sea!
Was
one
of
the
means
is
“died
in
the
pperatlon
inference
finished
not
is
the
ail
greatost examples of
ANNUAL MEETING.
hospital,
only
But the fleet replied Too deep, too
deep courage and heroism the world has ever
The annual meeting of the corporation of on the part of the surgeons of those days sxcluded from the wounds by bandages
aDd
a
of
look
gave
but these bandages are
Portland Savinga Bank will be held at the banksteeped in solu- Said it thanked dear fright—
that death was the
result of the tions of
Sampson kindly known. When the Union batteries from
ing rooms on Wednesday, the 26th day of May being
germioide carbolic acid to ex
but it would not oome and light.
the Round Top and
Inst, at to a. m., for the purposes specified In wounds.
terminate the foe that may have crept in
Cemetery Ridge
Would
the charter and required by the statutes of
could
not,
not, would not, couli I belched forth, whole
well as to exclude the foe that besets
It is some comfort to know, now that
companies were
Maine.
not, would not join tho fight.
the wound from without. The instruiium
uuo
the United States is engaged in another
ueiu.
iiio
EDWARD A. I«OYES. Sec’y.
DWDJIU
.IMOUUy
ments and the hands that operate are Would not, could not, would not, couli ^
May 17,1808.
armed struggle,
number of »lso washed in a solution of carbolic acid.
Angle” where this superhuman attaok
that the
_mayl8dtd
not, could not join the fight.
ANNUAL MEETING.
was repulsed appears the same today as
As a result of this practice it was
E. P.
deaths from wounds is not likely to be as
in July, ’03.
much as 50 per cent as large, in propor- found that wounds “healed at the first
The Personally Conduoted
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
WIT
AND
WISDOM
Intention.”
There was seldosn need of
Tour to Gettysburg, Luray and Washingthe Portland, Saco tc Portsmouth Railroad tion to the number of wounds reaeived, as
for
treating
suppuration,
suppuration
Company, for the choice of directors for the en- it was either in the civil war or in
ton on May 27th via tho Pennsylvania
any never appeared except when the operator
suing year and for the transaction of suoh
Railroad presents an exceptional opportuother business as may legally be presented, other prior to the present generation. sr some of his assistants had been guilty
Jf gross carelessness.
will be held on the first
Monday, the sixth day
Bandages were left Fac-simile signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER nity to visit this famous field on Memorof June. 1808. at eleven o’clock in the forenoon And this in spite of the more tnan tenfold 3n until the
ial Day. Rates, $36.00 from Boston, Adis on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.
flesh
had grown together
In the Company’s lull in Kittery, Maine.
increased destructiveness of latter-day sgain. There was no more
ress
D. N.
Bell, Tourist Agent, 206
washing oi
By order of the Directors,
wounds to be done, nor any expectation When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
Washington street, Boston, for itinerary
weapons.
F. R. BARRETT. Clerk of the Comnanv.
3f
and
other
febrile
information.
The reason and ground of this hope are
symptoms as a matter of course. When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
rortiana, Me., May 18,1898.
mayl&dtd
The
not in the nature of the Krag.Jorgensen not patient was expected to leavo his bed When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
wastel
with
slow
but
hale
and
fever,
MAINE
and Mauser rifles, used respectively by bearty. Between the new treatment and When she ha "I Children, she gave them Castoria.
mHE Forty-sixth annual meeting will be held
the old there was
all the
difference
Building. Portland, on Wednesday, our own and the Spanish armies, but in
JJ- at Cityand
Thursday
Friday, June ], 2,3. 1898.
the astounding progress in the last between prevention and euro.
It was evident, of course, to Lister and
myiidtjulCHAS. D. SMITH, Sec.
twenty years in the art of surgery. It is bis followers that they were protecting
Tenement House Humor.
not became a man who is hit by an up- their patients against a something tangiJimmy—Say,
ble
pa, they won’t be no mori
and
could
be
made
that
destructible
to-date rifle bullet more often dies on the
to feel the sting of a powerful acid. It plaster falling on the hallway celling.
PROPOSAL will be received until spot, for that this is the case is very far
remains for the microscope
and
ths
Pa—Why, Jimmy?
June 4, 1898, by the Building Committee
from certain. During the first, third and brains of such men as Pasteur, Koch,
of
Hiram Lodge,
F. & A. M.,
Jimmy—Cause they ain’t no more left
for the
material and work required in erecting a fourth
M.
and
—New York Journal.
Surgeon-General George
quarters of a modern nickle-coated Pruden,
tliree story brick building at
states Array,
uIIIUJU
Knightville,
jraiuucrg oi uie
Me., according to plans and speclHoations slugs flight, its rending effect is terribly successfully to investigate the nature and
prepared by F. H. & E. F. Fassett.
fatal, it is true; ibut in the 6eoond general ways of that something. The Hen.—'“What, art thou hurt?”
With 160 flue illustrations of
Bids will be received for the entile buildMer.—'“Ay, ay, a scratch, a scratch."
—Itomeo and Juliet, Act III, Scene i
ing, or as follows:
Excavate for cellar and quarter, or, “humane area,” of its range power of the mioroscope happened to be
war ships and scenes in Cuba.
foundations, and lay foundation and cellar it has a tendency to oat a clean hole. prodigiously increased just about that
Use Pond’s Extract Ointment.
time by discoveries in practical optics,
walls; mason’s work: carpentry; granite But all
and freestone; windows glazed;
experience of reoent years indi- and one of the first results was the detecdoors,
door and window frames;
painting; plumb- cates that where nine wounded men out tion and identification of “streptococcus
Not Wliat We Expected.
aud
ing;
lathing
plastering, roofingThe Dame sounds like that
“All English authors who come ovei
galvanized iron work; truss, steel and iron of ten would have been buried from a pyogenes."
d
a
Byzantine emperor, hut it only here to lecture
beams and girders. Plans and specifications field hospital In the
years between 1861 means “little
say they shrink from pub
animal
that
at the
neoklaco
may be examined
office of the
Centennial Block, Exchange and 1865 only rour would die in the year makes pus,” and it is a well-deserved licity.”
architeots,
The right to reject any 1868, the other six
street, Portland.
“Yes, and they generally shrink mori ■
being eventually dis- name, for pyogenes is the busy maker,
or all bids is reserved.
Bids may be adof that “laudable pus” which is after they have got publioity.”—Brooklyi
dressed to the BUILDING COMMITTEE charged safe, whole, and probably in bet- nrst,
now known to be an accumulation of the
Life.
may3eodtf
Knightville, Me.
ter health than they enjoyed before th9y
may23d9t
victim’s precious white blood corpuscles,
were wounded.
»nd, later, of the still more deadly
HABEAS CORPUS CASE.
In fact, “died of wounds,” so far as it symptoms of tho dark clarions pus.
Thewayioguad against this deadly
applies to the wars of past generations, gangrene
I $♦»♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦
and fever wus, fortunately foi Judge Webb Orders Pillsbury
Discharge
including our own oivll war, really humanity, pointed out even while its
means in most cases that deatn resulted cause
From Service.
was only vaguely known.
The
from
"hospital gangrene,
“hospital, general principles of Bistar’s methods
fever” or erysipelas. The
THE LATEST.
surgeons of have been
and systematically
In the United States Court
yesterda;
thoee days were quite aware of these ipplied in thoroughly
our service. Not only are there
Edward Pillsbury, a member of Cc
Stacy
but
their oauses had not yet complete facilities for
symptoms,
in
aseptic
surgery
been discovered. It was supposed that the
field hospitals which will accompany C, 74th hlaino Volunteers, now in cam
A Full Assortment ot
and
h® United states soldiers to Cuba or
atmosphere of a hospital was impregnated ;h®
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION'
to at Camp Powers, Augusta, was brough
with a subtle, impalpable
tor
infection, the Philippines, as well as in tho sick before
on a
writ
Webb
of habeu
Judge
which could only be combated after it hays of
are at all times to be found in our stock
every man-of-war, but in every
asking his discharge from th 3
had begun to show its effoot in
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
suppura- regiment there are a certain number of corpus
All orders by mall or telephone will receive
tion. One fluid result of this infection ”eh in the
service.
The young ma: 1
each provided with UnitediStates
prompt attention.
ranks,
was
even
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
Our discounts to the profession are the most
called, quaintly
enough, intiseptic dressing packed
was represented by Hon. Geo. E. Bird
favorable to be obtained and everything will “laudable pus,” because, on the theory these are the trained hearershermetically,
of first aid The
father
man’s
testified that hi
unsurpassed for general steam and
be done to make it an advantage ana a pleasure that a certain
young
degree of suppuration was
W0UI>ded. The regulations allow
to deal with us.
son was but seventeen years old,
it was regarded as a hopeful 'r
« their
unavoidable,
that
h
a
use.
forge
W<- also carry a Full
leaving their fighing positions
Assortment of
when the wound threw off the
romtime to time to bind up the wounds enlisted without the consent of his pai
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS aud MUSI- sign
Genuine
troublesome
if
if
I.ykens Valley Franklin,
fallen comrades in such a
CAL MERCHANDISE of every
wbioh,
kept in
descrip- would produoehumor,
way as to ents, and that they were opposed to
hi
fever. It was not then iffeotually guard against
and American Cannel.
No opposition
or the
English
“sepsis,”
enlistment.
known, perhaps hardly even suspected, election of
testimony wa
suppuration.
that the surgeon himself wa6 actually
givon. Judge Webb ordered Pillsbur r
than
important
the
»Uoss
consideration
inoculating patient after patient with a II the actual
discharged.
saving of life for which one
terrible, specific disease.
nav look to the now
but stii
The surgeons of the civil war would
surgery,
It was almost a
well worth
"~Burdoc £ TELEPHONE .... IOO-”
noting, is tho prospect that r
doubtless have been very much surprised
T.
Bitters cured me of
much larger number of those
who go inti Blood
a terribl o
to hear that their hands hastily rinsed
out
a
over
lospitals
wounded will come out not only breaking
the body. I ar
Tel. 818-2.
517 Congress St. in oold hydrant or spring water were ilive
und well, but with their full com
very grateful.” Miss Julia
hp!5
Filbridgt
| busy carrying from wouud to wound
M •
element of limbs. Talking recently o: West Cornell, Conn.
■

H

SUTHERLAND
SISTERS’
HAIR GROWER AND
SCALP CLEANER

O.JRT.

_

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

A

AMERICAN NAVY
Cuba and Hawaii

■

LORING, SHORT & HARMON

~

TO MUSIC TEACHERS,

COAL.

PRODUCTIONS

i

Lehigh

Burning Coals

Free-

Domestic Use.

j

^

M,

Steinert &
G.

Sons

McGOULDRIC, Manager.

Go.

miracle.”

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

OFFICE*
Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
7bapr-

Forty

words Inserted under this head
week for 2ft cents, cash in advance.

one

a

ladies’ residences for hair dressing, shampooMRS.
ngand brushing: best tonics used.
25-1
BLAIR, UOTearl St.
Clairvoyant.
Sittings daily on health, business or private
family matters at 11 Brattle St., second door
from Portland St., and about live minutes walk
24-1
from Preble.

LILLIAN

ARVILLE—Magnetic

---sor send 25 cents and get one
of Detective
Diake’s little books of
Knowledge. It is worth $50 to you. Every
No. (i
man and woman should have one.

NOTICE—Call

Chestnut street, city.
_23-1
LOANED—Don’t borrow' money
them rehave
and
from your friends
mind you of It hereafter,
I will loan on
other
or
personal
your furniture, piano,
property without removal or inconvenience.
“Private Party,” P.
Easy repaying basis.
23-2
0. Box 1438.

MONEY

r ADIES—Have your last
Ai led in the latest

style;

years coat remodel-

also Shirt Waists
to order at lowest

md children’s dresses made
prices. PORTLAND SKIRT BINDING CO.,
16 Elm St., near Congress St.20-1

WANTED—Burnham’s- Jellycon. With four
packages get souvenir spoon of the bat:le of Manila with Commodore Dewey and his
lagslilp. In stock at Melcher Company; and
jobbers generally. Burnham's Beef, Wine and
iron, ana Beef Extract at Thompson & Hall’s.
None better.
19-1

,

lady to drive. As 1 have two such teams, with
use for but one, will sell cheap.
Address. M.
E., Press office, Portland Me.
24-1

SALE—Two light buckskin colored
ponies, about twelve bands, well matched,
good drivers and city broke to single, double
and tandem driving, with double set of custom
made harnesses and extra parts for single and
tandem, also two small sleighs and one two
wheeled cart. Cash price 5200, F. O. B., Monfarther particulars apply to MR. J.
q?,;,-,1'01'
S.
25-1
ORR, 83 Federal St., Portland.

FOR

POR SALE—First class driving mare, can be
f- seen at Matthews & Huston's mill, Kennebec St. W. T. HAWKES.
24-1
SALE—Brick house situated on the corner of India and Newbury streets, contains
14 finished rooms, fitted with modern
improvements.
For full particulars inquire of A. C.
LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street,
20-1

POR

M AIN S

NANSEN,

Tailor,

The best American
made by the
Elgin and Waltham Mainsprings, Warranted
companies.
the Jeweler
McKENnEY,
MonSSfeJl"Monument Square.
marl9dtf

change street.

F°?o^fErSl00p, 1)031 tender,
Union^whorf' n?arly new- Can

—•

within five minutes’ walk of Forest City Landing, Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Ex20-1

CATONtc0..ptXynd0pn|erb0at

TO LET.

TO LOAN
first mortgages of real
MONEY
estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Real
late for
on

es

sale, houses rented,

inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

years
176 1 -2

CO.,

_

TO

inches. (Apply to J.
Commercial

MONEY TO LOAN—On
-uiui

tvau

Hist

v-ouiuu

and second

an ao

lu VV

unc Ul

interest as can be obtained in Portland; also
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal prooerty or any other good securities.
Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange.
maylj-4

LET—Furnished rooms suitable for genTO tleman
and wife
two gentlemen; board

strfog*.

music books, etc.ban£>
rlease call.
Congress street.

or

CON-

24-1

may7-3

J. DUMPHY.

WrANTED—AU persons in want of trunks
*•
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
663 Congress str eet, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore
bottom prices.
give
Trunks repaired. Open evening3.
We frame
pictures.
11-3
1P0TICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
-1-'
for household goods or store fixtures of
any description or receive the same at our auctton rooms for sale on commission.
GOSS &
WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free St._19-3
LOANED
on
first
and
second
mortTVfONF.Y
gages, real estate, life insurance policies,
notes, bonds and good collateral security,
Notes discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a
year and upwards, according to security. W. P.
CARR, room 6, second floor. Oxford building,
185 Middle street.
may9-4

LET—House No. 223 Brackett street. Has
11 rooms and bath, steam heat. Apply to
CHARLES C. ADAMS, No. 31 Exchange street,
Portland.
20-1

CTEAM LAUNDRY—One of the best payin
in New Hampshire; fully equipped, good
business; ill healthe cause of selling; a grand
chance to engage in the laundrv business; will
bear the closest Investigation.
Address
LAUNDRY, Press office.apm-4
~

TO

street.

select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
llubys and all other precious stones. EngageTo

TO

ment and

p'OR good country

board in a fine locality for
fishing, gunnins. rowing, tine views, pleasdrives and plenty of shade trees.
Broad
piazza. A quiet place for rest and comfort.
Address, J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Raymond, Me.
Mayl4-4
AYMOND SPRING HOUSE-Select board,
Poland
on
line
of
Maine
Cen(near
Spring)
tral railroad. Good boating and fishing. Send
for circular.
Address C. E. SMALL, North
Raymond, Me.
may4tf

FRl'EBURG, JTIE,

rilO

IjiOR

family, contains 8 rooms, with all the
modern improvements heat with steam and
hot air combined.
There is a good sized lot
with same. For full particulars inquire of
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.

The “Oxford” will be opened for the season
June 6th. 1898.
The high standard heretofore maintained at
this popular hotel will be continued, and no
pains will be spared by the management to
promote the comfort and entertainment of the
guests. For circulars, rates, etc., address,
F. L. MARK. Proprietor,
may24d2w
Fryeburg, Maine

21-1'

ELYSIAN MFD. CO., Detroit, Mich.
LOST AND FOUND.

FOUND—A

to lease a dehotel.
One
located in a lively town preferred and fuliv furnished and ud to date. Address, with full particulars, WM. T. HANLEY, Lynn, Mass.
25-1

WANTED—'Vanted
HOTEL
sirable and strictly first class

A good reliable man
to manage branch house for wholesale
pork and sausage company. Must have from
$3000 to $5010 and references.BA splendid busiAddress A. H. T.,
ness opening for right man.
31 Slate St., Lynn, Mass.
25-1

WANTED—Partner.

ANTED—To purcbase’second-hand caudv
making machines and candy making
tools; a so machinery for manufacturing pop.
corn.
Name full particulars and lowest price.
Address WM. T. HANLEY, Lynn, Mass. 24-1
western part of city,
for four adults, together or separately,
with furnished or unfurnished rooms. Private
family preferred. Terms must be moderate.
Address, “BOARD,” this office.24-1
three Jersey or grade
good milkers, butter
least 4 per cent, coming in the early
Must, ho young and in good condition.
or

full.
Address with lowest cash price,

MAYBERRY,

HENRY

North Gorham.23-1

secure
party wishing
to call
WANTED—Any
good paying business ch
and
have to offer. Room
385
to

'an

a

see

HELP.

WANTED—Fifty

hoys to help us onourad”
vertisi g. Fifty more New Haven watches
will be given
away, ask the boys about them.
" d ie
Emerson, Win. Coolbroth, Millard Wardwell, Carl Pride. Frankie Osgood, Fred Bishop,
Duller, lifford Jordan, ’.Valter Easier.
£„?,rt,
the WATSON REMEDY CO., 11 Exchange
street.
I9_f

WEDDSNC

RINCS.

Two hundred to select from. All weights
sizes.
10, u and t8 Kt. Solid Gold. McKLisiMix. the
Jeweler, Monument Square.
marl9dtf

Exchange

23-1
OR SALE—House on Hampshire street,
two families, perfect repair, pleasant
If you are
home, sun all day.
for

4.

an

invpstuihnt

nr

linmo it mill

investigate. Address J. E. B.

loolcing

nar

Press

vnn

Office. 23-1

SALE—One
combination
tandem
FORbicycle,
new, will be sold very
good
Also all kinds of household
as

JYOACHMAN—English, married. no familv
^
an English training, would like situation as
coachman. First class references and willing
to go anywhere.
Understands four-m-haud

Apply

to 321

Congress

St.

24 l

as

23-1

ORK WANTED—By
a young man 23
» T
Has a good education and
years old.
writes a good hand. Uses neither liquor or
tobacco. Address “C,” P. O. box 1384, City.
21-1

W?

situation as cook,or general
house work, in a small family.
Appiy at 18 Bradford street.21-1

WANTED—A

WANTED.
Situation by

bookkeeping

a

young

man

who understands

and is willing to work. Two
Graduate of Gray’s Portyears’ experience.
laud Business College.
Good references furnished.
Address CUAS. F. ALLEN, SkowheMaine.
gan,

_apri5d7w»

first class
by
WANTED—Situation
cook of 17 years’ experience in
a

hotel.

Wages moderate
Strictly sober. Willing to
the house.

Address

meat

large

round job.
interest of
Hilton House,

for year
work for

E. H.,

Wiscassett, Maine.

care

19-2

WANTED—FJSMALB HELP.

Forty

one

words Inserted under this
hood
week fer 25 cents, cash in adyanoe.

WANTED—A capable girl for general house
»*
work. Apjfiy at 49 DBERING ST. 25-1
ANTED—An experienced capable
\T7
Ir
housework to

for general
Orchard for the summer.
at 490 1-2 Congress street.

Call

go

to

girl
old

in forenoon

Up two flights’

_23-1

21-1

WANTED—MALE

improveInquire

street._

under this head
week for 3$ cents, cash In advance.

16,

what w-e
street.

Congress

rooms

bath,
modern
ments. Very pleasant and sunny.
of A. C. LIBBx
& CO.,
42 1-2

Forty words inserted
one

BOARDWANTED—In

WANTED—Two
Jersey cows,
fat at

class brick house No.
FOR44 Carleton
street, containing 11
and
with all
the

23-tf

housekeeper by a
WANTED—Situation
woman of
class ability
first
a'nd
character. Good reference. Address, E. M.
Mass.
between GROVER, P. 0. Box, 3725 Boston,

WANTED.

_23-1
SALE—The first

rilO LET—Rent 125 Franklin street, between
-*■
Cumberland and Congress.
Sun all day
in first-class repair; hot and cold
water, nice
bath room and steam heat.
Will let to small

family.

SALE—2 1-2 story house containing 17
rooms, fitted for two families and has
modern improvements,
situated on new
Gray street, price reasonable. Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.

FOR

1

»-

work.

afternoon,
OST—On Friday
Federal street and the Portland ComThe Under
will
pany a dark overcoat.
please return the coat to WILSON’S stable,
and be suitably rewarded.
21-1

looms

by steam, has cemented
cellar and set tubs ; situated No. 47 Melbourne
street, lot 40x90. For further particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY- & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
street.
23-1

__may6 4

of money in clearing up
after our hosiery sale of Friday. EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
23-1
sum

SALE—2 1-2

house containing 13
FORfinishedheatedstory
and batn in first class

condition

city.__16-2

WANTED—6ITUATION

SPECIALTY

1?OR

at,
rilO LET—Two and half story brick stable,
to
„r®ar.-. o£ Congress square.
Apply
GEORGE R. SHAW, 106 High street.
16-2

WANTED.

Salesman wanted to sell first
class line in assortments to Dry Goods
and General trade.
Unusual inducements
and liberal terms.
Entire time required.

SALE—The two story house containing 11 rooms and bath, fitted with all
the modern
improvements and centrally
located at No. 215 Newbury street.
A very
pleasant and desirable house and a good
sized lot of land with same.
Inquire ot A.
C. UBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street. 23-1

HP0 LET—Presumpscot Cottage; summer of
1898; nature’s summer home, beautiful
land and sea views, elegant water, situated 31-2
miles from Portland.
Inquire at residence of
E. M. LANG, Falmouth,
Me, or 61 Kennebec

*

HELP

__23-1

Fremont place, upstairs,
of 9 rooms; also cottages on Long Island.
Inquire of E. PONCE, Granite Spring Hotel,
Long Island.
18_2

on

Largest

one

5

ir
3-

specialty.

FOR

tenement 5 Laural street, 7
bath. $15.00. Lower tenement
Brackett street, 7 rooms and bath, $17.00
Small rent 80 Salem street. $6.50. Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street. 20-2
135

TO

a

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
goo# land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200.000 feet of pine timber. About two mile3
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capeu farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be exchanged for Portland
property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxlord St..
Portland, Me._
mar9-tf
OR SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
End, corner Forest And Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. H AKLOW, 919 Congress St.jan25dtf
SALE—The
desirable house
very
located No. 125 Emery street, fitted for

LET—Lower
rpO
*rooms and

LET~Rent, No.

Wedding Rings

stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square._
marlOdtf

_

A
ant

A THOUSAND RINCS

21-1

LET—Double story house of ten finished
rooms; windows screened and blinded, cellar cemented, with furnace, Sebago water; lot
SUMMER RESORTS.
70x100; a fine lawn and flower bed. two minutes from electrics, will be readv June 1st; on
VVEST BALDWIN, ME.-Pme Grove Cot- curner of Florence street and Hartley avenue,
tage, one of the most desirable summer Deering. Inquire of present occupant Mr. D.
resorts in Maine, charmingly situated in a grove G. HALL, or Box 133, Peaks Island.
19-1
of fragrant pines, elegant, large
airy sleeping
rooms, pure spring water, line drives, on the
at Great Diamond Iscottages
rpOLET—Two
-*
M. C. It. ](.. fine fishing and gunning. Address
land; one of seven rooms, well furnished;
S. P. MU OH.
one of nine rooms, well furnished; al; in good
24-2
order, neat and clean. Inquire of HENRY S.
CUMMER HOMES. Cushing’s Island, Maine. TRICKEY, Real Estate, 121 Exchange St.
0
Most desirable location on the Maine coast.
19-1
Furnished cottages containing 8 to 10 rooms
each, to let for the season from 8200 up. Meals ITIO LET—Furnished or unfurnished upper
*tenement
at
257
State
street.
at the hotel if desired.
Possession
Address FRANCIS
mayl9dtf
CUSHING, Cushing’s Island, Portland, Maine. given at once. Apply on premises.
20-1

j.id.

Instruction books of all instruments.
Pianos let- A number of 50 cent
music books (damaged) at 25 cents each.
Superior strings for instruments.
my 18-4
SALE—New
house
on
Pitt
T^OR
St., Oakdale.
M
Contains seven rooms and bath, hot and
cold water, wired for electric lights, connects
with sewer, has large lot, and will be sold on
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C. ADAMS.
No. 31 Exchange St.,
Portland._mays 4

21-1

LET—New house, second floor, 8 rooms,
bath, hot water, 18 Sherman street *25
and water; second flat 44 Myrtle
street, 7
rooms, bath, hot water, $20; lower rent, 7
rooms, 83 Federal
street,
$15.
COLESWORTHY’S BOOK
STOKE, 92 Exchange

excel.

congress street.

This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market.
Call and see it. McKENNEY, the
mari9dtf
Jeweler, Monnment Sq uaro.

provements.

my 18-4

and banjos
at HAWES’ music*

examine them

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

a

D’GEOOT, 76 Middle street.

and

popular music,
HAWES 414

Fairbanks mandolins
THE
-*•

being ladies’ dresses,gentlemens clothing and bath room on first floor, electric bells. At 35
childrens’ clothing. I pay casli for them if Pearl street, nice rent of live
rooms, bay winit is preferred. Send letters or postals to MR. dow in each
rent, sunny exposure, modern imMRS.

297
1M

SALE—Elegant musical instruments
pOK
ajust
received.—pianos, music boxes,
reginas, violins, mandolins, banjos, guitars
harmonicas, eornets, cases, violin Dows, super-

have
nice lot of rugs which
LET—June 1st at 84 Green street, a very
NOTICE—I
I will exchange for east off clothing,
TOpleasantly
located rent ot ten rooms and

or

the con
by 3 feet

DOUGLASS.

S^LE—Two story frame house

P0K

24-1

766

ih&

A
stable, built for owner’s use in the most
thorough manner, situated in Woodfords near
electrics, compact and convenient, about onehalf acre land, garden and fruit trees
Would
divide lot if desired.
BENJAMIN SHAW
511-2 Exchange
19_1
street._

__

house; references required.

S.

St._

TO

GRESS ST.

tapov xr

SALE—Good elevator with all
pOR
*
neetions; platform 5 feet, 1 inch

10

LET—An upstairs rent of 7 rooms at No. 9
Adams Place; price S15 per month.
Ap24-1
ply to No. 28 BRACKETT ST.__

in same

a

Middle street

ACTION SALE of valuable real estate on
Thursday, May 26, at 10 o’clock a
A
modern two story house of eight roomsm
with
piazza and bebago water; lot 05 by 200
in
quire of S. C. BOXTON, Gorham. Me., or H B
Johnson, Auctioneer
loll

25-1

Green St.

vs

180

A
A

a

LOAN on first and second mort]l|ONEY TO
gages on real estate, life insurance polipies and notes or any good security.
Real
estate bought, sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 Excliange street. I. P. BUTLER.apr28-4

W&

?ontse wdirh«iom'
Is 311 availableforbuilding
ill be sold cheap.
W. H W f

lots,
TO LET—Between Trefethen’s
Evergreen Landings, Peaks Island.
Rent from ®40 to $65, including water. Inquire
of JOHH E. STERLING, Peaks Island, or
Benj. Thompson, 85 Exchange St„ Portland.C3

pOTTAGES
A2
and

rents collected, care of
specialty; prompt attention, 25 110 LET—Desirable lower rent of six rooms,
in the business.
N. S. GARDINER,
good yard, good cellar, gas and Sebago,
Middle St., Room 1.
$12. Apply to EDWARD HASTY, No. 12
19-2

property

34x10 9-12X
be seen at
W
E'

”

Forty wards

Temple
19-1

PRJNCs77ecr^

SALE—Twenty-five cottage lots, finely
pORlocated
near Greenwood Garden on Peaks
Island, In full view of the sea and harbor and

LET—House at East Deering.
One
story and a hall French roof cottage on
Kidder St.,
East Deering. G rooms, Sebago
VOTICE—Graduation suits made to order at water, stable, one half acre land and fruit
trees;
tv
very reasonable prices. Balance of spring terms $10 month and
water rates; possession
Fine repairing and
;oods sold at discount.
after June 2nd.
Enquire of M HS. WHYPETERSEN given 8 Grant
pressing done at lowest prices.
LEY,
25-1
St., Woodfords.
&
Merchant
11
street.

25-1

L'Oil SALK—A thirty acre farm situated iii
tile centre village of Brownfield, Me
well
divided into tillage, wood and pasturing’ lots
buildings nearly new, twelve good rooms iii
house. large stable near the house, running
Will be sold at a
water In house and stable.
ELI B. bean
bargain if applied for soon.
Brownfield, Ale.
may25-4

SALE.

HAIRDRESSER—Late with A. SimonLADY
SALE—Horse, carriage, harness and
few customers at pOR
son, N. Y. would like
robe (complete turnout)
Horse safe tor

A NEW BOOK ON THE

PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING,
SEALED

MUSICAL

I orty words inserted under thin head
one week for 35 cents, cnsh in advance.

Portland.

The

head

factory

_

Official

thU

advane”
RE.NT-fo lTo^' an estate

suburban residence, heated
f
by 'Sm
large barn, hennery, etc., with 35 acres
of la nil!

Cook, Everett & Pennell.

Also Wholesale Druggists,

woiii taMrtrf under
week for 2S cent,, oa.h i.

WANTED—AGENTS.

goods,

consisting

of chamber sets, dining
furniture, stoves, etc. Will be sold very low for
cash or installments.
Room 5, 185 Middle
street.
21-1

SALE—On Franklin street, house
of 9 rooms and bath in perfect repair;
hot water heat throughout; set tubs and
lavatories with
hot and cold water, large
stable with nearly 5000 feet land, best barin Portland.
gain
Price
$1700. W
H
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
21-1

FOR

SALE—Fine building lot, about 5000
on Neal street, between West and
Apply at No. 29 Exchange
street.
21-1

FOR
feet,
Pine steets.

SALE—Valuable real estate consisting of 4 1-4 acres land 1 1-2 story house
with Land large barn connected; located
at 1192 Congress street on line ot electrics to
Stroudwater. Apply to J. M.
JORDAN,
491 1-2 Congress street.
21-1

FOR

IjiOR

SALE.—Parsons

Lowdown

wagon,

large size suitable for one or two horses
built to order for provision and
grocery business, used a few times, taken to satisfy
claim; will be sold low.
BRADLEY &
SMALL, 35 Preble street.
21-1
SALE—New milch Jersey family cow;
FORmake
from 12 to 14 lbs. butter per week.

Oceaii St., Peering.
20-1
li" OR SALE OR TO RENT-A large blacksmith shop with dwelling house connected,
situated in Freeport village, will sell or rent the
same, with or without the tools; a good place
for the right man.
Address L. H. TUTTLE,
20-1
Freeport, Me._
SALE—Two story house, 31 High St.,

459

I^OR5.000 ft. of land, arranged

for one or two
tubs, in excellent refor $3600. easy terms,
Co.. 390 Commercial $t.,

families, sun all day. set
pair; cost $5500, will sell

bey at Rufus

Peering

CHARLES E. PEERING._20-1
Extra
and pool tables for sale.
BILLIALD
20-1
bargains. F. O. BAILEY & CO.
SALE 100 celebrated Quinn refrigentall sizes, at greatest bargains ever
in Portland. F. O. BAILEY & CO., 46 Ex20-1
change street.

Ii^ORtors,

seen

of wm.
Life
In preparation),

e. Gladstone (nve years
now ready.
Extra terms
Grand opportunity for earnest
workers. Send 10 cents for complete outfit or
write for circular. P. W. ZIEGLER & eo
222 Locust street, Philadelphia.
to

I

cheap.

agents.

may25\Ved&Sat4t
IV? A R RY ME, NELL IE,
And I will buy you such a pretty
Ring at
McKenneVs.
A thousand solid wnid
wvig$,
and

stones. Engagement and
Hr i>?.ner Weciom
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
City. McKENNKY, The Jeweler. Monument
Square,
i3ia.r22dt£

SALE—House and 11-2 acres of land
situated in Willard, close to the Casino,
in full view of the harbor, beautifully situated
for cottage lots, will be sold low anil on easy
terms of payment.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY &
20-1
CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.

FOR

double house situated No 41
and contains four rents
$408 per year, lit ted with water closets
and Selnigo water, good location for renting
Also brick house No. 105 Fore street, fitted for
two families. The above property is all situated
on one lot and will bear investigation as they
are being sold to close an estate, a. C. LIBB i
& CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.
20-1
SALE—A
1?ORNewbury
street

income

MAINE
Items

FINANCIAL ANliCOMERCIAL

TOWN5.

of interest Gathered

by

CorrM>

pond-cuts of the Press,

Qwtatius ef Staele Prodiets in the

Acid tart.83X801 ga clear.*25*27

1.ti6®20
Ammonia.i6®20|No
8 i

pot....
0
rinc.126®60
Bals oonabla.. .55«*>o| Shingles—
Beeswax.37**21X oeaar... .1 75*8 25
Blch powders... 7*9 lUear oedar. 2 6002 76
Borax.-10*11 IX No 1.1 86*2 2i
Brimstone. .7Vi®aV" |No 1 cedar ..1 26®i 75
Cochlneai...... 40**81 Spruce
.. 1 2601 60
Copperas.... I Vi® 21 Laths, spce. .1 9002 or
reamtartar ..28Vi®8 1
Lime—Coi>L
Ex logwood.... 12*16 I,lme.® cek. 85®
(Iumarabio.. .70*1 221 Cement.. 20®
,30 .*75;
Glycerine
Matches.
A ioosicape.15®*t |St*.gross
55
0 66
Camphor.39**2 iDirigo.
A Bhes.

CUMBERLAND.
Leading Market*.
Cumberland Center, May 24—Last Sunday was observed as Memorial Sunday
Wew York Stack ana
Money tl.roi,
at this place.
Rev. Mr. Davis preached
(By Telegraph.'
3d
4th
a sermon
chapter
from Micah,
Mytrb... »2®66lForest City.60
will be
NEW YCRK, May 24.
Oelnm.... * .00 < 5 OOi
Metals.
verse, last clause. Next Sunday
Shellac........
35**01 Copper—
been
the
has
on
Money
call was steady 1%01% per rnti
observed as Memorial Day as
Indigo.85c*g 1114*48 eom. ...®ir,Vi
last
loan 1%: prime mercantile paper 4% 06% Iodine... .s 600 3 8k roilsaea oooper.
of
33
custom for some years. Decoration
per cent. Sterling Exchange easier, with actual Ipecac.225®2 501 Bolts.
I6SI3
will be at 1.30 in the aftersoldiers’
J

graves
be an address in
noon; at 2.30 there will
W. H. Looney, Esq., of
the church by

Portland.
J. L. Dnnn has purchased the W. S.
Blanchard place of Dr. J. P. Blaks.
new
H. H. Herrick has purchased a
wheel of the Lovell Diamond pattern.
Hist Saturday Mr. C. A. Merrill coming up behind one of his horses placed hie
baud on him without the animal eeeing
him and as a consequence the horse let
his heels fly striking Mr. Meerrill on the
wrist. No serious damage was done however.

Raymond, May 24—Mrs. Myra Merrill
has moved to North Fryeburg, where she
Mr.
will make her home with her son,
Charles Merrill.
Mr. Fred Walker, of Scarboro, recently
visited friends at the village.
returned to
Mrs. Louise Sawyer has
her home at Woodfords.
of
Colby UniverMr. Guy Chipman,
and
his parents, Mr.
is
visiting

Mrs. D. H. Chipman.
have
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Smith
returned to Westbrook.
Richardson, of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr.
Naples, were recently the guests of
and Mrs. Henry Harmon.
Mrs. Margaret E. Gould has returned
to Portland.
Miss Abbie Phinney his gone to Great
Falls to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Morton were at
Sebago Lake recently, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John Hooper.
_

BUXTON.
...
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ncisu

«
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Retail

Grocer*

sttcsr

lUl.s

market—cut loaf 7; oonfetlon ea y
pulverised 6o: powered, 6ei granulate,i
6%'-, coffee crushed 6c: yellow 4
Portland

re:

state.

Portland.
Dr. Howard was in the oity yesterday.
He is contemplating a two weeks’ outing
at Woodstock for visiting his father, Rev.
Mr. Howard, a Baptist clergyman in tha!

or near

town.

Robert Williams, formerly of this vil
Warrei
lage, is located in Portland, 39
street.
BERWICK.
North Berwick, May 24.—Rev. H. A,
Stetson, pastor of the Baptist church ii
for six years, died Mondai
this village

...

1 o’clock p. m., after several weeks o:
He
was a prominenl
clergyman of the Baptist denomination,
a good preacher and much
beloved by hli
people. He was 52 years old and leaves
a wife and
two sons, also
a sister and s
father, now living in Springvale, the latter in a very weak state, physically, and
is a retired Baptist minister. The funeral
will ocour at the church Thursday at
10.30, and the burial will be at Spring
vale. Rev. Mr. Mower of South Berwick
will lead the services
and other clergymen are expected to assist.
Samuel Buffnm & Co are making extensive additions to their mills, the box
manufactory, and will nearly double the
held heretofore employed.

Flour.
Superfine ft
low grades.6 00®6 26
Spring Wneat Oakers.ei ana st6 253650

Patent Spring
Wneat... 7 75®000
siicn. atx’giiv
roller.... 6 7637 00
clear do.. .6 65®6 76
•tLouts spg;
6 76A7 00
roller...
clear do. .6 65*6 76
w nt’r wbeai
patents.. 7 00ft 7 76
Flan.

(Buyingft selling price)

at

Coo—Lara*

painful sickness.

50A47 6
00®3 26
25*3 50
75*2 00
Hake.2 00*2 26
H erring, box
Soolea....
9®14c

spending the week at Naples on a fishing
excursion.
The
judge often indulges
in a trip to Sebago lake and gets rewarded by a good catch and
brightened spirits.
I Mr. Harry Cutts of Portland and his
Miss
oousin.
Marshall of T*>rk have
spent a few days with their aunt, Mrs.
J udge Hobbs of this village.

Mr.and Mrs. A. L. Thompson and Miss
Fannie Thompson of New York, are being entertained by Mrs. Wm. Emery.
Mrs. D. A. Hurd and Miss Maggie Hobtl
are visiting friends in New York.
THE PENSION LIST.

Washington, May 24.—The following
pension changes, resulting from issue oi
are

announced:

INCREASE.

Joseph Souther. West Levant, $8 to $10
Charles Keiser, Exeter Mills, $12 to $17.
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.

(Speoial, May 16,)Susan M.Foss,Bentor
Station; Emily E. Tufts, Klngfleid, $8:
Anna Sprague, Bangor,$8.
MRS. CARTER INJRUED.
New York, May 24.—Mr. S.Goodfriend,
David Bellasco’s representative In this
country, received a message from Londor
today saying that Mrs. Leslie Carter was
severely .injured while playing at the
Adelphla theatre.
TO TAKE AWAY REFUGEES.
Key West, Fia., May 24.—The German
third class cruiser Ge or, now at Havana,
will leave
that port for
Vera
Ctuz,
Mexico, tomorrow, having on board a
large number of German refugees.

healing,

balsamic virtues oi
concentrated in Dr.

Norway pine
'‘!e
v\ ood s
Norway Pine Syrup, nature’s
own remedy for
coughs and colds.
are

wire.. i;85®l yo
Baltnetre.16*1 *
Naval Starve.
Senna.26*80
Tar
Canary seed....
* bbl.. .3 75*8 00
4*6

Cardamons .1 60*2 28 Coal tar... .6 00*6 35
Soda. by~carb8V®6M Pitch.3 7WB800
Bal.3V4#B W1L Pitch. .3 75®#00
Schr Eva Stewart-90- Snlnhur.a #11 Rosin.3 00*400
YARMOUTH, NS.
H
Hamliu
&
Co.
000 ft lumber to J
sugar lead.30*22 TnpentMa.gai. .360*5
White wax....60*66 Oakum.... 7 06
» Itroi. Blue.
Oik
6Ve®9
Freight.
Vanllla.oean. .6100201 Linseed.46*51
The following are recent charters:
1 Boiled....48#&3
Mack.
■ Ship Tam O’Shanter, Hong Kong to Balti- No 1.32 Sperm.
7U#S0
No 8.38 Whale.60®c,o
more, general cargo, p. t.
No 10.20 Bank.40*45
Bark Edmund Phinney, Philadelphia to Port
lOoz.13
Shore.S5®40
8 oz.11
land, poal 86c.
Portae...30*36
Gunpowder—Shot. Lard.
65066
Barit Ethel V. Boynton. Turks Island to Phil.8 26*8 60 Castor.x 10*1 30
Blastings..
adePpliia;, salt 8c.
Sporting.... 4 50*8|26 Neatsfoot ... 46o®65
Schr John F. Randall. Philadelphia to
tbs. .1 26 Klaino.*
Boston, Dropsnot.26
Palate.
Buck. B. BB. :
coal 86c.
Straw, ear lots(lo*12; Am Zinc... .6 oo#7 00
Schr E. P. Mason, Philadelphia to
Iron.
.2 Vi
iRoohotlo...
Fall River
I
Common.... 1%#2
Klee
coal 75c.
Refined—
B
Domestic.
1%®2V4
!
Vi*7
Schr P. W. Sprague, Wiscasset and
Portland Norway—
3 Vi @4
1
Salt.
to Port Spain, les and lumber, p. t.
8*10 I Tks ls.lb hd 20002 50
Cast steel..
German steel..... 08Vi I Liverpool ..2 00*2 26
Sc Herbert llico.Porto Rico to
Boston or PortShoesteel.@3 I Dla’md Crys. bbl 2 25
and. molasses 82 60.
1
8n#<-' Iron—
Saloratu*.
Schr Sebago, Jacksonville to New
Saleracus
,0®6V4
York, ium- H.C.4Vi«5
Gen.Russlal8Vi®14
ber $5 75.
Spice*.
Cassia, pure... .21*22
Ameri'enKusslall*12
Schr Falmouth, New York to
Mace. 90c@l 00
Portland, ce- (Jalv.5Vi #7
ment 19c.
Leather
Nutmegs. ..... 66**6
New York—
Pepper.I6«17
Schr Franc s Goodenow.Rondout to
Portland, Light.26®281 Cloves.16017
cement 18% c and trimmed.
iniu weixm.
.»ui9«ui wjuger.it®iu
Schr J. M. Morales,
starch.
{
Woodbridge Creek, N. J., Heavy..25*26
Good d’mg.... .24*251 Laundry.4%®5
to Boston,.brick *1 60 and loaded.
Union Backs.. .37161381 Gloss.6%@7%
Schrs Mary E. Palmer, Augustus Palmer.end Am. call....
Tobacco.
90@1.00(
Sarali h. Palmer, Baltimore or Norfolk to
Load.
] Best brand A... 50*60
Key Sheet.
*7% Medium.80*40
West, coal *2.
Tine.
86% I Common..26880
Schr Douglas Haynes,
Ellzabethport to Au- Zinc. 7Va®3 Naturaiai ...60870
gusta, coal $1.
T.TT.F.1601 Lend—
I Pure ground.5 60*6 00
Hay.
Pressed.214*16]Bed_...» 60*6 00
rortlsaS iraoisma Hirs.r,'
Loos* Har
20*21 II Eng Ven Reds
*3%

Mrs. J. F. Sands spent last
Wednesday in Portland.
Mrs. George H. Robin son and
and
Mr.
son of Portland, called on lriends in this
place last week.
who
Mrs. W. M. Littlefield of Alfred,
Mrs. W. H.
of Mr. and
was the guest
Graham, returned home last Monday.
Rev. G. A. Downey is spending a few
days with friends in Lewiston.
Mrs. James Knight of Pittsfield came
last .‘raturdoy to spend a few weeks with
relatives in1re.
PORTLAND, May 24.
number of
Last
a
young
.relay
Trading has been rather light the Ipast week
the
pleasantly
evening very
people pis-ed
for food products, with very little change in
figWhitehouse.
With Mr. and Mrs. John
ures.
Flour is exceedingly dull and the market
During the evening Mr. and Mrs. Whitehouse were presented with a silver sugar is Irregular and unsettled owing to the wide
6heli and butter knife as a token of their fluctuations in Wheat; some of the mills have
good wishes. Cake, lemonade and candy further advanced prices,lwhile others continue
was served.
to sell at old figures.
At Chicago to-day the
selling by longs, together with weaker cables
FREEPORT.
and fine crop prospects, caused another break
Freeport, May 24.—Master Albert Kilby in
Wheat; July is IV2C lower and Sept declined
was run over by a
cyclist and his leg
and Oats Vio. Prowas broken.
He was attended by
Dr. i»jsfii2c. Corn lost lgi
Howard and at the present writing is as visions showed declines of 27 V4 for Pork and
comfortable as possible.
20c for Lard.
Molasses is firm and tending
Of the eight cases of
diphtheria at upward. Coffees less firm but unchanged. SuCollin’s
one
died
Samuel
the
early in
gars steady and very firm.
Tobacco is held
disease and the remaining seven are conahout 2c higher. Cordage is higher.
Leather
valesing. Dr. Howard was the attending is
steady with the late advance well supported.
physician, and is highly complimented
for the attention given and also from the Potatoes easier at 1 00. Eggs are unchanged.
of the Butter easv in tone.
Fresh Beef is steady
fact of his preventing the spread
disease to other families.
—sidas at 7V4g8Vic $5 ib, hinds J0@l2c, fores
Mrs. J. T. Curtis and daughter Bertha 6Vi@SV*c. rounds and flanks
8*8yzc, loins at
were in Portland Monday.
12@16c, rumps and loins 12@14e, hacks at 7®
and
Mr. Will Aldrich with his wife
7V4c, rattles 4VaS,5c, lamos 8@luc; mutton 7c.
daughter have returned from abroad, Lobsters
qulet;at 10c
pound for boiled and 7c
where he has been doing
professional
for live.
studies for the past two years.
The sad news of the death of Mrs. F.
Freights—tonnage for lumber from Gulf ports
last week. to the River is quite actively inquired for. and
P. Huff was received here
Some three or more years ago Mr. Huff though shippers are
prepared 10 meet some adand wife went to California on account vance in
rates, vessels are rather difficult to
for a
of the health of Mrs. Huff, hoping
To Montevideo and Buenos Ayres $14
secure.
cure by change of climate
During their
residence in our village they greatly en- @$15 could probably be obtained. From the
deared themselves to the people, and deep East and Provinces $10 Is the rate to Buenos
and heartfelt condolence are expressed to Ayres. -There continues a good inquiry for tonthe husband in this hour of sad bereave- nage to Brazilian and other South American
ment.
ports. Tonnage is also wanted In the West In
Dr.
our
We learn that
Harvey,
dia trade, ana though better rates are bid, few
to
went
who
Everett,
Mass.,
dentist,
are obtainable.
will
soon
return to vessels
about a year ago
The following are tolys’ wholesale price! of
practioe his profession again in his native Provisions.
Groceries; etc
Rumor has it that he will settle in
Pike and

May 13,

Licorice, rt.... 1661201Y M sheau....
13
Morphine.. .3 45# 2701YM Bolts.....
12
Oil bergamot2 T6*8 301 Bottoms.22024
Nor.Codllver200«225 i Ingot....
11*12
American do 21*1 251 Ti»Lemon.... Uunl 0i3trait»...• 16Vi®iuVi
Olire.1 00*3 601 RngUsh.
Peppt.V2B:S2 6o|Ohu. L Co..
05 60
#7 26
Wlntorgreenl 76*2 00 Char. LX..
Potass br’mde. 54#60lTerne.600*8 60
Chlorate.» 5*401 Antimony...
12*14
Iodide.2 6603 80|Ooke.4 76*6 00
Quicksuyer... .70#8oi8pelter. ooo®t>e
Oulnlne... 3=.® 38 iBolderVi***
12*14
Nail*.
Eheubarn, rt.76c#l 60
Rt make..... ,Se*40 Caek.cUDasel 60#1 65

Mew
Mew
New

Snore .... *
small do. .2
Polioek ... .2
haddock.. .1

Mackerei.pl
snore Is *22
Bbere 2t *16
Large 8*

003*26
00**13

rroence

Hides.

The following quotations represent tne paying prices in this market:
Cow and ox hides.70 IP lb
Bulls and stags. 6c
Ccaif skins, trimmed,..
ICe
do
untrlmmed. 9c
Lamb skins.60 to SOc each
Gram Quetacmn*.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADK

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT

May.
Ooening.,.

posing.165

July.
110
111

COEN

May.
Clotlui.
Opening... 34%

July.

86%

.85%

OATS.

May.
Opening.
Closing.[29%
FOBS,

26%
25%

I July.

Opening.
Closing.

Juiy.

12 20
12 16

..

Tuesday’s quotations.
wheat.

May

Closing.
Opening.

165 [

Juiy.
109Va
109%

COBS

May.
Opening.
liming..

34l/a

July.
34%
34in

OATS.

33

May.

Juiy.

26%

uenlng..
Closing.... *:

[28%

24%

Dally Frese Stock Qoutatlons.
Corrected by Swan Si Barrett. Bankers, 186
Middle street
STOCKS.
Far Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
Grata.
106
110
Canal National Bank.100
Corn car
44wab Casco National Bank.100
100
102
do bag lots .. ..a 4,; Cumberland National Bank.. .40
30
Meal nag lots
44 a46 Chapman National Bank.
100
Oats, ear lots
372138 First National Bank.100
98
lOo
Date. bag lota 40®4l Merchants’National Bank.... 75
109
111
Cotton Seea.
97
99
National Traders’Bank.100
oar lets.0000®as00 Portland National Bank.100
102
104
bag lota 000032400 Portland Trust Co.100
130
155
Sacked Brt
80
86
Portland Gas Company. 60
ear lots.17 00®1800
102
104
Portland Water Co.100
bag lots00 oOSgls no Portland
130
135
St. Railroad Co..100
Mlddlmg $1700318 00 Maine Central R’y.100
128
ISO
bag ou. .*00318 00 Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
60
61
Mixed feed...
5 8 50
BONDS.
Coffee.
120
Portland
1907.US
6s.
Rlo.roasted
11®16
103
JayaftMocha 0025328 Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
108
Portland 4s. 1913. Funding.106
Melaaeee.
102
Porto Rleo.26280 Bangor 6s. 1899. R. R. aid.101
116
6s.
1905.1Water.114
Barbadoes.
..26326 Bangor
102
Bath 6s, 1898. R. R. aid .101
Fanoy.32335
*
103
Bath 4V«s, 1907, Municipal.101
Tea.
103
4s. 1921, Refunding.101
Amoys.22® 30 Bath
102
aid.101
Belfast
R.
H.
6s.
1898.
Congous., ee-..253*0
106
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
Japan.2E83f Calais
102
4s 1901—1911 Refundlng....l00
Formoeo.15*65
107
Lewiston 6s,• 1901, Municipal.10*
So gar.
lj.w1nt.mi 4a. 1 Q1 !< Mlinlcloal.103
105
StandardGran
6 465
102
Ex cflne quality
6 466 Saoo 4s, 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central E E 7s, i898.1st mtglOl 101%
•*
135
7s. 1913,00ns. mtgl33
Yellow Extra C....4»/.
••
107
4% ft.105
•*
Bead
"
105
4s cons. mtg... .103
Timothy.
a 85*3 75
••
104
106
g«s,1900,exten’sn.
Oloyer West, 8ya®#
ic«
Portland A Ogd’g g«s,3900,1st mtgi.04
do
N. Y. 9V4®10 Portland Water
Co’s 6s, 1899.... 101
103
A Is Ike,
10®ioya Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 104%
Ked
Portland

..

3 6003 60
IF
0 00
Maine.
Fea Beans.1 06*1 76
Yellow bres.l 06*1 76
Cal Fea.... 1 6601 76
Fours.ous 0 00®1 00
do, boil
@
lop,
16@17
Froylslees.
SweetsJersey326@3 76
Boston fltoen Barken.
ao NorlolgOOOs*
Forkdo Vineland,4 60®65
elusiat quotaTh# following were the
heary
>5 50
medluml4 60016 00 tlons of stocks atBoston:
Unions. Ber 2 00@2 10
do Egyp’n 8 26®3 0O1
snort cut and
Mexican Central. 4S... 62
clear
Cblojreas....
14® 16
Atchison, Top. * SamaiEe. E. new.
Turkeys, yves. 13®i6« Beef—light 10 2501076 Boston A Maine.163
Northern ao.. ,.16«17 heary,..ll 60012 00
do pfd
Fowls...
13t>14 BniesuYBDl 6 76*
Maine Central..127
hard. tes ano
Apples.
Union Pacific. 28*/»
Onion Pacific pfd.69%
Bating apnl’sS 60@4 60 YB bbl.pure 7%®s
do common 62 g.3 00
docom'nc. 43/i ho
American Bell ..259
Baldwins 3 6004 00
Balls,compd 6ya«oVi American sugar,
common.137
krapdris
palls, pur* BliWSYh Sugar, ...
oya#llo
Lsasib
purelU
8% assy. Cen Mass, pfd...
3 00»4 00 Hams....
Messina
do common
.....
9
aay.
3 50.®3 75
California
aoeer'ra
Flint A Pere Marq.'. 35
Oil.
Oranges.
0 OO0C OO Eerosenel20U
Florida
8V. New Torts ffuot»tiou» et„oas Mild Bonds
California, 3 60@4 00 Ligoma. 8YB
(By Telegraph.)
do Seedlngs 2 76@326
Centennial. 8Yt
The follomg ware to-day’s closing quotations
Fratrs Astral ..ioy2
Rgr*.
of Bonos
Eastern extra..
©13 In hall bbla le extra
FreshWestern..
Raisins.
@12
May 23.
May 24
Held.
Musctl.60 lh bxs6®6V4 New 4s, reg
i2l%
121%
Bnttei.
London lay’rli 76020c
do coup,
121%
321%
Dreamery Jney,. 18® 10
OeaL
New 4’i
10k
reg......108
Bill bug* Vr'rnt. @18
Retail—delivered.
New 4’» coup.109%
109%
Cumberland 00004 26 Denver Si H. G. 1st.106
Choice........
106:%
Cheese.
Chestnut...
72
@8 00 krle gen 4«. 71%
N. Y. lorry 9 fflfO
Franklin-..
8 00
Mo.Kan, &.Texas 2ds........ 60%
Bl%
Vermont... 9 *10
Lehigh....
aeoo Mo Kansas A Texas pfd
4 60
8ag*.012YB IS Fea.
Kansas Pacific Consols.
Bread
unmoor
Oregon Nav. lste.112%
112%
FHot sup..., 8®8V4 White wood—
C jj.ing quotations of stock-■
do sq.
NolA2.1-ln*82«tS5
7@7vi
23.
May
May 24.
Crackers.... 6Vi©7
Baps.ldn.
I26@$2g Atchison... * 2 '4
12%
Com'n,l-ln (23@$28 Atchison pfd. 32%
Cooperage.
32
Bhhd shooks fihds—
1Y4, lVi*2faclttc. 12%
Central!
13%
Mol. city. 1608176
In. Nol&2*33@*35 Cues, a onto. 21%
22%
Bug.cnunt’ygs @1 00*I lYk.lYBAZ-in
CmoagoA Alton...169
139
raps.
Country Mot
*28®(30
do
pfd
hlid shooks
Squares.
aseasos Chlcaio’ Burlington A OulncylOO%
hlid hdg ml
102%
Cypress32 n. S4@26
Y4n No 1*2 *8u@$33 Delaware* Hudson CanalCo.108
103
Delaware.Lackawana A Wesil62
8ughd35ro 21028
1Y4.1 Vi ■Ha162
ll Cops 14 ft.
ia.Nol4ii2 g32@g34 Denver & Bio Grande. 11
26030
12
12 th 2§@28
.,
2y*. 8*4-inf?,e@*H8 Kne.new......12%
13
8
8 @9
S’tti pine-*861(86
*io 1st prefer
34%
85%
}
Cordage.
Clear pine—
Illinois Central.103%
lnxsi,;
10 ®11
Uppers.*56065 Lake Erie* West.. 15
,g/4
®Vi«U Select.*46@85 Lake Shore.186%
188%
Manilla bolt
common.
Fine
.842045 Louis A Nash. 64%
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lumber to J H
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olke, «*•
Sell Z»l»pi?arnelt' Boston.
Sell ltoberf'l rWlgrew' Maolilas for New Vork
shore fishing, 6000 lbs fish,
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Sch
sen Amy
Amv

..

t/vs
*

Paelfle Man...............I 27
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sngar common.1361
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Hail' Eragg, New York-

OUver Bath. Bootbbay Harload

47V3

'otarlo.

Boston, to go

Boston.
Sc!! Marrar^ nliE'iLindsay, Calais for
Sell Native l«?2iblnsou' Mlllbrldge for Boston
for
Boston.
Calais
Sell Ulendviwu o'1'(Jole'
Rtanwoo<1' Boston.!
Sc
M

,45
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Union Pacific Did.til
,V!
7%
wanash....
19Vs
ao prtd.
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lbl
Boston K Maine.160
England rtd,
rioW^Y,0rkS!New
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Old
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idams Exnress. 99
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Aiu.nean; Express.126
ilomestake.

Yarmouth, NS,

Ha^ke..,
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i«%

..ISJ,.
11%

Hlw'f I1,001'6'

Blake.Maud

CA8t>y' Bunker' Boulsburg.
Seavy,

SAILED—gob

CB—

FrosDeot Harbor—J H

Fhineas WSprague, Wiscasset.

.Si.ERCASSET,

Strong, Portland,

BOSTON. May 24. 1898—The following are
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
Ft.oun.

string patents.;6J7607 76.
Spring, cieariaua straight. 6 76&7 00

exchange dispachtes.
May 24-Sch Wm ltloh. PortNew
York, with lime, Is ashore at Sandy
p' ,,lf'or
d?.. ®t
J11 Probably get off tomorrow.
Helena previous to May 15, ships
via.i,;ar.d'..Getcl>cll. Hong Kong for Baltimore;
Vigilant.
Bailey, Hlogo for New York.

B]°ck Isabel,

Qi^a^^ed

Winter patents. 6 76@7 26
Winter, olear|and itralgbt, 6 7517 CO
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Sopers —.

Not.Joe to Mariuets.
Office on the Lighthouse Inspector, )
First District.
J
Portland. Ale., May 24, 1898.J

Chicago Live stock Marker.
^CHICAGO, May 24. 1898.—Cattle—recelDts
Western
steers at 4 3Bg)4 80; Texas at
2,600;
3 60@4 85: Stockers and feeders 4 2644 76.
NOTICE.
For 80 days from this date applications for
Hogs—receipts 22,000 i packers 4 1604 17% i
Hitchers at 4 20 s, 4 So.
examinations lor Assistant Keepers of Light
Sheep—receipts 90001 inactive at 3 2604 80; Houses In the First District will be received at
arobs 4 60@$8 10; Spring 6 2607 00.
the office f the
Light House Inspector at Portland, Me., where application blanks and information may be obtained.
Domestic Markets.
SMITH M. NICHOLS,
u.y Teiegrapti'
Commander. V. S. N.,
May 81. 1898.
F'or Local Board of Examiners.
BNEW YORK—The Flour mantel—receipts
16.707 bble; exports 161 bblsi sales 6.000
Memoranda.
jackages: neglected, shade lower.
riour quotations—city mills patents at 7 86®
Boston,May 23—The four-masted sch Jennie
I 60 winter patents 6i6o@7 00:clty mills clears S Butler, which recently returned from Cienfueit 8 8048 60; winter straits 6 36 i6 60; Minn, (tos, after an exciting experience at that port
a!
¥
jats 6 9007 40: winter extras 4 60S 6 OO ;Minr. MP4 filliellcrl
mkers at 6 60*6 Ou; winter low grades 2 90@ Flske’s Wharf, a- d has hauled over to Mar1 00.
quand’s yard, East Boston, to receive general
Wheat—receipts 679,876 bush: exports 380,- repairs and be painted.
Sell Joseph Eaton, Jr. which left here Sunday
wuDut
^tuuu.uuu ui'sn; zuiuics lu.uw
>ush spot; spot easy; No 2 Red at 168% fob for Green’s Landing, returned today and hauled
over
to McKie’s wharf, East Boston, to repair a
iflo&t.
;
Corn—receipts 266.200 push; exports 680,197 slight leak. The work was accomplished in a
>ush; sales 76,000 bush; soot weak; No 2 at tew hours and the vessel again left port.
to% fob afloat.
Domestic Ports.
Oats—receipts 255,000 bush: exports 604,231
bush:
>ush; sales—000 bush spot: futures
NEW YORK—Ar23d, schs Lucy Hammond,
ipot weak: No 2 at 33%®33%c; No 3 at 38e; Calais via New Haven; Jenny Greenbank. ExeVo 2 white at 36c; No 3 white 36c; track white ter.;
Terrapin, Aanua, Bangor; Wm B Elktns,
1&S39C.
Cranmer, Kennebec; Georgietta.Peterson,EllsBeefquieti lamily—; city extra India Mess worth for Rondout; Abigail Haines, Smith, do
tor do; John Booth, Emmons, South Gardiner.
Lard weak: Western steam 6 60.
Sid, sou Ella F Crowell, Thomnston.
Pork quiet: mess 11 75®12 00: family $13®
Ar 24th, sch Bertha Louise, Crowell, Kings
>14.
ton, Ja; Maynard Sumner. Belfast; Benjamin T
sButter steady; Western creamy at 14@16c: Biggs, Gardiner for Long Island City; E J Hamactory do ll®l/%e; Klgiusat 16c; state dairy ilton, South Gardiner.
2«l4o;doorem 12*14%c.
Cld. sen Nettie Sullivan, Portland.
BOSTON—Sid 23d, schs Mansur B Oakes for
Eggs steady; State aud Penn at 120l2%c;
Western fresh ll%(gl2c.
Maohias; M E Eldridge, coastwise; L A PlumTallow steady.
mer, for Hillsboro, NB.
Petroleum dull.
Ar 24th. sens Alice M Colburn, McLeod, NorRosin steady.
folk; Austin D Knight, French, Jacksonville;
Spirits Turpoentlne firm at 29329%.
Laura X Chester, Beal, Rockport; Diadem,
Molasses steady.
Richards,do; Mazourka, Laura T Chester, andRice firm.;
Diadem, RockDort.
Cld, schs Wm F Green, Red Beach and NorSugar—r; w strong ;fair refining 3% S3 13-16;
< Jentrlfugal 96 test 4 6 16.
folk: John A Beckerman, Kennebec; Sullivan
Daiuariscotta and Norfolk.
Sawln,
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Sid, sch Mary B Wellington, Kennebec and
Flour oulet.
steamer Gladiator, with barge
New
York;
1
iWheat—No 2 spring wheat 20; No 3 do at
Brunswick tor Portland.
lfi@l 40;No 2 Red l 62. Corn—No 2 at 34%:
BALTIMORE—Ar
23d, barque Olive ThurOats—No2 at so%®
Vo2 yellow at 34%c.
New York.
®29%o; No 2 white 31 %e; No 3 White at 30® low. Hayes,
H
schs
Edward
Blake. Smith, Key West;
Cld,
I0%c; No 2 rye at 63%c: No 2 Bariev at 40®
>lc:No 1 Flaxseed at 1 84:prlme Timothy seed Graee Andrews, Brown, do.
schs Maud Snare. Lowell,
BANGOR—Sid
24th,
it 2 80(82 85 ;Mess pork 11 76®11 80. Card at
II @r, 17%; short rib aides at 6 90.Su 26. Dry New York; IK Stetson, Atwood, do; Omaha,
Boston.
Dorr,
alted meats—shoulders at 6®5%; short clear
BAT1I—Ar 24tb, schs W E & W L Tuck, Bos,
ides 6 86(g6 4o.
Butter firm; eremry 12@15%e; dairy at 11® ton; Abel E Babcock, do; Charles Noble Simmons, do.
3e. Cheese—cream —c.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 24th, sells Lady Antrim,
Eggs| steady: fresh at 10@llc.
Gloucester; Winslow Morse.
Receipts—Flour, 11.500 bbls; wheat 93,800 Boston; Quick step,
Winterport;
May (Br). Fredericton, NB; Bertha
lush; corn 636,000 bush; oats 418.000 bush;
Maud (Br). St John. NB.
bush
40.000
13.000
bush.
barley
;
ye
Cld, schs Edith M Thompson, Lockport, NS;
Shipments—Flour 11,800 bbls;wheat 173,200
do.
I msb; corn 327,800 bush; oats 337,600 bush; Marv F Smith,
Sid. sell Alaska, Rockland.
ye 600 bush; barley 4.0ou bush.
CALAIS—Ar 24th. sch Orozimbo, Eastport.
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—May at 1 64; July
Sid, sch Emma MoAdam, Mott Haveu.
, 62%; Sept at BUe; No 1 hard at l 64% ; No 1
EASTPORT—Ar 24th, steamer Sea King, St
Vortheru 1 52%.
John, NB; sch Margaret. Parrsboro. NS.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 6 90®
RED BEACH—Sid 24tli, sch Adella X Carler 10; second patents at 6 7Sjri> 86; first clears
ton, Norfolk.
I ,t 6 50® ■ 70; second dears at 4 50a>4 70.
FALL RIVER—Ar 23d, sch S D Strovt, MaDETROIT—Wheat—No 1 Wuite at 1 27: No2 rthas.
ted cash l 61: May 1 61.
FKRNANDINA—Sid 23d, sch J B HoldeD.
Corn—No 2 mixed 39c.
Haskell. New York.
Oats—No 2 white 34%c.;
GLOUCESTER—Ar 24tli, schs Helen A RusRve—No 2 at 64c.
sell, Portland for Nantucket; Mlant'-nomah.
TOLEDO—Wheat—No2 cash and May at 1 60 Deer Isle for Lvnn ; Sarah Hill, Boston for Lu; isked.
bee.
Com—No 2 mixed at 38c.
HYANNIS-Passed by 23d, schs WmK Park,
Oats—No 2 mixed 80%c.
Lake, Bangor for Plladelphhta; James Malloy,
Rye—No 2 at 62c.
Bennett, and Island City, Nelson, Rockland for
CloyerBeed—prime cash —.
New York.
LYNN—Ar 23d, sch Calvin PRarris, Higgins,
Cotton Markets.
Philadelphia.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 23d, schs Andrew Peters.
.ty Telegraph.!
Calais; Seabird, Warren.
MAY 24, 1898.
NOBSKA-Passed eastward 24th, e rly a m,
NEW YORK—The
Cotton market to-oav
from Philadelilosed dull; middling uplands 6 7-16c; do gulf barque Edmund Phinney. Young,
phia for Portland; tug Wrestler, Philadelphia,
1 H-160: sales 1300 bales.
e Oak Hill for Portland.
with
bar
OMAKLK8TO N—The Cotton mantel lo-dsy
NORFOLK—Ar 23d. sons Crescent, Maine;
vas steady; Minding 6%c.
Randall, Boston; Fanny CBowGALVESTON—Cotton market today was Mary Adelaide River.
Chase, Fall
en.
iteady; middling 6%csch Mary E Morse, Newbury, Kennebec.
Cld.
MEMPHIS—TlielOotton market to-day was
Sid, schs Lizzie ;Carr, Boston; Lesnder V
iteady; middlings 6«.
do.
NEW OKLE A > S—The Cotton market tc-aay Beebe,
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 23d. schs Massasolt,
juleti middling «c.
Grade D Buchanan, Portland.
MOBILE—The Cotron market to-dav was Providence;
Ar 24th. barge Antelope, Portland.
luiet; middling 5 13-160.
23d. schs Alice HolPHILADELPHIA—Ar
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
brook. Kennebec; John W Linnell. do; AugusIrm; middling 5%t.
tus Hunt, Salem; Charles W Church, Boston;
Zaccheus Sherman. Providence; tug Argus,
rnropean Markets.
Portland, towing two barges.
(By Telearaului
Cld. sch Johu F Randal'. Crocker. Boston.
Ar 24th, schs Frank T Stinson, Hodgdon, BosLONDON. May 24. 1698,—Consols closed at
Lizzie Babcock, lligbee.Kennebec; Henry
ton;
for
and
III 3-16 money
111 6-16
_

_1__

AA.AA
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n
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—

_

for account.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin
Wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and S„turday.
The Horatio Hall at (ip. in., the Manhattan at
5 p. m. lor New York direct. Returning, leaves
Pier 38. E, R„ Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p.m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. *5.00; round trip, *8.00.
Goods carried are Insured against WAR
risk, under the terms of the Company’s Open
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
THOS. M. BARTLETT. Agt.
ocudtf

RAILROADS.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. 8. CO. MAINE CENTRAL
Obi ami jUTer May 20,
Steamers leave Portland Pier for Falmouth, at
7.00 arid ll.oo a. m.. 3.oo and C.lOp. m. For
Cousen’s Island, and tit. Chebeaguu, Sunset

Landing at,7.Q0.a.

m„ 3.oo p. m.

RETURN.
Leave FatmodUi atr6.00 and I'.OO a. hr, l.Otf and
5.00. p. m.
Leave.Oholieague, Sunset landing at S.00 a. in.
and 4.00 p. in..
Leave Cousins Island Mga-Tii. aftiM:15 p. m.
For Prince's Point,-.Yarmouth, at 7.00 a. in.
and 3.00 p: m.
lieturn leave Prince's Point 8.30 a. hi. and

u,,rr/%n

Mi-oro.

Rnstnn: WmJ Linsett. Huntlev.

CASCO

Bucksport.
8.30

BOSTON Id PHILADELPHIA.

Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)

For

m.

11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Ola Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport
2.15, 3.15, St Stephen, St Andrews, St John and

Commenvlng Thursda.v, April 28,-18P8
For Forest City Landing, Peaks' IslaiTd, 345
fc40, 8.00, 0.00, 10.30
6.00. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.

HIKECT STEAMSHIP USE.

a,

in., 12,00 111.,

W/Cushing’s Island,

6.40, 8.00, 10.30
6.00. 6.15 :P,-.(n.
For.-Lntle
autplOieat Diamond

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday,
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

a.

m.,

2.15,

Islands,

Il^fetheu’s.Sver&len Landing,Peaks? Island,
6.40,

U.OfyllJmjfi/ma, 12,0d 111.,

Saturday.

2.00, /4.20,

#$*8Coo,

Pot Ponce’s Lytmiij!1. Xiong Island,
From Central Wharf, P, os ton. 3 p. m. From -10.30 a. in., 2.0*1,
p. m.
\1
For
Marriner s LaiMing, Long fslanuU0.3O a.
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
In-’
.**■..
surance one-baif the rate of sailing vessels.
in.,-2.00 p. ill.
RETURX.
Freights for the West by the Penn. Ik R. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of Leave Forest- City Landing, 6.20, 7.20,
8.3a”a.s6,
commission.
10.50 a. 111., 1 00, 2 36.; 3.45. 5.35, 6.30, 8.20
p. ill.
Round Trip *18.00.
Leave Ponce’s Landing, 6.05, 8.50, lT.1'0 a. m„
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room Included.
C.55
2.50, 5.10,
p. m.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. ,WING, Leave Cushing’s,. 7.05. 8-15.. 11.05 a. m..
2.45,
-3.50.-. 5.20, 0.40 p. hi.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All goods chipped by this lino are Leave Little Diamond. G.30. 7.20, 9.20 a. m..
12.00 m.t 12.25. 3.30. 5.35. 7.20. 7 50 n in
covered against war risk by upeo policies ue.ive i.reat
Diamond, 6.25. 7.15. 0.15,-11.55 a.
issued to this company without expense
111.. 1(1.30,3.26. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 1). 111.
/Leave Trefetlien’s, 0.20. 7,)D, d.10,11.50 a. m„
to shipper.
12.35, 3.20, 5,25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
D
G
lriioAKl
T—sod
Onnaeal
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05,
9.05, 11,45 a. m.
Manager, 89 State St* Fiske Building, Boston,
12.40, 3.15, 6.20, 7.05, S.t)5 p. 111.
Mass.
0CE22dt$
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 11,30-a.
■

ni, 3 00 p. 111,

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucoctsleave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,

Saturday night only, 9.30 p.

m.

for all landings.

Sunday Tima Table.

co will

* nj'est City Landing, Peaks’
Island, 8.00,
9.4)0, 10 30 a. 111., 12.15. 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p, m.
For Cush liffs Island, 9.00,10.30 a. in., 12.15 2 15

Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p m.
For Clift Island, Mondays. Wednesdays

3.15.5,00 p. m.
and
Fridays. 2.30 p. m.
US?® ail.d Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00. 9.00
Keturn for Portland-Leave Orr's Island, by
10.30 a. in., 12.15, 2.00. 4.20 p. m.
way of above landings, 7.00 a, m. Arrive PortFor Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
land, 9.30 a. m.
:
m.. 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Geu’l Mgr.
dtl
.For. JMarriner’s Landing* Long Island, 10.30 a.
sepll
m.f 2.00 p. m.

Great Diamond

apr27dtf_

Island Route. Portland
On and after
Vivian
for

Monday, May 23,
leave

will

Diamond

OCEAN

STEAMER
lows:

Pier

Island, 7.00, 8,30,
Return10.30 a. m.; 12.10, 2.15 and 5 p. m.
Diamond
Island
at 7.30, 9.00, 11.00
leave
ing
a. in.; 1.00,
2.45, and 5.30 p. m.
CASCO BAY EXCURSION CO.,
m23dtf
E. A. BAKER, Manager.
Great

MONTREAL anl

From
Montreal
9.00 a. m.

Boothbay

_

April
May

14
21
28
5

Dominion“

30
7
14
21

m.

LI VIC It POOL

VIA.

Daily

QUEENSTOWN.

From

Liverpool.Steamers.Boston.
Canada, June 2. 7.30 a. in.
May 18,
PASSAGE.

Firsf Cabin. §50.00 and upwards.
Keturn
$1C0 and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
Second Calnu, to Liverpool. London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Keturn $66.75 and $78.40. according to steamer
and accommodations.
Sreerage. to Liverpool. London. London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfaat$22 60 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply toJ. B. Keating 61 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress street.
Ashton’s Ticket Agency, 931 1-2 Congress Sts.
& Co.,
or Darla Torrance
general
agents.
Montreal.
inay2dtf

ALLAN LINE
_KOVAL

MAIL

for

Booth-

trip (Sundays excepted) between
Portland and Cape Sfnall Point.
On anu after April 4th.-1898.

“Percy "\7””

CAPT. CHAS. H.

June 16,
Canada, June 30, 5.30 p.m.
June 30, New England (new), July 14, 7.00 a. m.
OF

a. m.

round

Steamer

From

KATES

Thursdays at 7

STEAMBOAT CO.

BOSTON
TO

Pemaquld.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

so
7
14
21

Apr

..

HOW!

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
m., for Lowell’s Cove, Or.r’a Island; Card’s Cove.
Quohog Bay, Poor's Point. East Harpsw-ell;
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
Small Point. Sehasco, Phippsburg and Candy’s
Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. m.; Phippsburg, 6.15, jy. m.; Ashdale, 6.30
a. m.; Water Cove, Sman Point, 0.45 a. in.;
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m.;
Lowell’s Cove, Qrr.s Island, S.80 a. m.. arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For further particulars apply-to
J. H. MgDQN&IjD, dries. and Manager,
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3:
s it a,
dtt
apr4

if

.BOSTON

STEAMERS.

Liverpool
12 May.
19 May.
26 May.
2 June.
9 June.
16 June.

Qnebeo to Liverpool.
From
Steamship_Montreal

28~May

California.
Numldian.
Laurentian,
Parisian.

4
n
18

Carthaginian.

or,

Juue
June
June

BAY STATE AND

PORTLAND,

..

International

■

Stea$$M| Co.
■

..

.....

•.

—

PORTLAND

...

^WORCESTER]

PORTUIQ & ROCHESTER R. R.

..

TO PEAKS ISLAND FOR 5 CTS.
Island

If?

Arises::::: SSSlHeight..Vo- “SB

news Brown! New'Yo0rkMay

Montreal.iVerp001'

Yo?k

.Belle,

Johnsbury, Newport,

Bher-

suxiur TJMLW.

F* “*•

for all points.

AVifeuu

LApi033

ARRIVALS

IN

mill OivOVUiK

UH3

PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Brldgton.

8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8,30
a. m.:
Watervllle and Augusta. 8.35 a. ni.;
Bangor, and Augusta dally and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Klnglield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis, Eumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
p. in; Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St.

John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 6.45 p.m.;Rangeley, Farmington, RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 6.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; daily Irom Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Path iind Lewiston. 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax,
St. John. JiarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta. t.5u a. m.. except Mondays.
GKO. F. EVANS. General Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. A TT A
Portland, April lo, 1808.
apr24dtf

Portland & Rumford Falls

R’y,

In Effect May 2, 1898,
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
lor Poland. Mechanic Falls. Buokfleld. CanFails and Beml3.
Rumford
ton, Dixnelu.
8.30 a. m.. l.io and 5.15 p. m.
From Union
Station for.Meehanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemis.
Connections at Bends for all points in the

Eaugeley

Lakes.

Through Tickets
R. C.

on

Sale.

BRADFORD, Tiaffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.

LOVEJOY, Superintendent.
Rumford Falls. Maine.
jel8 dtf

E. 1..

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNI-

PEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Colonist
—

Sleeping Cars

TO

—

WINNIPEG
-AND-

CanadianMwest
Lowest

Rates, Shortest,
Quickest and most pop*
ular

Route,

through principal Canadian
cities and Chicago and St Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.
Our Free Colonist Sleepers
For' families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase It at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through without change,
Portland, Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS
will
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at 6 p. m., and an
additional Free Colonist sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., commencing March 7th.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated in these Free
as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
Sleepers
similar sleepers can be
had to the Pacific
Coast
T?nr

en

route

tinlrAta

rpuftrvaHnn rtf

snnv>A

In

etc., apply to company’s agents.

slAAnArq.

marlMtf

Boston & Maine R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4tli, 1897.
Trains leave Union
Station, for Scarboro
Crossing, 10.00 a. in., 6.15, 6.20 D.ro.,* Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.00 a. m.. 3.80,
5.15, 6.20, p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bid*
deford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 3.30),
6.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebnnk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.f
12.45,3.80. 6.1ft ,6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkpert,
8.40. a. m.. 12.46, 3.80, 5.16 p. m.;
7.00,
Weill Beach 7.00.8.40 a. in., 3.30. 6.16 p. m.;
North Berwick, gomerswot th, Dover,Y 4.05,
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 c. m.f
Rochester, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.£0 p. m.;
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45,
3.30 I), in.; Northern l>iv.. Lakeport. Laconia, Plymouth. 8.4o a. m.. 12.45 p. m.;
Worcester, via Somers worth. 7.00 a. m.j
Manchester. Concord, via
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. hl,
Junction,
p.
m.j
Rockingham Junction. Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence, Lowell. Boston, ft4.05,
t8.40 a.
m.,
17.00,
12.45, 8.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 7.2o, 10.16 a m„ 12.60,
4.22. 7.25. d. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 6.59. 7.30. 8.00. 8.30 a. TO., 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 D. m.
M'NDAI TRAINS.
v

Scarboro
Beach. Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennehunk. Wells
12.56.
4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Beach,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.06 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Port
land 7.10 a. m.

...

..

at

7.20 a. m. Paper train
for Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston.
Bath. Augusta, Waterville, and Bangor.

passing

Montreal and
From

LunenDurg.

brook, Montreal and Toronto.

bay and Damariscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. Jor
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol anu East
Boothbay.
mar24utfALFRED RACE. Manager

From

May

and

Leave Portland

Saturdays_

April
May

Scotsman
Yorkshire
Labrador

tal-

Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the 1 rovlnces. The Saturday
night train does
not run to Belfast Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.
White Mountain Division.
8.45 a. m. For Bridcton. Fabyaus. Burlington
Lancaster. No. Stratford. Colebrook, Beether
Falls, Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke. Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis and
all points wpSt
3.30 p. m. J'or Sebago Lake, Cornish, Fryeburg,
Bridgton,-North Cdnway. F'abyans, < Lancaster,
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Falls,

BAST.

Boothbay Harbor. South Bristol; East

Quebec

6.oo p.

as

Vd

Leave PORTLAND at 7.0u a. m. Tuesdays
for Boothbay
Harbor, south Bristol, East

QUEBEC la LIVERPOOL.

Liverpool.

ENTERPRISE leaves

GOING

STEAMSHIPS.

Steamer.

Co

gqisg west.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
PKMAQDiD for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. m.. touching at above landings.
DAMAIUSCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 6 a. m., touching at East Boothbay, South
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.

DOMINION LINE.
From

Boothbay Stsamooai

Winter Arrangements.

steamer

Portland

and

CODING, General Manager.

..

MAKING

a.

Mechanic
Falls. Rumford
Lewi,
Falls,
fston, Wlnthrop. Oakland. Readfleld. Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillies.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Dan-

BAY STEAMBOAT C8

TJnc, Sundays Excepted.
Caiitorman,
30 June Daily
Portland; Celiua, Kennebec; Marjorie,Bangor;
irtnf WTTW AVn ViTiATTAr.
KTFiMS-oa
Steamers sail from Montreal 'at 9 a. m, conEleeta Bailey, (lo: S S Hudson, Pigeon Cove.
Delaware Breakwater—Passed out 24th, ship necting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Port;ion and export.
for
from
land
the
Kendall,
NagaL Schepp,
Philadelphia
previous evening.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
saki.
PERTH AMBOY—AAr 23d, schs A F KlndCarthaginian carries second cabin passengers
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Fortberg. Kendall. New York: Jnrdau LMott, Dyer, only.
FROM
FOR
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cen- land, every Evening at 7 o'clock, arriving in
do; Hatt;e A Marsh. Menaffey, do.
with earliest trains for
Southwark.New York.. AntwerpL...Mav 2G
Sid 24th. sobs A F Kind berg, Bangor; Hattie tral part, where least motion is lelt. Elec- season for connection
Californian.Montreal... Liverpool... Mav 28 A Marsh, Gardlnet; Jordan L Mott, Rockland. tricity is used for lighting the ships through- points beyond.
for
tickets
Providence, Lowell,
Vancouver.... .Montreal...Liverpool....Mav 28
Through
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, schs Tiros B Reed, out, the lights being at the command of the
New York, etc.
Wera.New York. .Genoa
Mav 2» New York: EdithOlcutt, Warren, Philadelphia; passengers at any hour of the night.
Music Worcester, leave India
Wharf, Boston, every
Returning
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow
May *>8 Morse, do for Pawtucket; Henry S little, Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
Amsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam Mav 28 Pearce. Newport News.
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated Evening at 7 o’clock.
B. COYLE, Manager.
J.
Navarre.New York. .Havre
PORTSMOUTH. NH—Ar 28d, schs Charles by steam.
Mav 28
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Vancouver-Montreal.. .Liverpool.. May 28 Co per, Kennebec for Vineyard-Haven; Lucy
Rates of passage $62.60 to;$70.00.
A reSept. 1. 1897.
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool
duction is made on Round Trip Tickets
May 28 Bell, Martin. Sullivan.
Cabin—To
Havel.xNew York. .Bremen
W
Second
T
for
Liverpool,
London
Rockland.
sell
and
Cooper,
S1U
23d,
28
May
and
Chester.New York. -So'amnton.Mav 28
$34.00
$36.25; return
Ar 24th. sells R F Pettigrew, Philadelphia; T Londonderry,
Pretoria.New York.. Hamburg..
E Waterman, $66.76 and $69.00.
May 28 W Allen. Calais or Stonfngton;
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Bremen
28 do for Vineyard Haven; C B Woods, Sullivan
May
FrSve..Sew
7rmk
Belfast or Londonderry, including every reSallust... .New York. .MontevideoMay 28 for New Bedford; Clyda, Boston for Bangor.
$22.60 and $23.60.
New York.. Antwerp .June l
Westernland
ROCKLAND-Ar 24th. sell Harvest Home. quisite for the orvoyage
byj
-^rtetiipoA ii’.farther information apply ta
For tickets
Teutonic..... New York. .Liverpool..June 1 Somers, Sullivan for Boston.
420
McGOWAN.
p.
T.
Congress St,, J. R Eastport, LutawOiW*..81 Jo’H.fMftWHtt-lt.S.
F Bismarck.. .New York..Hamburg. .June 2
ROCKPORT—Ar 24th, sobs Robert ByroD,
KEATING. 61L* Exchange as.. ASHTON’S and.all parts gi
k Louise
New York.. Bremen.1 line 2 Hart, Boston; jubilee. Iverson, Gloucester,
Brunswick. Km Scotia
TICKET AGKFCY, 931 1-2 Congress St.. B1 -pfiiico Edward lSiSlid anti Cape Brqton. The
state Nebraska New York..
Sid. soli Catalina. Salem.
Liverpool.. June 3
& A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 State SC,. Boston, favorite toutaJtKCampobello and St JlfSdrews,
MoMle
sell James A Gray, Boston.
24th,
4
...June
SACO-Ar
London
7
Sew ?,°rk
and 1 India SL, Portland.
j!y31dtr
K.Wilhelm
II..New|York. .Genoa.June 4
if. B.
Cld. sell A J Miller. Boston.
Bourgogne.New York.. Havre.lime 4
SALEM—Ar24tn, schs Hope Haynes, Plttston
SumiHi’t' Arrangement.
T
Lucanla.New York. .Liverpool. .Julie 4 for New York; Abbie
Walker, Vinalliaven
RAILROADS.
steamer
On and after Monday. May 9th.
Patna
.New York. .Hamburg...June 4 for do.
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
LHy of Borne. ..New York. .Glasgow. .June 4
SAVANNAH-Cld 23d, sch Susan N Pickerm.
5.30
at
p.
and Fridays
Scotsman.Montreal... Liverpool. June 4 ing. Boston iand sailed).
Numidiau
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Passed by 23d, bark.Montreal.. .Liverpool,.June 4
days.
Bervia.New York. .Liverpool..June 7 entlhe Harriet S Jackson. Dodge. Salem for New
Kensington ..Now York. .Antwerp. ..June 8 York.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
Ar 24th, sells Jacob M Haskell. Hillsboro,NB.
Britannic.New York..Liverpool...June 8
to destination. BSfhreight received up to 4.00
Victoria.New York. London.June 11 for New York: Addle Fuller. Shulee, NS, and
m.
p.
Station Foot of Preble si.
Massachusetts.New York. .London-June 11 Machlas fur Wellfleet; Henry L Whiten. Bath
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Saale.New York. .Bremen.June 11 for do; 8et,h W Smith. Calais for do (and sailed);
Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
"Br
rouraine.New York. .Havre.June 11 Margaret, Bangor for Philadelphia.
for other inhumation, at Company’s Office.
trains will Leave Portland ;
foot of State street
Passed—Bark Edmund Phlnney, Philadelphia F or
Laurentlan ...Montreal_Liverpool..June n
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua. Railroad Wharf,
Liverpool.. June 11 for Portland; schs Thomas W Holder, do for
Yorkshire
Montreal.
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12 30
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
Fulda.New York. .Genoa -.-•June 11 Halifax; Carrie Belle, Hillsboro for New York;
m.
p.
1 L P* C. IIERSEY Agent
marl8dtf
Tertar Prince. New York. Azores.GibJune 11 Charlie Bucki, Jenkins, fordo; Lexington, Sands For Manchester, Concord and points North at
River for do.
Waasdam
.New York. .Rotterdam..June 11
7.80 a. in. and 12.30 p. m.
June
11
.So’ampton.
York.
Berlin.New
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Water
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m„ 12.30 and
Majestic.New York. Liverpool.. June IB
Foreign Forts.
Aug Victoria...New York. Hamburg.. June 16
6.35 p. m.
Ar
at
Liverpool..June
is
London,
May 22, steamer Montevidean, For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a.m., 12.30. 3 on
Parisian.Montreal
Montreall.
6.35 and 6.20 p. 111.
Dominion.Montreal.. .Liveipool..June 18 McDougall,
Ar at
Liverpool, May 23, steamer Lake Winni- For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Str.
peg. from Montreal and Quebec.
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.
Passed Cape Race,
MINIATURE AI.MA NAG.MAY 25.
12.80, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. in.
NF, May 23, steamers Assyrian.
from
(Cii|»t H. B. Town semi.)
The
12.30
from
for
Montreal:
m.
train
and
Loudon
Portland
Glasgow
lun rises.
p.
High water joonnects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel Route"
’m’ f,r,om dasgow for Montreal.
for
West
Mav
tlie
and
at
Union
Lake
Ontasteamer
2'zfiilH.JhSi’i*1!6,roul
Station, Worcester
Commencing Wednesday. May 11.1898, steamfor Providence and New York, via '‘Providence
Liverpool for Montreal.
end Portland Pier for Bay
23‘ SC“ A“C9 Mcl)onaW’ Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Nor- er will leave east
wich Line" with Boston and Albany 1{. R for View landing.
WEEK
DAYS.
May 23' steamer Parisian, the West, and with the New York all rail vi
vu
“Springfield.”
5.50, 7.00, 8.00,10.15 a. m., l-J.oi) m.. 2.00, 3.00,
in Portland from
arrive
Trains
°
OF
sarah
Worcester
PORT
in.
PORTLAND.
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in. 1 30 3.00. ii.15)). leave Bay Y iew
Returning
landing, ago, 7:20
and 6.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
a. 111., 12.26. 2.25, 3.25, 5.25, 0.30 p. m.
10.40
8.25,
TUESDAY. May 24.
Spoken.
10.60 a. rn., 1.30, 4.15, 6.52 p. 111.
SUNDAYS.
tor all points West and South an.
Arrived.
tickets
F’or
May 19, 240 miles east of the Canes of Dels,
Leave Portland Pier 8,00, 9.00, 10.13 a. in.
ply to T. F. McGILXICUDDY, Ticket Agent,
SteamcrCumberland,Thompson St John. NB, ware, barque Ports, from New
for Lyttla- Portlond, Me.
32.00 m.. 2.09, 3.00, 5.00 p. 1)1.
ria Eastport for Boston.
-OHN TEMPI,E. Manager.
1. W. PETERS, SupU
:e25dt£
maylidtf
LIVERPOOL, May 24, 1693—Cotton market
nigner— American miming at 3<Vbd: sales
1,000 bales, including BOO bales lor specula-

...

Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

ville June., Auburn and Lewiston.
m. Exprecs lor
lldlo a.
Yarmouth, FreeBath.
port,
Brunswick,
Augusta, Watsrville.
nttsiield.
Bangor.
Bucksport, B»
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
4.30 p. m.
B. & A. K. K. for Houlton. YVoodstock.
via
St. Stepiien. and St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
Sunday Time Table.
and St. John.
Str. Madeline will leave Portland Pier fbr
1.10
Meclianio Falls, Rumford Falls.
Falmouth, Chibeague and Cousin's Island bud Bemis,p.m.
Danville Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Prince’s Point,-Yarmouth, at«. a. in. and 2 p. m.
Farmington,
Kingfield. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Machlas Sthf. Co lieturn leave Chelieaguu at pp.wi a. m. and 4.15 and
Rangeley, Wintlirop, Oakland, Bingham
Sir. “Prank Jones.”
p m. Cousin’s io.lisa.m: and4*3p. m.
Leave Waterville and Skowhegan.
Prince’s Point. lo*s-a. in. and
1.15 p. m. For Freeport, Brunswick.
Au
Beginning Saturday, April 30th.l888. will leave Falmouth at 10:35 a. m. and 4.4'i4 35 p. in'. Leave
prm.
Rockland and
gusta.
Bath.
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. m..
Boothbay.
all
BENJAMIN M. SKaBURY.
Knox
and
stations
on
the
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m., for
Lincoln division, Waterville. Skowhegan, BelCenernl Manager.;
Rockland, Bar Harbor, Alaehiasport and intermay25dtf_
last, Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft Greenmediate landings. Returning leave Machiasville, Bangor, Oidtown and Mattavamkeaz,
port on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m„ arand to Bucksport Saturdays only
riving in Portland 0 a. m T"esdavs and Fri6.10 p.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
days.
Custom House Wharf.
Falls, Richmond,
Gardiner,
Augusta and
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, ser■} tl
Waterville.
GEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
6.15 p. m. For New
Danville
Gloucester,
General Manager.
marlOdtf
(Poland Springs), Mechanlo Falls,
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE. Junction,
Auburn and Lewiston.

s

..

R,

R.

Jr. effect April 17. is-18.
Trains leave Portland as follows-.
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.

fo™ort
4WiSprB8,ief StronS. IViscasset, to Portlaid, Mt. Desert
Alta?, t.?p,aln~J s Winslow & Co.

Sen

J S Wn,3km &
R’

PS0M OUR CORRESPONDENT.
„„„„
May 24-Ar, seh Flilne s W
a,
sprague,
to load for Trinidad,

Proomco Market.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

New York Direct Line.
Key9’

..I"9,.

do

Imports.

RAYMOND.

sity,

Business in bankers bills 4 86% @4 66% lor
demand and
04 84% for sixty days; posted rates
Commercial bills
84% &4 87%,
4 S3@4 83%.
Silver certificates 57%@58.
Bar Silver 67Vi.
Mexican dollars 45%.
Government Bonds firm.
State bonds dull.
Ra'lrrad bonds strong.

Missouri Pacific.

EASTERN DIVIMOy.
For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyporr, Salem, Lynn,
Boston.
+2.00, t9.00 a. m.,
1.00. t6.l0
o. m.
Arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.50,
m.
Leave
4.15, 9.26 p.
for
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30.
7.00.
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m.. 12.15I>. m
4.30. 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Biddeford.
Portsmouth.
Newbury,
Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.67 a. m.. 4.15 p. in.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.80
Arrivei in Portland, 12.25.
p. m.

port,

p.

m.

tConnects with Bail Lines for New
South and West.
HDaily except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for sale at

York,

Union
Station.
D. ,J.FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON, Ticket Ageut, Farthui a*

TPrE

WOMEN

PBES5.

IN

Annual Meeting
MW

ADVEKTISEUUMXI TOSAT.

J. R. Libby

Co.
Owen. Moore &

Co.

parish

Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on page 6.

is

the

on

wrapper

H.

Baby

cathedral,

of every bottle of CastoUa.

was

yes-

city.

A'
^Showery day yesterday.
At the special meeting of the Portland
Past Chancellor’sAssociatlon held Monday

members

were

elected,

total memberfor the good of the
order and the association were made by
a

those present.
The Festival ohorns bad

an

excellent

W. R.
Monday night. Mr.
present and the war songs
were taken np with good effeot.
At the Keeley Institute, 151 Congress

rehearsal
Chapman

was

urunaeuuess auu

murpmmsm is curou.
of the Portland McAll Auxiliary will be hold today at 3
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Grant McInteresting reDonald, 161 Pine street.

OC.

May meeting

The

Its

headquarters

lished at the Preble

held this evening.
The
night
rainy and the turn out small.
A total of *4 votes was thrown and the

were

vis

MEKHIMAN’S BAND FAIR.

field,

house,

estab-

scnooner

Augustus
hoslbeen chartered by
to carry coal from Balti-

government
to Key West,
from
yesterday,
more

The

President—Josiah L.

into the

came

Bartley

McCullum’s

thea-

The

ladies' aid of the Church of the
Messiah will meet In the vestry of the
church thi3 afternoon.
The Martha Washington Society will
jneet
Thursday with Mrs. Bailey, 43
Ocean street, Wood fords.
A fleet of mlniatnre models of 30 United States warships, in the show window

Money

of Hooper,

Son &

Leighton’s store, ata great
tracts
deal of attention.
The
crafts are the handiwork of Rev. H. W.
Winkley, rector of Trinity ohu?eh, Saoo,
and Christ
church, Biddeford, who is
attending the Episcopal diocesan convention.
:iS®E
The chemical engine was called out on
a needless run last evening.
Smoke from
a furnace in the basement of the
Evening

PERSONAL.

OBITUARY.
oouic

auiiuuuucD bUC

donderry of Mr. T. P.
city who sailed on the

arrival

av

uuu

McGowan of this
Parisian

on

MRS. ANNIE J. ROBERTS

the

14th inst.

The many friends and acquaintances of
Mrs. Annie J. Roberts, wife of Alfred
Roberts, formerly of Portland, are grieved
to learn of her death which occurred on

George L. Knight, receiving

teller at
the FirstNatlonal bank, who has been at
the Eye and Ear Infirmary for a numbei
of weekt Coring suffered an operation foi
appeadtolttt, is fast recovering his healtl

the 13th inst. at Los Angeles, Cal.
Three years ago, Mrs. Roberts was seriously ill with the grippe from which she

and h*pbeen removed to !his home oi
Bracfcdttstreet.
Alphonsus A. C. O’Borieghue, son ol
Express office was discovered issuing Col. D.O’C. O’Donogbue of this city, ii
from a window, and somebody sent In a one of the graduates of the National Col

lege
Pharmacy at Washington. He hai
entered the army and is apothecary at the

Ask any)

Young Lady

|

|

tell you what extracts are A
the best.
Ask her why they tt
are the best. The answer will *
be 7
I

n
m

2?
ft

Baker's In all Pure
Fruit Flavors Extracts!
Because they never vary. Their strength
is double other extracts. You can purYou are assured of the
chase all flavors.
Purity, Strength, Quality and Quantity.

To be convinced try
Baker's Extracts JUST ONCE
YOUR GROCER SELLS

2

I
aj
Jr

H:

to come down to his law office.
Hon. Thomas O’Brion of Thoraaston
is passing a few days
in town wltl
friends.
Miss Josephine Leavitt of Saco anc
Miss Joseph Hutchinson of Biddeford.art

and

spirit

passed away
silently
waters that go out with the ebbing tide;
but unlike the ebbing tide which, after
kissing the other shore, comes back in all
its strength and beauty, her life, as wo

At the last meeting^of Beacon Comma ndery, Knights of Malta, it was voted t<
exempt all members of the commanderj
from ths payment of dues, who volunteei
in the U. S. Army, the exemption to holt

are

request

mother,

believe,
1

as

goes on and

on

as

the

places

and
be-

spirit
yond, we are certain that a pure
like hers will know and enjoy- all the
solace and comfort of their peaceful amen*
ities,

A REMARKABLE EXHIBITION.
Fair

A

Sized

Audience,

But
to

be Healed.

everybody

taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and my husband advised me to try this medicine. I
purchased three bottles and began taking
it. Before I had finished the first bottle
I saw that I was growing stronger and
my cough was looser. After taking two
bottles my cough was gone. I continued
taking Hood’s and I am now in better
health than I have been for years.” Mary
A.

Smith, LaGrange, Maine.

SarsaIs the One True Blood Purifier.

parilla
All

druggists.

Hood’s Pills

r

The cures excelled anything ever before
attempted in this city. It was all through
filled with serious and pathetic scenes in
instances
drama.
The amusing,

some

outrivalling

even

Step

praises of
plished.

wonderful

good

accom-

promptly
anywhere

dein

and

“CHECK

This is to say our Congress St. Window No. 4 Is
decorated with choice Dress Checks—and the adjoining window—No. 5—mates it with more checks, making together a charming
“Check Mato” to any competitor hereabouts who undertakes to match it.

with fancy or plain embroidered backs. A bet-

$1.25.

Fowne’s
a

Tiny

“Marguerites”,
stylish

very
r.

street

rv.

smcning,
tans, oxblood, grey, mode
and black $1.65.

giove,

Bicycle gauntlets,
ventilated

with

silk,

summer

lisle

other

say that

leather

variety
run

for

is

at the

an

carry

of even and skewed and

36c, 50c, 58c, 75c, $1.00.

The mixed Tweed

warranted.
Gloves for weddings and
for graduation.

All of our

&

Derr Fritz and staff have offices at the
house, where all thoso who are

to

small
daily.
charged at the office.

consultation

fee

To the Honorable Court ot County Comml
sioners for the County of Cumberland, ne
to be holden in said County of Cumberlai
at Portland on the first Tuesday of May,.
1). 1898.

I

Respectfully represents Samuel S. Tonthak
forty-five other inhabitants of the town
Harpswell in said Connty that upon the p

SILK AND WOOL

tures.

cute

we

iiwuw-v

40

-V

a

JVE.,

S. TREASURY

DEPARTMENT, Office
Marine-Hospital Service, Portland, Me
Sealed proposals will be re!
25. 1898.
noon of

ceived at this office until
Saturday
June 4th, 186-3, to furnish subsistence and other
supplies. Including fuel, water anil telephone
service, for use of the Marine-Hospital Service
at Portland, Maine, during the fiscal year endSchedules ami further ining June 30, 1899.
formation may be obtained upon application to
the undersigned.
The right Is reserved to
waive informalities, and to reject any or all
S., in
proposals. F. M. MEAD, Surgeon, M. 11. 11
command of Hospital.

WINDOW SHADES.
Special values in window shades in stock and
made to order to fit any stylo window.

OSCAR F. HUNT,
It

0(i3 Congress St.,

Portland.

line

Our $1.25

For certain

reasons

cut them down to

58c

different effects.

36 inches wide

keeptnls
A Full Line of Hard and Soft Coal.

good lot of cleft Hard Wood
wood,
also Pine Slabs and Edgings.
We shall buy our stock direct from headbe able ta give our
thus
and
quarters
customers
3lomers
good goods and lowest market prices
We have an office at

Wool small

designs.

RUTLAND FLANNEL
Plain and ilThirty pieces.
luminated colorings.
For outing dresses, girls’ frocks, boys’
waists, dressing sacques, &c.

rtSi1

EDGINGS,

many

and $1.00.

AND WOOD COMPANY

BIRCH

effect.

plaids,

theTeerITIm

\Ve shall handle “Haddock’s
Plymouth Coal”,
which is the best the market affords for
general
We have an extra quality of

Mix-

small line plaids, barred off with
gleaming silk threads, giving ?•

wriiten return of their proceedings was duly
made aud filed by said municipal officers with
the clerk of said town, within the time appointed by law.
Your petitioners further represent that they
are aggrieved by the said unreasonable refusal
and neglect of said municipal officers to lay out
said road as aforesaid—wherefore they pray
to proceed and lay out
tlle ci'izens of Deering that this Honorable Court
in the manner prohovi'SS?0?10
they have purchased the property No. 315 F'or- said way (or town way)
vided
law.
by
thin
XT-,„n
??* if'K?TO fl5*aril le depot at Woodfords) which
'■■''JQQjJ
and W°°d 5'ard’
where they wiU
toMt
■'

and light, sage
myrtle and purple. Wear
at beach, farm or mountain.
inches wide,
50c

Jolive—medium
it

land of Charles E. Trufant and others if nece
sary, to a point in said road from Orr’s Islan
ObllDVl

quality. 44 inches wide. Ten colors.
Garnet, red, scarlet, seal brown

44

proposed, viz:

UIJDVCl

Extra

green,

and

UOlVI

'36c

STORM SERCE.

Beginning from or near a certain pine tr<
(spotted) on the land of A. B. Snow near Lot
Reach (so called) on the way now travelled b
uuu
ror treatment tween Orr's Island and Brunswick, then*
wining to pay
may go between the hours of 9 a. m. and Northeasterly across the land of Frank
Stevens and by said Stevens’ house, across tl
5 p. m.
A

U

ancy

price-cut

j;

50c to $1.50

Vigorous Suitings, Granites,
Covert Cloths,
Drap d’Ete, Poplins,
Whipcords. &c.

All at

kind of

our

prices.
Several Selected Silhouettes.

OUTLINES We often tell
IN BLACK. you of the fine
high
Black Stuffs,

just now of
gain Blacks.

grade

Let us tell yon

few of the Bar-

a

Black Brocade.
or

On a seeded

granulated ground

is built a

figures,
geometrical figures with sharp
angles, sheafs of bulbous-headed
—all in black.

tempo-

!

as

Plain Tweeds,

designs,

have been

CO.

The
Petition of Samuel
Toothaker and forty-five
others as follow s:

Prices from

Novelty
Suiting

MOORE

in all the stores in town

is foundj here. Some are heavyenough to make without lining,

50c Mixed

anu r

OWEN,

men

series of curious brocade

and

Chadwick

bright and clean,

endless

Samples furnishel.

LECTURES AND HEALING other citizens of said town of Harpswell, tt
municipal officers of saldltown (or a majorl
CLINICS WILL CONTINUE WEDof them) on the twenty-fifth day of Januai
THURSDAY
AND
last past after due proceedings were first ha
NESDAY,
did unreasonably neglect and refuse to legal
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS THIS
lay out a way for the use ot said Samuel
WEEK AT 8.E0 O’CLOCK.
Toothaker and other citizens of said town ;

is

ble

Suitings of Scotland parentage are tasty and
tart.
The shadings are green,
brown, blue, both light and dark.
Correct for street, carriage,
church, wheeling, &c.
47 inch. Dollar grade at 58(3

many kinds.
“Glovina” for dressing
O

counter

we

TWEED.

and

gloves

gloves.
gloves fitted

o u

Don’t miss seeing tile window of
checks.

ready,
black
All

the

broken checks, and the prices

stock of

thread

fabric

of

d

$1.00, 1.50, 1.75.
The

Apropos

dress checks, it
would be appropriate for us to

driving,

or

DRESS

SELECTIONS.
windowful of

lisle

palms, 50c and 75c.
Dogskin gauntlets

wheeling

MATE!”

and giant checks.

tition of the said Samuel S. Toothaker and for

THESE

Mav

H. H. HAY & SON.
Parcels
livered

the

tilled._myasdiw

Drug

clasp,

colors

scenes

ft

whatever you require in the
and Paint line with

all

or

siiCK-mounted,

at 10 cents. Great
Bunting
Flags for outside decoration, 4 by 7 feet, at $3.50.
6 by 9 feet, at $5.00. 8 by
12 feet, at $6.00.
We make special Flags to
order any size.

a

rarily

Mown

in and leave your order for

munes,

sell

we

that of

Coming
St.

and

whether sick or well should see

(next door to the post office) also at the varil
Telephone No. 2-17-i All orders win i,e
promptly and carefully

Middle

gloves,

$2.00

button

in

ter one at

NO, 24G FOREST

Wilt'll

$1.50

it.

Sarsaparilla Cured.

but I continued to grow weaker every
day, and in the winter of 1895 I gave up
all hopes of ever getting better. After
this I read of people gaining strength by

browns
desirable

very superior Walking
v_rlove at $1.00 much better
than
the
usual
dollar sort. Fasten with

themselves entirely cured.
This exhibition of healing by the laying
on of hands was a decided success and

—

!

at

hooks,

though pathetic, part of
is the looks of surprise
and
Brig. Gen. Royal T. Frank, U. S. A., wonder which are pictured upon the faces
commander of the Department
of
the of those people when after years of helplessEast, has provided for garrisoning these ness, deafness or decrepitude, find themposts in Maine with volunteers. Portland selves able to walk or to hear; their voices
Fort tremble witn emotion and sometimes
Head, Fort Preble, Fort Gorges,
Knox, Fort McClary, Fort Popham and their eyes fill with tears as they kindly
thank this great healer.
Fort Scammel.
Those who heard this lecture and saw
these oures are
enthusiastic in
their

A severe cold settled on my lungs. I
began to cough and kept growing worse
all the time.
My husband was navinoout a great deal of money for medicine,

“Oh,” you say*“l DO oheer
them with my voice.”
That’s all right, but cheer
them with the handsomest
combination of cloth and
color that ever blessed a
“THE
people,
STAR
SPANGLED BANNER.”
You’ll find plenty of Amen
ican Flags here. ITiny ones
for the little chicks at 3
cents.
Bigger ones, 18 by

qualities.

For women

FORTS AND THE VOLUNthe
TEERS.

Hood’s

wear

and

Boys 'Are

the

Cheer them with a show
of Flags.

Ameri-

other

Jouvin’s
$2.50.

SUPPLIES FOR GORGES.

“

to

For fine dress

(Spending

Cold Settled on the Lungs and
Caused a Serious Cough
Hope
of
Recovery Abandoned but

in

the

It is

glove

all

—two

for

Growing Stronger

biack.

or

shades, $1.00

a

MAINE

embroidered

are

and

for

Included in the cargo of the Horatio
Hall on Its trip from New York
was a
consignment of cables and other supplies
for Fort Gorges. The tug Ajax took them
out to the fort yesterday.
The government tugs Sylvester L. Ward
and Fannie G., and the scow
Ajax returned yesterday from the mouth of the
Penobscot, where they havo been engaged
in laying mines.

two

gloves, the best
glove, tans,

five minutes she was made to hear
tho
tick of a watch, and even a whisper many
feet away.
It is not necessary to mention
A Load of Cables Taken to the Old Fort—
every
case treated, but it is sufficient to
say
Government Tugs Return.
that all wore relieved and many declared
MORE

with

can

yesterday.

forever.

If there are any green
pastures,
till waters, and sweet resting

fasten

“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,
Marching I”

They
clasps

Adler’s famous dogskin

Montank’s Crew.

was

and was beloved by all who
The most of her life was spent
in caring for her homo and children, and
in trying to make all about her happy, no
matter at what cost of personal inconvenience or self-sacrllice. She died as she
had lived peaceful and happy. Her

friends in Portland.
Dr. W. S. Eldridge of 73 Brown street
has gone to New York and Rochester foi
a brief visit.

rington block. All members
ed to be present.

conse-

knew her.

visiting

good as long as said members are in thi
Jf military service of the United States.
The Carpenters’ union of this city wil
$
meet Wednesday,
at their rooms in Far

a

land friends, who fully appreciate their
irreparable loss, and keenly realize how
painful it must have been to them, far
away from home and kindred, to watch
the precious life of wife and mother slowly fade away.
Mrs. Roberts was a most devoted wife

Brooklyn yard.
J Ex-Alderman John T. Fagan, who hai
been seriously ill for several days, is able

To

S

and as
with a
actackea last June
severe lung affection which culminated
in her death. Her husband and children
have the deepest sympathy of their Port-

fully recovered,

quence

of

still alarm.

»

never

the

fashion-

able shades of grey.

come

Committee

the

now.

Derr Fritz and staff of modern healers
The committee appointed by the Portthe city yesterday
afternoon.
captured
land city government to superintend the
had a fair sized, intelligent and enThey
expenditures of the 11000 appropriated for
thusiastic audience, and they certainly
uniforms for the Montauk’s orew, lost no
the most wonderful and interesting
time in attending to its dutv. Yesterday gave
exihibtion ever witnessed in thi3 oity.
forenoon the committee went aboard the
After a brief and very interesting talk,
monitor and hold a consultation
with
the healing was commenced and almost
Captain Reamey and the other officers in
miracles were performed.
reference to the matter.
Among the cases treated was an old
As a result of the interview, the comknown to almost everybody in
mittee voted to proceed Immediately to gentleman
His was a case of paralytic
Portland.
equipping the crew. Every man will be
rheumatism. The old gentleman was very
fitted out with a cap, duck suit, sweater
but in less than a Jminute
and silk kerchief.
The *1000 will not be badly crippled,
after the operator had made a few passes
sufficient to fully uniform them. Councilwith his hand over his body and limbs, the
men Milliken and Rosenburg were chosen
pain had ceased, his contracted limbs
a sub-committee to make the
purchases. took on a new
life, and with a cry of joy
Lieut. De Unger came ashore in the afterthe old gentleman jumped to the middle
noon and assisted the committee.
Later
of the platform, threw his cane away and
in the afternoon the men were measured
went about
stamping,
walking and
for the suits.
like a young man.
The crew was drilled
in setting-up jumping
A lady cured of deafness. This lady had
tactics and other military
movements
In less than
been deaf for seven years.

Durham.

The meeting today will be merged into
the annnal convention ot the New England Eclectic Medical association.

money and a few articles were taken.

on

$1.50 in

correct

Plenty of Sick and Crippled
City Government

pliable, well
thoroughly sewn

cut and

grey

but
the

MEASURED FOR UNIFORMS.

voted to use its every endeavor
to secure a repeal of that law,
and to
employ legal counsel with that end in

to oatch the burglar. A large hole
cut with jaok knives over the look ol
the rear door and through it the key wai
turned.
Only about three dollars it

a

Hands.

county commissioner.

society

hoped

delegation,

They were, however, ordered to vote
George E. Easton of North Yarmouth

which
restricts
medical
legislation
In the course of his address he
practice.
said: “The people of your state were con-

was

of the

many complications figured in
that as a compromise the two delegates to the county convention were uninstructed regarding the sheriff contest

re-

Mocha Glove

being

sure

excellent

for men; soft,

and

caucus

i The first address of the session was delivered by Dr. Bland of Boston, on the
“Freedom is
Essential to
subject,
Progress.” He took exceptions to all

yesterday

new

on of

caucus

so

wearing one of the buttons you may tent to be free in the choice of physicians,
afternoon, preparatory to filling it
know him for a man who has helped and all physicians who had confidence in
Mr. Byron Douglas telegraphed Manawith a f contribution the work ol their own ability to compete with others
along'
that
he
would leave New
ger Goding
the roads to make them pleas- in curing the sick were
satisfied with
York last night on the steamer Manhat- improving
for the riders of the wheel.
their condition, especially if they believed
tan for
with his entire com- anter paths
Portland,
in the doctrine of equal rights to
all,
pany.
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY.
But those
special privileges to none.
On account of the bad weather the BosMr. and Mrs. J. L. Merrlman, High doctors who do not
sympathize with the
ton
Cash Market company decided tc
street, celebrated their tenth wedding American doctrine of equal rights, and
postpone their grand opening and band
anniversary at the resldenoe of Mrs. Mer- those who dare not rely upon their own
concert until this evening.
rlman’s father, Mr. Aagerson, St. John merits as
physicians to secure them a
Red Cross of Constantin will elect offlAbout 60 friends of the couple
street.
living, want laws passed to give them
c;rs Thursday night.
were present
and extended their good a
legal advantage over others.
The coroner’s inquest regarding the
wishes tn a substantial way. Mr. L. M.
“Our forefathers rebelled
successfully
death of Daniel B. Kennedy, the tramp,
Webb, in behalf of the friends present, against king rule, and founded a governwhich was called for 10 o’clock yesterday
Merriman
e
Mr.
and
Mrs.
with
presented
ment upon equal rights to
all,
special
forenoon, was adjourned for one week.
silver tea service. Severallmusical selecprivilege to none. There were those who
John Calvin Stevens has drawn plans
tions were rendered during the evening
opposed the principles of democracy, and
for a large business block^to be erected
and refreshments served.
defended those of monarchy in the ‘times
by the John Bird Company at Rockland.
that tried men's souls.
They were overThe Sheridan Rifles will hold a special
THE PORTLAND COMPANY.
powered, but not convinced. Those Tories
meeting this evening at Swett’s hotel to
The annual meeting, of the Portland Of the Revolutionary era have never failed
make
arrangements for the decorating
of the graves of their deceased comrades Company was held yesterday afternoon, of successors in this country, who if they
Memorial day. All members are request- President
Payson. in the chair. Thes< oannot restore the rule of kings, are
officers were elected:
determined to establish a despotism of
ed to be present.
rings.
President—Franklln C. Payson.
Portland
Senate, No. 326, K. A. E
Vice-President and Treasurer—Byror
“Medical rings are among the most
O., will work the third degree this eve- D. Verrill.
active,
persistent and dangerous to
after
which
a
will
be
ning,
banquet
Assistant
Treasurer and Clerk—Johi
liberty and progress of any institutions of
served.
Banks.
the ring genus with which we are called
The
Portland Ladies’ Veteran FireBREAK AT H. P. GOOLD’S.
upon to deal.”
men’s auxiliary will hold a regular meetDrs. Batchelder, Wright and others
There
at
was
H.
P.
Goold’i
Firemens’
a
at
break
at
7.30
nig
hall, tonight
drug store under the Congress Square spoke in the same general line, being
p. m.
M. Stainert & Sons, 517 Congress street, hotel Monday night that was not reported especially vehement in their opposition to
will have charge of the reserved sale ol to the police until yesterday as Mr. Goolr the Maine medical registration law. The
seats for

one

Buoknam was

port of the treasurer showed that all the
society’s bills are paid and a surplus remains in the treasury.
These
officers
ware elected for the ensuimr vaar-

TO CARRY GOVERNMENT COAL.

the

Laying

to

yesterday

preliminary

Palmer, which

Healing by the

25,1898.

selling

are

WE
at

_

for J. M. Thompson for
and the other J. W. True. The
Thompson delegates won by a vote of 83

Wright'

lour-mascea

At City Hall Yesterday
Afternoon.

treasurer,

tendance: President Henry Reny, BiddeThe ladies commenced their work MonVice President George
ford;
Albert
day night of decorating the hall and Weeks, Richmond;
Corresponding Secrebooths for the grand fair of Merrlman’s
tary William Collins Hatch, New Sharon;
band. The booths will be decorated red,
Recording Secretary Josiah L.
white and bine, and the hall with AmeriT. J. Batchelder’
Durham; Treasurer
can flags tastefully arranged. Everything
Maehias; Councillors Algernon Fossett of
will be in readiness for the.’grand opening Portland and Josiah L.
Wright of Durthis evening. The
fair will continue ham.
four days, closing Saturday night. New
The greater part of the forenoon
was
attractions each evening.
devoted to
business.
ine

Republican

Portland, May

an

at New Gloucester yesterday created much interest, the
contest hingeiug on the county treasurership. Two sets of delegates weie in the

faculty
the Independent
Medical college of
Chicago.
These officers of the
society were in at-

The Portland Wheel club has reoeived
June.
a lot of buttons on which is printed, “P.
The Portland Law Students’ olnb will
W. C. Bicycle Paths.” These buttons
|
probably hold no banquet this year.
will be given to the subscribers to the .exThe Lincoln club has abandoned the
pense of making the paths in the roads
idea of a Held day this summer.
about Portland With the maohine purChief Eldridge began opening the old
chased by the elub. When yon see a ridei
reservoir in Monument

t.rn at tha Pa no

was

ifEw advertise ayirorra.

OlRTFRiTl

NEW GLOUCESTER.

The

Wright,
harbor,
Vice President—George A. Weeks, RichPortsmouth, light. mond.
ports of the annual meeting in Boston are
Recording Seorteary—Henry Reny, BidAll ladles Interested She will go on to the railway for an overto be presented.
hauling before going into the government deford.
In tho work are oordially invited.
Corresponding Secretary—William C.
She is one of five monster ships
John Berry and Wm.F. Partridge were service.
Hatch, New Sharon.
of
Mr.
Wm.
B.
Palmer
owned
by
Bath,
drawn yesterday as grand jurors, and W.
Treasurer—Theopilus J. Batchelder,
P. Hersey and Henry W. Varney petit and bearing 4>is family name, which havie Machlas.
Librarian—Emma
Frances
Marble,
as government coal transjurors for June term of the U. S. court been engaged
rdiuer.
I
ports.
to be held at Bangor.
ounoillors—Algernon Fossett, Portland; William C. ,Hatch, Now Sharon;
The Maine Historical society will not
V'\; THE BICYCL|i PATHS.
Henry Reny, Biddeford.
meet again until its annual meeting in

square

to

convention

ADVERTISEMENTS.

68; they are as follows:
Charles N.
morning, and at ten o’clock the business Fogg, Melvillo C. Clark and Frank H.
session opened, with Dr.
Henry Keny of Nevens. The question of county sheriff
Biddeford in the chair. Owing to the un- did not enter largely into the contest, a
pleasant weather, the attendance was not motion to instruct for Despeaux being
voted down. While the delegates
up to the usual standard.
go unlnAmong the
guests iu attendance were Dr. Thcmas A. structed, there is quite a strong Despeaux
Bland of Boston,
reoently of Washington, sentiment among the citizens which may
and Dr. Stephen B. Munn of
Waterbury, have some weight with the delegates.
Conn., two of the most prominent ecleotic
HOW NORTH YARMOUTH WENT.
authorities in the country. Dr. Bland is
It was a lively.caucus that the Republipresident of the Eoleotio Medical society
cans of North Yarmouth put up, Monday
of the District of
Columbia, and a memevoning. It was supposed that Candidate
ber of the
of

LokeVtoday.

new

caucus

May 24.—The Republican
chose delegates to the
county

opened with an address by
delegates pledged to Despeaux for sheriff
Biihop Neeiy, following whioh came the WANT MAINE MEDICAL LAW RE- and C. C. Wiggin for
county commisaddress
With
an
bnsiness session,
by its
sioner had from 55 to 59 votes. The delePEALED.
president, Mrs. Neely, reports from the
gates elected were W. C. Fogg, Herman
secretary and treasurer and discassion of
R Brewer, Fred S. Soule, F. W.
Mitchell,
various topics pertaining to the work of
Willis M.
Soule and W. L. Orne.
the
of
Junior
and
Auxthe organization
The
CAUCUS AT

annual
meeting of the Main
; ;:4&e
dtantsaa convention Vittil begin at St.

BRIEF JOTTINQ8.

Brunswick Man

was

^ijrae

evening 31

Being

Freeport,

Held in Tori land.

Portland.
The officers of the Junior
Auxiliary
“Mrs, Winslow's Soothing syrup,
eleoted for the ensuing year are:
Has been used over Fifty Years by million* of
KennePresident—Miss E. A. Clark,
mothers for their children while Teething
bunk.
It soothes the child,
B.
WoodJ.
with perfect success.
Derrey,
Secretary—Mrs.
softens the gums, allays Fain, enres Wind fords.
Treasurer—Miss Annie Child, Augusta.
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
After the bnsiness session lunch was
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For salo by Drug- served in the dining hall of the parish
In the afternoon addresses’
gists in every Dart of the world. Be sun and house.
ask fox Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 29 cts delivered by Rev. W.'5f. Jones and Mrs.
a bottle
Began, wife of the rector at Augusta.

giving the association
ship of 215. Remarks

Annual Convention

Society Members Transact Prelimiiliary. These officers were eleoted:
nary Business, Fleet Officers and LisPresident—Mrs. H. A. Neeiy, Portland.
ten to Addresses-A
Vice President—Mrs. Charles T. Ogden,
Boston Physician
Woodfords.
Talks of Professional
Freedom.
Harriet
Secretary—Miss
Corresponding
S. McCobb, Portland.
The
Eclectic
P.
M.
Blake,
Medical society of Maine is
Recording Secretary—Mrs.
Bangor.
holding its thirty-third annua) meeting
Treasurer—Miss Elizabeth H. Smith, in this

FLETt^jffR

sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave theta Casteel*
When

house of St. Luke’s

Their

for

Sheriff.

rSPECIAI, TO THE PRESS.?

branches.
The meeting

New

signature of CHAS.

Delegates Instructed
For

terday. There were thirty-one 'delegates
in
attendance,
representing thirteen

Notice.
Deering Wood and Coal Co;
Boston CaSli Market Oo.
AMUSEMENTS.
.Eolian Recital.

simile

Maine

NEW

FREEPORT FOR DESPEAUX-

MAINE ECLECTIC DOCTORS.

of the
Woman’s
The Maice branch
Auxiliary held its annual meeting at the

& Bancroft.

Legaj

Fac

In Portland of the

Episcopal Woman’s Auxiliary.

Derr Fritz.
Kastman Bros.
.1. K. Faimer.
Oscar K. Hunt.

CONVENTION.

25«

35

bifurcated

corn

leaves

inch,

25c

Armure Mohair Diagonal, 50

inch,

75C

Mesh Canvas, 46 inch,

58c

This last is Dollar stuff.

Dress Makers’ Findings.

CORTICELLI We’re going
to abandon the
SILK CO.
Corticelli Silk

selling
our

for a better

make, and all

stock of Corticelli is at your

service at

0 cts. spool
Cambric, all
colors.
3c
Rustling Cambric,
4c
Fast black Cambric.
6Kc
English Silesia, correct quality,
9c
Star Protector Shirt Binding,
per yard,
So
Feeder’s Brush Brand,
9c
Fancy Taffeta Skirt Lining,
Glove

Finish

15c and 20c

Bicycle Skirt weight,

10c

yd

“HER

MAJESTY’S”
CORSET.
It
that

reason

a

stands

to

built

corset

scientific lines, of the best
terials
it is
possible

on
ma-

to

secure,

BICYCLE
SUITINGS.

STATE OF MAINE.

Cumberland,

ss.

At the Court of County Commissioners begun
and holden at Portland, within and for the
County of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of
January, Anno Domini, 1898 to wit, at a regular
session thereof on flic first Tuesday of
Anno Domini, 1898.
Ou the foregoing Petition it being satisfactorily shown to the Court, that the Petitioners

May,

are

responsible, and that

an

Shoppers of 02£>
and
perience
o

b

s e r

with
steels

vation

say there’s not another such a
stock of Suitings for wheel wo-

moulded
/

i.l

Cl
form and

perfectly

inquiry into the

is hereby Ordered,
merits is expedient, it
That the County Commissioners will meet at
the house of Frank E. Stevens, in said town of

tempered

11

Harpswell, on Wednesday, the twenty-ninth
day of June, A. D. 1898, at one o’clock in the
afternoon, aud that the Petitioners give notice
to all persons interested, by causing an attested copy of said Petition and tins Order of
Court thereon, to be served upon the Town
Clerk of said town of Harpswell and also by
public plaposting up conies of the same in three
ces in said town,"and publishing the same once
a week for three weeks successively in the
Portland Daily Press, a newspaper printed in
Portland in said CoiTntv, the first of said publications, and each of the other notices, to be at
least thirty days before the time of said meeting ; at which time and place, (after it has been
shown that the above notice has
satisfactorily
been duly given,the Commissioners will proceed to view the route set forth in said Petition,
aud other routes and roads connected therewith, and after such view, they will give a hearing to the parties and their witnesses at some
convenient place in the vicinity, when and
where all persons and
corporations interested,
may appear and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be
granted.
Attest:
B c. STONE, Clerk.
Copy of the Petition aud Order of Court
thereon.
Attest:

may25

cor-

—a

set that will not stretch, bend or

break—should be

the

economical corset you
“HER

can

most

buy.

MAJESTVS” CORSET

is all of the

above,

and it will

whose
appeal to every
experience has taught her that
woman

the ordinary corset is a very

pensive article,

besides

ex-

being

often an aotual detriment to her

health, and

If you are interested
corsets, ask to see it
corset department.

in the best
at our

J. R. LIBBY GO.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

